AGENDA
NFPA High-Rise Building Safety Advisory Committee
(HRB-SAC)
October 4-5, 2006
Residence Inn Vancouver Downtown
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

1. Call to Order – 8:30 AM, Wednesday, October 4, 2006.
2. Introduction of members and guests.
3. Agenda review.
4. Approval of March 22-23, 2006 meeting minutes – Agenda Attachment A.
5. Review results of HRB-SAC ballot on policy positions – Agenda Attachment B.
6. Review summary of HRB-SAC responses and action items to NIST WTC recommendations
a. Summary Report - Agenda Attachment C.
b. Correspondence on Progressive Collapse & Wind Tunnel Testing – Agenda Attachment D
7. Development of additional action items for NFPA technical committees.
8. Development of Emergency Procedures. (J. Murphy) – Agenda Attachment E
9. Update on Leadership in Life Safety Design (LLSD) concept.
10. Update on Fire Protection Research Foundation Evacuation projects
a. High rise occupants and evacuation. – Agenda Attachment F
b. Standard Fire Resistance Testing – Agenda Attachment G
11. Update on NIBS activity. (D. Bukowski)
12. Update on conferences and other events concerning high rise safety issues
13. Other business.
14. Scheduling of next meeting (July 2007).
15. Adjournment – 3:00 PM, Thursday, October 5.
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MEETING MINUTES
NFPA High-Rise Building Safety Advisory Committee
(HRB-SAC)
March 22-23, 2006
Grand Hyatt Tampa Bay
Tampa, FL

1. Call to Order. Chair Quiter called the meeting to order at 11:00 am. From 8:30 AM until
11:00 AM, HRB-SAC participated in a joint meeting with NFPA Standards Council. See
agenda item 06-3-20 of the March 2006 Standards Council meeting minutes.
2. Introduction of Members and Guests. The following committee members were in
attendance:
Name
James Quiter (chair)
Richard Bukowski

Geoff Craighead
Jon Magnusson

John Miller
Jack Murphy
Steven Nilles
Jake Pauls

Wes Shoemaker
Milosh Puchovsky (non-voting staff liaison)

Representing
Arup
National Institute of Standards and
Technology – Building and Fire Research
Laboratory
Securitas Security Services USA, Inc.
Magnusson Klemencic Associates / National
Council of Structural Engineering
Associations
Los Angeles City Fire Department /
International Association of Fire Fighters
JJM & Associates, LLC / Fire Safety
Directors Association of Greater New York
Goettsch Partners/ Council on Tall Buildings
& Urban Habitat
Jake Pauls Consulting Services on Building
Use and Safety / American Public Health
Association
Winnipeg Fire Paramedic Service /
Metropolitan Fire Chiefs
NFPA

The following committee members were not in attendance:
Name
Sally Regenhard

Representing
The Skyscraper Safety Campaign
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The following guests were also in attendance:
Name
Gary Keith
Nancy McNabb
Nadine Post
Robert Solomon

Representing
NFPA (day 1 only)
NFPA
Engineering News Record (Press)
NFPA

3. Approval of October 20-21, 2005 meeting minutes. The minutes were approved without
modification.
4. Review meeting schedule and key dates. The committee reviewed key dates as indicated
Agenda Attachment C.
5. Review of HRB-SAC policy positions. Members discussed the following points concerning
their views on high rise building safety, and agreed on the following positions.
a. Are hostile acts a hazard to be considered by building regulations? HRB-SAC does not
intend for building regulations to specifically address, through mandatory provisions,
extreme events and other types of hostile acts. The exception to this position includes
those types of hostile acts that fall within the scope of a document, i.e. a single fire source
of the type anticipated by the regulation. The reference to non-mandatory guidance
documents that help mitigate the effect of hostile acts is expected. As the topic of hostile
acts and terrorism related hazards become more widely considered, HRB-SAC believes
that building regulations should specifically indicate the degree to which they address
hostile acts, or they specifically make clear that they do not. Where a particular
regulations or documents addresses hostile acts, HRB-SAC advises that the specific type
and magnitude of the threat be articulated.
b. What type of egress strategies should be pursued? It is the committee’s position that
phased evacuation and defend-in-place concepts serve as the primary means by which
relocation and protection of high-rise building occupants occur in the majority of
emergency situations. Total simultaneous evacuation of building occupants should
generally serve as a fall-back or contingency option. The conditions and procedures
under which a specific type of egress strategy is to occur should be better defined and
presented. This includes the expansion of emergency procedures for building occupants,
staff and emergency responders.
c. Is it the committee’s intent to improve safety in high-rise buildings, or to better define
what the appropriate level of safety should be? The committee believes that the level of
safety currently provided for high-rise buildings has been effective for the types of
hazards considered by building regulations, but that code provisions should be reviewed
when considering the widening range of threats in conjunction with occupant
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characteristics and capabilities. The committee believes that it is within its scope to
recommend revisions as needed.
6. Review results of HRB-SAC ballot on recommended priorities and agenda items for
NFPA technical committees. The ballot results as indicated in Agenda Attachment D were
reviewed. It was agreed that the priority items should be forwarded as meeting agenda items
to the technical committees responsible for the documents as noted. In addition to the NFPA
committee projects noted, the committee directed NFPA staff to forward priority item 3 on
closed circuit television to the Technical Committee on Premises Security which is responsible
for NFPA 730 and NFPA 731. As part of this submittal to the technical committees, a copy of
HRB-SAC’s response to the NIST recommendations will also be provided.
7. Address request from Building Code Development Committee (BCDC). HRB-SAC
reviewed the request as indicated in Agenda Attachment E. HRB-SAC generated comments
to BCDC’s response to NIST recommendation 6 as noted in Minutes Attachment A. It was
also noted that HRB-SAC already addressed the other requests from BCDC regarding other
NIST recommendations through its ballot on Recommended Priorities and Agenda Items for
NFPA Technical Committees. See item 6 above.
8. Address request regarding high rise ready rooms. The committee addressed the request as
indicated in Agenda Attachment F. It was noted that HRB-SAC already addressed this request
through its ballot on Recommended Priorities and Agenda Items for NFPA Technical
Committees, specifically items 1 and 14 of the ballot. See item 6 above.
9. Address Availability of Fire Protection Research Foundation resources. The committee
addressed the availability of resources as indicated in Agenda Attachment G. See Minutes
Attachment B for the committee’s response.
10. Consider recommendations for NFPA 1, NFPA 101, NFPA 5000 and other NFPA
documents. In addition to the items considered in agenda item 6 above, the committee
recommends the following actions:
a. Phased evacuation. In connection with its action on item 5b above, the committee
believes that the concept of phased evacuation should be made more evident in NFPA 101
and NFPA 5000. While provisions in NFPA 101 and NFPA 5000 pertaining to occupant
notification (101:9.6.3.6.2, 5000:55.2.3.6.3 and associated annex material) address the
concept of phased evacuation, the subject is not addressed in chapters 101:7 and 5000:11
on means of egress or section 101:11.8 and chapter 5000:33 on high rise buildings. The
committee believes that the concept of phased evacuation should be better coordinated
among chapters 7, 9 and 11 of NFPA 101 and chapters 11, 33 and 55 of NFPA 5000. An
agenda item for consideration by the Safety to Life and Building Code committees will be
developed.
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11. Update on NIBS activity. Richard Bukowski provided an update on NIBA activities, and
indicated NIBS has not yet developed specific proposals in response to NIST’s WTC
recommendations. It was indicated that NIBS invited NFPA to attend the May 2, 2006
meeting in Washington, D.C. to provide an update on the activities of HRB-SAC.
Representatives from NFPA will be attending the meeting.
12. Other Business.
a. NIST Recommendation 1 on Progressive Collapse and NIST Recommendation 2 on Wind
Tunnel Testing. The committee understands that the American Society of Civil Engineers
(ASCE) is addressing these two recommendations by either revising its current standards
or developing new standards. The committee believes that the necessary expertise on the
subject matter of progressive collapse and wind tunnel testing lies with ASCE and other
structural engineering groups technical groups, and directed chair Quiter to communicate
to NIST the committee’s endorsement of ASCE’s initiatives in this regard.
b. Refilling stations for self contained breathing apparatus. Refilling stations for fire fighter
self-contained breathing apparatus are being considered for installation in some
jurisdictions. The committee understands that a lack of standardization regarding the
design, installation, maintenance and operation of these high pressure systems as well as
with the evaluation of system components currently exists. This presents significant safety
concerns to fire fighter and building occupants. Although NFPA’s Standards Council has
asked IAPMO to begin addressing these concerns, the committee directed chair Quiter to
communicate its concern to the Standards Council regarding these systems in high rise
systems.
c. Emergency procedures. The committee believes that additional resources regarding the
development of emergency procedures for high-rise buildings are needed. The committee
will work to draft text that could be used as guidance material for those responsible for
drafting such procedures for their facilities. Emergency plans currently in effect in New
York City and Los Angeles will be circulated to the committee. Chair Quiter directed
committee members to review this material and prepare comments regarding the type of
information that should be included in the guidance material. Committee member Jack
Murphy was appointed as coordinator for this activity and is to provide a report to the
committee at the next meeting. Comments regarding the emergency plan guidance
material are to be submitted to NFPA staff by Friday, August 25, 2006.
13. Scheduling of next meeting. The next meeting was tentatively scheduled for Wednesday and
Thursday, October 4-5, 2006 in Vancouver, British Columbia.
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14. Adjournment. Chair Jim Quiter adjourned the meeting at 3:00 PM, Thursday, March 23,
2006.
Minutes prepared by

Milosh Puchovsky, P.E.
Staff Liaison
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High-Rise Building Safety Advisory Committee
(HRB-SAC)

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Ray Bizal, Staff Liaison – NFPA Building Code Development Committee
(BCDC)

FROM:

Milosh Puchovsky, Staff Liaison - NFPA High-Rise Building Safety
Advisory Committee

DATE:

April 25, 2006

SUBJECT:

BCDC request regarding NIST WTC recommendations

This memo serves as HRB-SAC’s response to BCDC’s request regarding NIST’s WTC
recommendations as noted in your memo of February 21, 2006. HRB-SAC met on
March 22 -23, 2006 and considered the request. The following action on BCDC’s
response to NIST Recommendation 6 was taken, and is currently being balloted. I will
distribute the ballot results once completed.
Recommendation 6: HRB-SAC recommends the following revisions to BCDC’s
recommended proposal to NFPA 1.
Add a new section 12.3.2.3 to NFPA 1 as follows:
12.3.2.3. Readily accessible fire resistant assemblies in high-rise buildings shall
be visually inspected for integrity as stipulated by the AHJ by an approved
independent third party at least once every five years. A written report shall be
submitted to the AHJ indicating the inspection result findings.
Substantiation: NIST WTC recommendation 6 addresses the importance of fire
resistant assemblies in maintaining building structural integrity as a primary and
redundant fire protection system. Loss of a small portion of the fire protection
coatings or compromising of a rated assembly can dramatically impact the
structural integrity of a building and the redundant fire protection features. Once
installed, these assemblies must be maintained or the intended level of protection
is lost. The proposed new section addresses NIST’s recommendation and makes
it clear that building materials are not intended to be removed or destroyed for the
visual inspection to occur. The above language would also allow for the
inspection of the entire building to be phased over a scheduled period of time.
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As part of the proposal to NFPA 1, the BCDC may also wish to consider developing a
definition of the term “readily accessible”. The current terms are currently defined by
certain NFPA standards.
Accessible (as applied to wiring methods). Capable of being removed or
exposed without damaging the building structure or finish, or not permanently
closed in by the structure or finish of the building. (NFPA 70E)
Accessible (as applied to equipment). Admitting close approach; not guarded by
locked doors, elevation, or other effective means. (NFPA 70E)
Accessible. Capable of being reached for inspection, maintenance, or removal
without disturbing the permanent structure. (NFPA 1925)
Readily Accessible. Capable of being reached quickly for operation, renewal, or
inspections, without requiring those to whom ready access is requisite to climb
over or remove obstacles or to resort to portable ladders, etc. (NFPA 70)
Readily Accessible. Capable of being removed or exposed without damaging the
equipment or system or the building structure or finish, or not permanently
enclosed. (NFPA 33)
With regard to BCDC’s requests for the other NIST recommendations, HRB-SAC has
already addressed these by developing recommended priorities and agenda items for
certain NFPA Technical Committees. The recommended priorities and agenda items
along with HRB-SAC’s ballot results are attached, and will be forwarded to the
appropriate technical committees. With regard to HRB-SAC’s specific action on the
NIST recommendations, the following priority items are pertinent.
Recommendation 14: HRB-SAC priority item 3
Recommendation 15: HRB-SAC priority items 3, 12 and 13
Recommendation 19: HRB-SAC priority items 12 and 13
Recommendation 22: HRB-SAC priority items 8, 9 and 10
Recommendation 23: HRB-SAC priority items 9, 10 and 13
Recommendation 24: HRB-SAC priority items 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11
Recommendation 26: HRB-SAC priority item 2

Encl. HRB-SAC final ballot results – February 22, 2006
C:

M. Curtis, R. Solomon
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High-Rise Building Safety Advisory Committee
(HRB-SAC)

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Kathleen Almand, Executive Director – Fire Protection Research
Foundation

FROM:

Milosh Puchovsky, Staff Liaison - NFPA High-Rise Building Safety
Advisory Committee

DATE:

March 24, 2006

SUBJECT:

Research Projects in Support of NFPA Codes and Standards Process

This memo is in response to the Research Foundation’s recent request for information on
potential research projects that would benefit NFPA technical committee activities. At its
March 22-23, 2006 meeting, the High-Rise Building Safety Advisory Committee (HRBSAC) identified the following research activity.
One of the subject areas HRB-SAC is focusing on pertains to occupant evacuation and
relocation strategies and procedures. To gain a better understanding of how building
occupants might react to a fire and other emergency situations, as well as occupant’s
understanding of the building’s life safety and egress features, a formal survey or similar
study of building occupants is recommended. It is believed that building occupant
perceptions of this subject have changed in recent years and that it needs to be revisited.
It is expected that the results of this study would be used to better assess the public’s
perception and attitudes toward building safety, and their likely behavior during
emergency situations. The results of the survey could also be used by NFPA technical
committees and others in developing more appropriate occupant notification and
communication strategies, building evacuation and relocation strategies, emergency
responder strategies, and education programs and messages.

C:

HRB-SAC membership
C. Grant, R. Solomon
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Final Minutes
Standards Council – March 21, 2006
06-3-18

6/2/2006

D#06-03 At its meeting of 21-22 March 2006, the Standards Council considered the request of J. Dollard, IBEW,
seeking clarification of the Council’s Decision No. 05-7-4 dated July 29, 2005, (see also related Decision No. 03-10
-25 and correspondence dated November 13, 2003 and December 3, 2003). That decision renews a previous directive
of the Council that governed the processing of the 2005 edition of the NEC and directed the NEC project to maintain
the status quo in processing the 2008 edition of the National Electrical Code on topics relating to plenum cables as
addressed by NFPA 90A. Mr. Dollard asks for clarification whether the Standards Council directive prohibits the
NEC project from deleting the Fine Print Notes to sections 770.154, 800.154 & 820.154. The Council, after due
consideration, believes that clarification is appropriate in this instance and responds that the NEC project would not
violate the directive by deleting the fine print notes at issue.
The 2002 edition of the NEC is the status quo on the plenum cable issues that the Standards Council directives have
generally been attempting to preserve. The fine print notes at issue were not a part of the 2002 edition of the NEC
and were added later, in the 2005 edition. The Council, at the time it issued the 2005 edition, declined, for reasons it
then stated, to decide whether the addition of the fine print notes violated the Council directive. See Standards
Council Decision No. 04-14, Agenda Item No. 04-07-1-z-cc (July 2004). What is clear, however, is that, while the
addition of the notes might arguably have violated the Council’s directive, their deletion clearly does not, since the
notes were not a part of the 2002 NEC status quo. It is also clear that the fine print notes are non-mandatory and were
purportedly meant to be an innocuous and helpful reference to NFPA 13. If the NEC project concludes that the notes
do not serve that purpose or are engendering confusion, as Mr. Dollard suggests, there is nothing in the Standards
Council directive or anything else that the Council has previously said that prohibits the removal of the notes.

06-3-19

It was voted to approve the request of the TCC on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property that the
TC on Carbon Monoxide, responsible for NFPA 720, be placed under their TCC, as requested by the TCC and with
the concurrence of the Carbon Monoxide TC Chair.

06-3-20

The Council met jointly with the High Rise Building Safety Advisory Committee (HRB-SAC). The Council heard, as
part of its annual report, the status of their current activities. In addition, the Council was advised of their current
effort to develop a Concept of Leadership in Life Safety Design (LLSD) and asked staff to further review and analyze
the LLSD concept and report back at the July 2006 meeting.

06-3-21

The Council heard a Report from Staff on NFPA’s Homeland Security Standards Activities Related to Critical
Infrastructure. After careful consideration, the Council directed staff to develop a proposed policy statement to
transmit to all chairs and staff liaisons to address homeland security issues as follows: (1) if a committee project is
currently dealing with homeland security issues, the project must advise the Council of the status of these activities,
and (2) if a committee project plans to address homeland security issues in the future, the project must seek prior
Council approval.

06-3-22

The Council discussed its role in the NFPA Research Foundation’s activities, and although the Council looks forward
to any status reports on proposed projects, it does not plan to provide input on proposed projects due to resource
allocation concerns and to avoid conflicts with possible subsequent appeals in the codes adn standards process.

06-3-23

At the January 2006 meeting, the Council voted to defer action on the request of the TC on Animal Housing Facilities
for NFPA 150, to report in the Annual 2008 revision cycle to be consistent with NFPA 1, 101 and 5000, pending a
recommendation from the Chair on the feasibility of reporting instead in the Fall 2007 revision cycle. Based upon the
additonal input received, the Council voted to permit the TC to enter into the Fall 2008 Revision Cycle.

06-3-24

It was voted to approve the request of the TC on Textile and Garment Care Processes, that NFPA 32, Standard for
Drycleaning Plants, be placed on a one time four and a half year cycle and then a permanent five year revision cycle
reporting Annual 2006, Fall 2010 and then again Fall 2015.

06-3-25

It was voted to approve the request of the TC on Cleanrooms, that NFPA 318, Standard for the Protection of
Semiconductor Fabrication Facilities, report in a three year revision cycle, reporting Annual 2008. The Council had
previously approved a two year expedited cycle, but the TC feels it is no longer required.

06-3-26

It was voted to approve the request of the TC on Combustible Metal and Metal Dusts, that NFPA 484, Standard for
Combustible Metals, report in a permanent three year revision cycle, reporting Annual 2008, to correlate its work with
Proposed NFPA 2.

06-3-27

It was voted to approve the request of the TC on Liquefied Natural Gas, that NFPA 59A, Standard Liquefied Natural
Gas, report in a permanent three year revision cycle, reporting Annual 2008, because of the increase in activity
13in this
area.
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HIGH RISE BUILDING SAFETY ADVISORY
COMMITTEE
MEMORANDUM
TO:

High Rise Building Safety Advisory Committee (HRB-SAC)

FROM:

Milosh Puchovsky, Staff Liaison

DATE:

June 14, 2006

SUBJECT:

Final Results of Balloting for Policy Positions

The June 5, 2006 date for receipt of votes or changes in vote for the Circulation Ballot on
Policy Positions has passed. The final ballot results are attached as a Ballot Summary.
Of 10 voting members all ballots were returned.
Jake Pauls submitted an additional comment to his affirmative vote on Item #5 during
circulation.
All items received the required 2/3rd vote to pass.

C:

R. Solomon
C. Grant
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Summary of
Ballot Results
April 25, 2006 Ballot
Policy Positions & Action Items
NFPA High Rise Technical Advisory Committee
(HRB-TAC)

1.

Are hostile acts a hazard to be considered by building regulations?
HRB-SAC does not intend for building regulations to specifically address, through
mandatory provisions, extreme events and other types of hostile acts. The
exception to this position includes those types of hostile acts that fall within the
scope of a document, i.e. a single fire source of the type anticipated by the
regulation. The reference to non-mandatory guidance documents that help mitigate
the effect of hostile acts is expected. As the topic of hostile acts and terrorism
related hazards become more widely considered, HRB-SAC believes that building
regulations should specifically indicate the degree to which they address hostile
acts, or they specifically make clear that they do not. Where a particular regulation
or document addresses hostile acts, HRB-SAC advises that the specific type and
magnitude of the threat be articulated.

Ballot Results for (1). Are hostile acts a hazard to be considered by building
regulations?
Agree

7

Agree with
Comment
Disagree
Abstention

1
2
0

(J. Quiter, R. Bukowski, G. Craighead, J. Magnusson,
J. Miller, S. Nilles and S. Regenhard)
(W. Shoemaker)
(J. Murphy and J. Pauls)

Agree with Comment
W. Shoemaker

I agree that building regulations should not
specifically address through mandatory provisions all
extreme events and other hostile events as it would
difficult to precisely determine “how” extreme or what
hostile acts might be utilized. If a building regulation
does specifically contemplate a hostile act, then I also
2
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(Item 1
W. Shoemaker
Agree with comment
continued)

agree they should specifically indicate the degree to
which they address these situations so as to not give
the occupants a false sense of security.

Disagree
J. Murphy

ITEM 1 Disagree, with comment on the 1st section on
the types of hostile acts. - We need not call it
'Terrorism', but rather identify it as 'All-Hazards'.
Whether the act is intentional or accidental we have
been unwillingly thrown into this new arena of
hazardous exposures, these vulnerabilities are either
man-made or natural. Such dangers need to be
addressed so as to further assist the 1st responder and
building management with a strategy and tactics so as
to provide safe measures to mitigate, prepare, respond,
and recover to the various matrixes of threats.
Agree, with comment with the guidelines to help
mitigate the hostile act effects. Perhaps a LEEDS type
of approach on high profile buildings or being a
neighbor to such a building will help minimize
structural damage without initiating progressive
collapse. Some effective components such as a blasteffect mitigation perimeter, blast/ballistic resistant
windows, reinforced structural support members, etc.

J. Pauls

ITEM 1. Disagree with the first part of the proposed
policy position. The wording of this ballot item
differs substantially from the straw vote taken at the
meeting on March 22nd. In opposition to other
HRBSAC members, I voted in favor of putting
"terrorism" into the code while noting that terrorism
does not mean any particular form of danger or
violence but, rather, the act of using violence or even
the threat of violence for political purposes.
Traditional dangers such as fire and explosions can be
used as instruments of terrorism or other intentional
acts just as such dangers can be the result of
unintentional acts. The word "hostile" is not very
helpful in this regard; for example, uncontrolled fire is
hostile whether it was set intentionally or
unintentionally. Thus, it is my position that codes
should neither rule out "hostile" acts nor rule out
dealing with results of intentional acts if such acts are

3
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(Item I
J. Pauls Disagree
Continued)

mitigated by the very same safety measures that have
traditionally been employed for results of
unintentional acts.
Note that the instructions give two deadline dates for
submission of this ballot. The earlier of the two dates,
May 12 and May 19, has been used for this ballot
submission.
In public health, we do not confine our efforts solely
to unintentional acts; much effort is devoted to
understanding and dealing with intentional acts such
as interperson violence. We cannot merely,
figuratively, draw a line in the sand—arguing that
some dangers are completely beyond our scope when,
in reality, there are measures we can employ to
mitigate the effects of the dangers. Indeed, I get the
impression that some people involved with building
safety prefer, figuratively, to hide their head in the
sand, that is trying to ignore a problem, believing it to
be intractable.
High-rise buildings are uniquely vulnerable because of
their basic geometry with all access and egress usually
funneled through a footprint that may be a small
fraction of its overall height just like a blind tunnel
with a long length and only one way in or out. Given
the relatively poor redundancy of circulation
possibilities in tall buildings, any event that degrades
or blocks the circulation system is much more harmful
than a similar event in a building spread out lower
over the ground and offering various directions of
access and egress. Exacerbating the geometry
limitations of tall buildings are the natural convective
forces causing interior air (and contaminants) to rise in
cold weather and descend or reverse in warmer
weather (relative to interior temperature). The terms
"stack effect" or "chimney effect" apply to the former
condition. Thus the vertical orientation of tall
buildings adds to their vulnerability in multiple ways
including people movement challenges and air
movement problems for example.
I do agree with the second half of the proposed policy
which builds on the second and third parts of the straw
vote taken at the HRBSAC meeting on March 22nd.
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(Item I
J. Pauls Disagree
Continued)

(J. Pauls Additional
comments received during
ballot circulation)

2.

That is we should put guidance, if not definitive rules,
in the codes to mitigate dangers and if there is
something that we specifically do not address we
should be explicit about saying it is not covered so that
occupants and others exposed to the buildings can
make informed consent decisions about whether and
how such buildings will be encountered and used.

Generally, there is a problem with the clarity of the
ballot issues, especially item 1 which changes in form
each time we vote on it. Indeed, as reported in the
cover memo, it appears that our votes have been
completely reversed simply by staff stating the votes
exactly the opposite of the way the question is phrased
making it appear that Jack Murphy and I answered the
question, "Are hostile acts a hazard to be considered
by building regulations?" as "No" when we argued for
a broadened, multi-hazard approach that included such
acts. What I disagreed with was the Committee's
majority vote at the meeting to answer a question,
something like the one stated in the cover memo, with
a "No." With issues already difficult enough, it is
really unfortunate that our ballot is reported in so
confusing a fashion. I hope staff does a clearer job
with the issue when it transmits the results of the
Committee work to other committees for their
information and guidance.

What type of egress strategies should be pursued?
It is the committee’s position that phased evacuation and defend-in-place concepts
serve as the primary means by which relocation and protection of high-rise building
occupants occurs in the majority of emergency situations. Total simultaneous
evacuation of building occupants should generally serve as a fall-back or
contingency option. The conditions and procedures under which a specific type of
egress strategy is to occur should be better defined and presented. This includes the
expansion of emergency procedures for building occupants, staff and emergency
responders.
Agree

7

Agree with
Comment

3

(J. Quiter, R. Bukowski, G. Craighead, J. Magnusson,
J. Miller, S. Nilles and S. Regenhard)
(J. Murphy, J. Pauls and W. Shoemaker)

5

19

(Item 2 Continued)

Disagree
Abstention

0
0

Agree with Comment
J. Murphy

ITEM 2 Agree, with comment - While high-rise
buildings were not designed to be partial (beyond the
fire evacuation of the fire floor, the floor above and
below) or fully evacuated, we are faced with allhazard threats that warrant a response for these type of
evacuations: I.e. a partial evacuation from a
contaminated HVAC zone may be several floors in
one building or 25 floors in another; an internal
relocation may either be around an affected HVAC
zone or to relocate a safe distance away from an
imminent threat that is proximate to the structure;
or initiate a shelter-in-place mode because you are
safer in the building than evacuating to the exterior.
Each one of these treat matrixes will dictate what
means of egress is available for a type of rapid or nonrapid decent by using all elevators and stairs, use all
stairs, use ONLY the stair(s) leading directly onto a
public way, internally relocation within a structure
and/or shelter-in-place. One of the key component to
direct these various evacuation modes is how they will
be announced to the building occupants.

J. Pauls

ITEM 2. Agree, with comment. Essentially, both
primary means and secondary means must be available
when we design and otherwise plan for evacuation as a
mitigation measure for tall buildings. I agree that
defend in place and phased, partial evacuation will
likely work most of the time although we have done a
dreadfully inadequate job of actually documenting—
scientifically—how such a strategy actually works in
practice in a tall building. The secondary means—
total evacuation—must be available as a reserve
measure and we must anticipate and plan for this
measure to be either spontaneous (the so-called selfdirected evacuation by occupants acting singly or in
groups) or deliberately instituted by management. The
consequences of both types of evacuation must be
anticipated or understood by all concerned so that
expectations are reasonable and mitigation measures
can be developed and employed. For example, one
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(Item 2
J. Pauls Agree with
Comment Continued)

mitigation measure is to consciously utilize specific
deference protocols that will give priority to evacuees
from certain parts of the tall building for both partial
and total evacuations.
Building on the metaphor used in my comment on
Item 1 of this ballot, we cannot afford to draw a line in
the sand arguing that total evacuation is beyond the
scope of our design, management and regulatory
strategies. That approach is more aptly described as
figuratively hiding ones head in the sand avoiding
even facing up to the prospects and problems of, or
mitigation measures for, total evacuation.

W. Shoemaker

3.

Agreed. Evacuation procedures must include all three
methods including shelter or defend-in-place, internal
relocation, and total evacuation. I am not entirely
comfortable with using the word “primary” for phased
evacuation and defend-in-place and total evacuation
being described as a “contingency option”. Instead I
might suggest that phased evacuation and defend-inplace may be the most “typical” or “frequently” used
strategies but I could accept the wording as drafted.
The conditions under which strategy might occur
could be clarified for the purposes of occupant
awareness and emergency preparedness training of
individuals associated with conducting the evacuation
(fire safety directors, on-site building managers, other
responding agencies) are best done through public
education materials, emergency action plans
(EAPs)/fire safety plans and fire department general
operating guidelines.

Is it the committee’s intent to improve safety in high-rise buildings, or to better
define what the appropriate level of safety should be?
The committee believes that the level of safety currently provided for high-rise
buildings has been effective for the types of hazards considered by building
regulations, but that code provisions should be reviewed when considering the
widening range of threats in conjunction with occupant characteristics and
capabilities. The committee believes that it is within its scope to recommend
revisions as needed.
Agree

7

(J. Quiter, R. Bukowski, G. Craighead, J. Magnusson,
J. Miller, S. Nilles and S. Regenhard)
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(Item 3 Continued)

Agree with
Comment
Disagree
Abstention

1

(J. Pauls)

2
0

(J. Murphy and W. Shoemaker)

Agree with Comment
J. Pauls

ITEM 3. Agree, with comment. Although the level of
safety provided for tall buildings has been reasonably
effective for most events, there have been enough events
to demonstrate that we cannot be complacent in simply
doing what we have done in the past. Even the
experience with very tall buildings covers a relatively
small number of decades and, during the last decade or
so, we have had experiences enough to begin recognizing
we have a drastically different set of factors at work that
impact tall building safety. For example, building
occupants in the USA and many other developed
countries have physical capabilities to evacuate that are
significantly lower than was the case even a few decades
ago. People are bigger, heavier and less fit yet the
building systems are based on assumptions about
occupant characteristics that were questionable even a
few decades ago and that are much less valid today.
Moreover, unlike even a decade or two ago, occupants of
tall buildings have multiple means of communication
(such as cell phones, portable computers, Internet,
blackberries, etc.) that are being used to gain situation
awareness in an emergency situation having the physical
and temporal scales that characterize a major high-rise
building emergency. Further, whether that awareness is
valid or not, it will guide actions in ways that can either
support or confound more-traditional means of
communication within buildings. Also, in addition to
actual threat levels being drastically different now due to
large-scale geopolitical forces, we have (in the USA
especially) national government policies that, for
political reasons, encourage fear of terrorism on the part
of ordinary people who are also much better informed
about the dangers of tall buildings for example. Again,
given the changed context for high-rise buildings today,
we cannot rest with merely the measures that may have
worked (mostly—but not always or reliably) in the past.
The changes justify improvements in safety strategies
and tactics.

8
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Disagree
(Item 3 Continued)

J. Murphy

ITEM 3 Disagree, with the comment on the 1st section
of this Item - I believe that the level of fire safety
currently provided for most high-rise buildings has
been effective for the type of fire hazard considered by
building regulations, however, the modern commercial
building with open floor space beyond 7,500 square
feet does not provide a balance approach to fire
protection.
Agree, with comment - The present techniques to meet
all-hazard evacuation needs to be defined beyond a
local area. A collective all-hazard approach should be
forthcoming from those cities currently engaged in the
all-hazard approach to evacuations.

W. Shoemaker

Disagreed. I thought the intent of this question was to
distinguish the mandate of the HRBSAC to make
buildings “as safe as possible” (inferring that we can
continually do things to make buildings safer and
therefore, where do you stop?) from the objective of
defining what the appropriate level of safety should
be. In response to the statement that the level of safety
currently provided for high-rise buildings has been
effective for the types of hazards considered by
building regulations, I think we must continually
challenge our current standards through on-going
study and research to ensure that they are in fact
effective and providing “an appropriate level of
safety”. As an example, it is my understanding that
the current requirements for fireproofing were thought
to be effective at the time of the collapse of the WTC
when subsequent studies have proven otherwise.

9
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4.

Phased evacuation.
In connection with item 2 above, the committee believes that the concept of phased
evacuation should be made more evident in NFPA 101 and NFPA 5000. While
provisions in NFPA 101 and NFPA 5000 pertaining to occupant notification
(101:9.6.3.6.2, 5000:55.2.3.6.3 and associated annex material) address the concept
of phased evacuation, the subject is not addressed in chapters 101:7 and 5000:11 on
means of egress or section 101:11.8 and chapter 5000:33 on high rise buildings.
The committee believes that the concept of phased evacuation should be better
coordinated among chapters 7, 9 and 11 of NFPA 101 and chapters 11, 33 and 55 of
NFPA 5000.
Agree

6

Agree with
Comment
Disagree
Abstention

4

(J. Quiter, R. Bukowski, J. Magnusson,
J. Miller, S. Nilles and S. Regenhard)
(G. Craighead, J. Murphy, J. Pauls and W. Shoemaker)

0
0

Agree with Comment
G. Craighead

Point 4. I assume the Sections to include references is
comprehensive enough.

J. Murphy

ITEM 4 Agree, with comment - We need to retool the
high-rise building evacuation so as to be effective with
meeting today's all-hazard threats. In the U.S. the
target buildings so far have been commercial. In the
global arena they are using the weapons of choice and
bombing residential buildings in Russia. The principal
target high-rise buildings in Asia and the Middle East
are hotels. We have yet to experience the deployment
of a chemical or biological release in a contained
environment. We are the least prepared to perform an
appropriate evacuation or response from an attack or
accidental release of these products.

J. Pauls

ITEM 4. Agree, with comment. Addressing phased
evacuation in the codes is necessary but not sufficient.
As discussed in my comment on Item 2, we need to
explicitly anticipate and design/manage/regulate for
total evacuation as well.

10
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(Item 4 Continued)

W. Shoemaker

5.

Agreed. Once again, reference to the three different
approaches to evacuation and the conditions and
procedures under which a specific type of egress
strategy is to occur should be better defined and
presented.

Response to NFPA Building Code Development Committee (BCDC) on NIST
Recommendation #6.
HRB-SAC recommends the following revisions to BCDC’s recommended proposal
to NFPA 1.
Add a new section 12.3.2.3 to NFPA 1 as follows:
12.3.2.3. Readily accessible fire resistant assemblies in high-rise buildings shall
be visually inspected for integrity as stipulated by the AHJ by an approved
independent third party at least once every five years. A written report shall be
submitted to the AHJ indicating the inspection result findings.
Substantiation: NIST WTC recommendation 6 addresses the importance of fire
resistant assemblies in maintaining building structural integrity as a primary and
redundant fire protection system. Loss of a small portion of the fire protection
coatings or compromising of a rated assembly can dramatically impact the
structural integrity of a building and the redundant fire protection features. Once
installed, these assemblies must be maintained or the intended level of protection
is lost. The proposed new section addresses NIST’s recommendation and makes
it clear that building materials are not intended to be removed or destroyed for the
visual inspection to occur. The above language would also allow for the
inspection of the entire building to be phased over a scheduled period of time.
As part of the proposal to NFPA 1, the BCDC may also wish to consider
developing a definition of the term “readily accessible”. The current terms are
currently defined by certain NFPA standards.
Accessible (as applied to wiring methods). Capable of being removed or
exposed without damaging the building structure or finish, or not permanently
closed in by the structure or finish of the building. (NFPA 70E)
Accessible (as applied to equipment). Admitting close approach; not guarded by
locked doors, elevation, or other effective means. (NFPA 70E)
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Accessible. Capable of being reached for inspection, maintenance, or removal
without disturbing the permanent structure. (NFPA 1925)
Readily Accessible. Capable of being reached quickly for operation, renewal, or
inspections, without requiring those to whom ready access is requisite to climb
over or remove obstacles or to resort to portable ladders, etc. (NFPA 70)
Readily Accessible. Capable of being removed or exposed without damaging the
equipment or system or the building structure or finish, or not permanently
enclosed. (NFPA 33)
Agree

8

Agree with
Comment
Disagree
Abstention

1
1
0

(J. Quiter, R. Bukowski, G. Craighead, J. Magnusson,
J. Murphy, J. Miller, and S. Nilles)
(J. Pauls and W. Shoemaker)
S. Regenhard

Agree with Comment
J. Pauls
(comments received
during ballot circulation)

W. Shoemaker

My HRBSAC ballot remains unchanged except that I
need to express concern about the exact definition of
"readily accessible" to be used in relation to item 5.
While I share Sally's concern, I am simply leaving my
vote as affirmative in the expectation that a definition
is adopted that puts teeth into an inspection
requirement—at a minimum requiring that the
inspection method be "approved."

Agreed. I support the concept that readily accessible
fire resistant assemblies in high-rise buildings shall be
inspected regularly to ensure confidence in the
performance of the assembly under conditions of fire.
It would be impractical to remove and/or damage
building materials to effect this inspection. As I don’t
know enough about the inspection process during
construction, I am assuming the fire resistance
assemblies that are not readily visible after
construction has been completed were at least
inspected once?

12
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Disagree
(Item 5 Continued)

S. Regenhard

I agree with items # 1-4. I do not agree with item #5
until this Committee has made a final determination as
to the definition of “readily accessible” (especially
given the wide range of definitions in the various cited
NFPA codes/standards). This is too important a term
(for a very critical issue) to leave to the BCDC to
define.

13
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Puchovsky, Milosh
From:

Maynard, Mary

Sent:

Tuesday, May 30, 2006 9:38 AM

To:

Maynard, Mary

Subject:

FW: NIST Recommendations on Collapse of WTC Towers

Attachments: TC List.pdf; HRBSAC CHARTER _topical areas 10-05 updatel_.pdf; HRB responses to NIST
Recs (May 06).pdf

TO: Chairs of NFPA TCCs and TCs Affected by NIST Study of World Trade Center
I am retransmitting the memo below that was sent to you on May 8. There appears to have been a glitch and
some of the Staff Liaisons as well as Committee Chairs did not received it. I apologize for any inconvenience.
Mary Maynard
Codes and Standards Administration
c: Staff Liaisons

TO:

Chairs of NFPA TCCs and TCs Affected by NIST Study of World Trade Center

FROM:

Casey C. Grant, Secretary NFPA Standards Council

SUBJ:

NIST Recommendations on Collapse of WTC Towers

DATE:

8 May 2006

As you perhaps already know, the NIST recommendations concerning the World Trade Center collapse have
received widespread public attention, and are a priority for NFPA. To better address relevant high rise safety
issues, the Standards Council has appointed the High Rise Building Safety Technical Advisory Committee
(HRBSAC). The HRBSAC membership roster and charter are attached to further clarify their role.
The attached document entitled “HRBSAC Response and Action to NIST WTC Recommendations (May 2006)”
serves to summarize the status of how NFPA’s codes and standards are being impacted by the NIST
recommendations. The document includes action items developed by HRBSAC for consideration by NFPA TCs.
I’m asking you to place the HRBSAC action items relevant to your TCC/TC on the agenda for your next regularly
scheduled meeting for consideration.
The responses and action items to the NIST recommendations by HRBSAC are intended to provide initia
direction to the TCs within your project for purposes of developing proposals, comments or other actions as
appropriate. Actions taken by your TCC/TC project will eventually be incorporated by the HRBSAC staff liaison
(Milosh Puchovsky) into the attached document to provide a more complete overview of all the related activity in
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the NFPA codes and standards process on this topic.
Thank you for your attention to this matter. Should you have specific questions regarding the NIST
recommendations or HRBSAC action items, please contact Milosh Puchovsky, staff liaison for HRBSAC.
cc:

Affected Staff Liaisons, HRBSAC membership, G. Keith, L. Nisbet, R. Vondrasek
Affected NFPA TCCs and TCs
TC on Air Conditioning
TCC on Automatic Sprinkler Systems
TCC on Building Code
TC on Cultural Resources
TC on Fire and Emergency Service Organization and Deployment –
Career
TC on Fire and Emergency Service Organization and Deployment –
Volun.
TC on Fire Pumps
TC on Fire Service Occupational Safety and Health
TCC on National Electrical Code
TC on Pre Incident Planning
TC on Premises Security
TC on Public Emergency Service Communication
TCC on Safety to Life
TCC on Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property
TC on Smoke Management Systems
TC on Standpipe Systems
TC on Uniform Fire Code

Encl.

Acronym
AIC-AAA
AUT-AAC
BLD-AAC
CUL-AAA

Chair
David P. Demers
John G. O'Neill
Jerry Wooldridge
Deborah L. Freeland

Staff Liaison
A. Fraser
C. Dubay
R. Solomon
M. Puchovsky

FAC-AAA

Alan V. Brunacini

G. Tokle

FAD-AAA

Peter A. McMahon

G. Tokle

FIM-AAA
FIX-AAA
NEC-AAC
PIP-AAA
PMM-AAA
PUF-AAA
SAF-AAC
SIG-AAC
SMO-AAA
SPI-AAA
UFC-AAA

John D. Jensen
Glenn P. Benarick
James W. Carpenter
John A. Welling, III
Wayne D. Moore
Gary S. Santoro
James R. Quiter
Wayne D. Moore
James A. Milke
Maurice M. Pilette
Ronald R. Farr

D. Hague
C. Peterson
M. Earley
D. Trebisacci
R. Bielen
L. Stewart
R. Cote’
L. Richardson
M. Puchovsky
D. Hague
M. Curtis

HRB-SAC Response and Action to NIST WTC Recommendations (May 2006)
HRBSAC Membership Roster
HRBSAC Charter
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Puchovsky, Milosh
From:

McGovern, Jill

Sent:

Monday, August 21, 2006 10:14 AM

To:

McGovern, Jill

Subject:

To NFPA 101/NFPA 5000 TCC and TC Committee Members Distribution List #3 - NIST WTC
Recommendations and High Rise-Building Safety Advisory Committee Action Items

Importance: High
To:
NFPA 101/NFPA 5000 TCC and TC Committee Members Distribution List #3 - NIST WTC
Recommendations and High Rise-Building Safety Advisory
Committee Action Items
Committee members,
Posted to your committee pages for NFPA 101 and NFPA 5000 (under Committee Correspondence) is a
summary of the National Institute of Standards and Technology’s (NIST) Recommendations regarding its
investigation of the World Trade Center Disaster and the NFPA High Rise Building Safety Advisory Committee’s
(HRB-SAC) responses and action items to the NIST Recommendations. As you may already know, the NIST
recommendations have received widespread public attention and implementing them is a priority for NFPA.
As part of the upcoming revision cycle for NFPA 101 and NFPA 5000, your committee will be asked to consider
certain NIST recommendations and HRB-SAC action items as identified below. Specific recommendations and
action items will be included as part of your committee’s agenda for the upcoming ROP meetings for NFPA 101
and NFPA 5000. We are making this information available prior to the distribution of the meeting agendas to give
you more time to become familiar with the subject. Please contact your staff liaison if you have questions.
Also posted to the committee page is a copy of an NFPA presentation given to the National Institute of Building
Sciences committee to translate the NIST WTC investigation recommendations into building codes and
standards.

Committee
Building Code Correlating Committee (BLDAAC)
Life Safety Code Correlating Committee
(SAF-AAC)
TC on Fundamentals (BLD/SAF-FUN)
TC on Means of Egress (BLD/SAF-MEA)
TC on Fire Protection Features (BLD/SAFFIR)
TC on Building Service and Fire Protection
Equipment (BLD/SAF-BSF)
TC on Furnishings and Contents (BLD/SAFFUR)
TC on Building Construction (BLD-BLC)
TC on Structures, Construction and Materials
(BLD-SCM)
TC on Building Systems (BLD-BSY)
TC on Assembly Occupancies and Membrane
Structures(BLD/SAF-AXM)
TC on Board and Care Facilities (BLD/SAF-

NIST Recommendation and HRB-SAC
Action Item
4, 26, 28
4, 26, 28
4, 8, 9, 16, 19, 25, 26, 27, 29
4, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21
4, 5, 6
4, 12, 13, 14, 15, No Specific Rec, 17, 19, 20,
21, 22
4
1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11
1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10
4, 19, 20, 21, 24
4, 16, 19, 26
4, 16,19, 26
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BCF)
TC on Detention and Correctional
Occupancies (BLD/SAF-DET)
TC on Educational and Day-Care
Occupancies (BLD/SAF-END)
TC on Health Care Occupancies (BLD/SAFHEA)
TC on Industrial, Storage, and Miscellaneous
Occupancies (BLD/SAF-IND)
TC on Mercantile and Business Occupancies
(BLD/SAF-MER)
TC on Residential Occupancies (BLD/SAFRES)

4, 16,19, 26
4, 16,19, 26
4, 16,19, 26
All recommendations due to responsibility
for sections on high rise buildings
4, 16,19, 26
4, 16,19, 26

Thank you,
Robert E. Solomon, P.E.
Building and Life Safety Codes
1 Batterymarch Park
Quincy, MA 02169
Phone: 617-984-7404
Fax: 617-984-7110
Email: jmcgovern@nfpa.org
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1

W. Shoemaker - I agree that building regulations should not specifically address through mandatory provisions all extreme events and other
hostile events as it would difficult to precisely determine “how” extreme or what hostile acts might be utilized. If a building regulation does

Agree

Comments by HRB-SAC members

Are hostile acts a hazard to be considered by building regulations? HRB-SAC does not intend for building regulations to specifically address, through
mandatory provisions, extreme events and other types of hostile acts. The exception to this position includes those types of hostile acts that fall within the
scope of a document, i.e. a single fire source of the type anticipated by the regulation. The reference to non-mandatory guidance documents that help mitigate
the effect of hostile acts is expected. As the topic of hostile acts and terrorism related hazards becomes more widely considered, HRB-SAC believes that
building regulations should specifically indicate the degree to which they address hostile acts, or they specifically make clear that they do not. Where a
particular regulation or document addresses hostile acts, HRB-SAC advises that the responsible technical committee articulate the specific type and magnitude
of the threat being considered. (April 06 Ballot)

General HRB-SAC Policy Positions and Action Items:

The different colored text in the table is intended to aid in linking comments made by individual HRB-SAC members with specific action items.

The table on the following pages is a summary of NIST’s recommendations, HRB-SAC responses and action items, comments made by individual HRB-SAC
members, and a listing of affected NFPA documents. The column pertaining to TC action is expected to be completed as affected NFPA TCs respond to the
NIST recommendations and HRB-SAC action items.

The action items were prompted in part by NIST’s recommendations on the Federal Building and Fire Safety Investigation of the World Trade Center Disaster,
and secured either by letter ballot or committee meeting action. Comments have also been generated by individual HRB-SAC members on specific action
items during balloting.

The High-Rise Building Safety Advisory Committee (HRB-SAC), an advisory committee of NFPA’s Standards Council, has identified a number of priorities
and action items for NFPA’s Technical Committee’s (TC) to consider as agenda items during the upcoming revision cycles of their respective documents.

Introduction

(July 2006 version incorporates HRBSAC member comments from April 2006 ballot. Comments provided on General HRBSAC policy positions and action items #’s I and II, and HRB-SAC action items 6b, 17a1 and 17b. Changes are shown in gray
highlighted text)

HRB-SAC Responses & Actions to NIST WTC Recommendations (July 2006)
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2

I do agree with the second half of the proposed policy which builds on the second and third parts of the straw vote taken at the HRBSAC meeting
on March 22nd. That is we should put guidance, if not definitive rules, in the codes to mitigate dangers and if there is something that we

High-rise buildings are uniquely vulnerable because of their basic geometry with all access and egress usually funneled through a footprint that
may be a small fraction of its overall height just like a blind tunnel with a long length and only one way in or out. Given the relatively poor
redundancy of circulation possibilities in tall buildings, any event that degrades or blocks the circulation system is much more harmful than a
similar event in a building spread out lower over the ground and offering various directions of access and egress. Exacerbating the geometry
limitations of tall buildings are the natural convective forces causing interior air (and contaminants) to rise in cold weather and descend or reverse
in warmer weather (relative to interior temperature). The terms "stack effect" or "chimney effect" apply to the former condition. Thus the vertical
orientation of tall buildings adds to their vulnerability in multiple ways including people movement challenges and air movement problems for
example.

In public health, we do not confine our efforts solely to unintentional acts; much effort is devoted to understanding and dealing with intentional
acts such as interperson violence. We cannot merely, figuratively, draw a line in the sand—arguing that some dangers are completely beyond our
scope when, in reality, there are measures we can employ to mitigate the effects of the dangers. Indeed, I get the impression that some people
involved with building safety prefer, figuratively, to hide their head in the sand, that is trying to ignore a problem, believing it to be intractable.

Note that the instructions give two deadline dates for submission of this ballot. The earlier of the two dates, May 12 and May 19, has been used
for this ballot submission.

J. Pauls - Disagree with the first part of the proposed policy position. The wording of this ballot item differs substantially from the straw vote
taken at the meeting on March 22nd. In opposition to other HRBSAC members, I voted in favor of putting "terrorism" into the code while noting
that terrorism does not mean any particular form of danger or violence but, rather, the act of using violence or even the threat of violence for
political purposes. Traditional dangers such as fire and explosions can be used as instruments of terrorism or other intentional acts just as such
dangers can be the result of unintentional acts. The word "hostile" is not very helpful in this regard; for example, uncontrolled fire is hostile
whether it was set intentionally or unintentionally. Thus, it is my position that codes should neither rule out "hostile" acts nor rule out dealing with
results of intentional acts if such acts are mitigated by the very same safety measures that have traditionally been employed for results of
unintentional acts.

Agree, with comment with the guidelines to help mitigate the hostile act effects. Perhaps a LEEDS type of approach on high profile buildings or
being a neighbor to such a building will help minimize structural damage without initiating progressive collapse. Some effective components such
as a blast-effect mitigation perimeter, blast/ballistic resistant windows, reinforced structural support members, etc. (April 06 Ballot)

J. Murphy - Disagree, with comment on the 1st section on the types of hostile acts. - We need not call it 'Terrorism', but rather identify it as 'AllHazards'. Whether the act is intentional or accidental we have been unwillingly thrown into this new arena of hazardous exposures, these
vulnerabilities are either man-made or natural. Such dangers need to be addressed so as to further assist the 1st responder and building
management with a strategy and tactics so as to provide safe measures to mitigate, prepare, respond, and recover to the various matrixes of threats.

Disagree

specifically contemplate a hostile act, then I also agree they should specifically indicate the degree to which they address these situations so as to
not give the occupants a false sense of security. (April 06 Ballot)

Generally, there is a problem with the clarity of the ballot issues, especially item 1 which changes in form each time we vote on it. Indeed, as
reported in the cover memo, it appears that our votes have been completely reversed simply by staff stating the votes exactly the opposite of the
way the question is phrased making it appear that Jack Murphy and I answered the question, "Are hostile acts a hazard to be considered by
building regulations?" as "No" when we argued for a broadened, multi-hazard approach that included such acts. What I disagreed with was the
Committee's majority vote at the meeting to answer a question, something like the one stated in the cover memo, with a "No." With issues already
difficult enough, it is really unfortunate that our ballot is reported in so confusing a fashion. I hope staff does a clearer job with the issue when it
transmits the results of the Committee work to other committees for their information and guidance. (April 06 Ballot)

specifically do not address we should be explicit about saying it is not covered so that occupants and others exposed to the buildings can make
informed consent decisions about whether and how such buildings will be encountered and used.

3

J. Murphy - Disagree, with the comment on the 1st section of this Item - I believe that the level of fire safety currently provided for most high-rise
buildings has been effective for the type of fire hazard considered by building regulations, however, the modern commercial building with open
floor space beyond 7,500 square feet does not provide a balance approach to fire protection.

Disagree

J. Pauls - Agree, with comment. Although the level of safety provided for tall buildings has been reasonably effective for most events, there have
been enough events to demonstrate that we cannot be complacent in simply doing what we have done in the past. Even the experience with very
tall buildings covers a relatively small number of decades and, during the last decade or so, we have had experiences enough to begin recognizing
we have a drastically different set of factors at work that impact tall building safety. For example, building occupants in the USA and many other
developed countries have physical capabilities to evacuate that are significantly lower than was the case even a few decades ago. People are
bigger, heavier and less fit yet the building systems are based on assumptions about occupant characteristics that were questionable even a few
decades ago and that are much less valid today. Moreover, unlike even a decade or two ago, occupants of tall buildings have multiple means of
communication (such as cell phones, portable computers, Internet, blackberries, etc.) that are being used to gain situation awareness in an
emergency situation having the physical and temporal scales that characterize a major high-rise building emergency. Further, whether that
awareness is valid or not, it will guide actions in ways that can either support or confound more-traditional means of communication within
buildings. Also, in addition to actual threat levels being drastically different now due to large-scale geopolitical forces, we have (in the USA
especially) national government policies that, for political reasons, encourage fear of terrorism on the part of ordinary people who are also much
better informed about the dangers of tall buildings for example. Again, given the changed context for high-rise buildings today, we cannot rest
with merely the measures that may have worked (mostly—but not always or reliably) in the past. The changes justify improvements in safety
strategies and tactics. (April 06 Ballot)

Agree

Comments by HRB-SAC members

II. Is it the committee’s intent to improve safety in high-rise buildings, or to better define what the appropriate level of safety should be? The committee
believes that the level of safety currently provided for high-rise buildings has been effective for the types of hazards considered by building regulations, but
that code provisions should be reviewed when considering the widening range of threats in conjunction with occupant characteristics and capabilities. The
committee believes that it is within its scope to recommend revisions as needed. (April 06 Ballot)
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W. Shoemaker - Disagreed. I thought the intent of this question was to distinguish the mandate of the HRBSAC to make buildings “as safe as
possible” (inferring that we can continually do things to make buildings safer and therefore, where do you stop?) from the objective of defining
what the appropriate level of safety should be. In response to the statement that the level of safety currently provided for high-rise buildings has
been effective for the types of hazards considered by building regulations, I think we must continually challenge our current standards through ongoing study and research to ensure that they are in fact effective and providing “an appropriate level of safety”. As an example, it is my
understanding that the current requirements for fireproofing were thought to be effective at the time of the collapse of the WTC when subsequent
studies have proven otherwise. (April 06 Ballot)

Agree, with comment - The present techniques to meet all-hazard evacuation needs to be defined beyond a local area. A collective all-hazard
approach should be forthcoming from those cities currently engaged in the all-hazard approach to evacuations. (April 06 Ballot)

4

III. Leadership in Life Safety Design (LLSD.) HRB-SAC has proposed the development of the Leadership in Life Safety Design (LLSD) concept. The LLSD is
envisioned as a voluntary point scoring process similar in certain aspects to the approach of NFPA 101A, Guide on Alternative Approaches to Life Safety, and
the Leadership in Environmental and Energy Design (LEED) program. It is intended that the LLSD concept provide a series of building safety enhancements
that could be voluntarily applied in the design or evaluation of buildings. Features identified through the LLSD present voluntary additional “code +” safety
provisions beyond those mandated by applicable local building regulations. The LLSD might also be used to better define and address those hazards and
risks of concern to the building owner that are not specifically addressed by local applicable regulations such as certain types of extreme events. Buildings
might then be identified as LLSD certified. The Council on Tall Buildings and Urban Habitat also has resource documents that could be referenced in this
regard. (Oct 05 minutes)
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NIST Recommendation

Recommendation 1. NIST
recommends that: (1) progressive
collapse be prevented in buildings
through the development and
nationwide adoption of consensus
standards and code provisions,
along with the tools and guidelines
needed for their use in practice; and
(2) a standard methodology be
developed—supported by analytical
design tools and practical design.

HRB-SAC Response

HRB-SAC believes that progressive
collapse should be prevented and
that it ultimately should be
addressed by building regulations
and design methods. However, the
concept deserves further study. The
degree to which progressive
collapse can be addressed is
dependent upon the threat/hazard to
be considered. The committee is of
the opinion that a progressive
collapse of a building would be
initiated by a substantial event such
as an explosion rather than the type
of events considered by current
codes. The techniques used to
protect against progressive collapse
also need to be further analyzed.
While the City of New York has
proposed an approach, it has not
been universally accepted.
Mitigation techniques may need to
consider more than just the loss of a
single column. Additionally, the
impact of any potential solutions on
other design objectives also needs to
be thoroughly considered. The
committee also indicated that only
the design of certain buildings might
need to consider some types of
progressive collapse scenarios, and
that these designs would likely
require a comprehensive risk
analysis to better identify the
threat/hazard to be protected
against. The committee further
believes that the collection of
existing data on the hazard level
with respect to progressive collapse
is needed, and that other kinds of
data such as that which shows how
many deaths have resulted from
disproportionate collapse also needs
to be collected. NFPA’s Technical

Group 1. Increased Structural Integrity
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****************************

1 (a) Request for Further Action.
NFPA’s Technical Committee on
Structures and Construction (BLDSTR), and Technical Committee on
Building Construction (BLD-BLC)
should provide further input on this
recommendation. (July 05 ballot)

HRB-SAC Action Items

Abstain
R. Bukowski- Since this ballot
deals solely with the NIST
Recommendations I will abstain. I
plan to vote on other issues as they
come before the committee. (July 05

S. Regenhard- Agree with the
response statement, however must
be inclusive of a specific risk
analysis for bar joist construction
(July 05 ballot)

Agree
J. Murphy- Agree with the
response statement, however must
be inclusive of a specific risk
analysis for bar joist construction
(July 05 ballot)

Discussion: This is simply an
important clarifying statement of
relevant fact that is critical for code
authorities, the public, and NIST to
be reminded of. (July 05 ballot)

J. Magnusson- The committee
believes that progressive
(disproportionate) collapse should
be prevented and that it ultimately
should be addressed by building
regulations and design methods.
However, the concept deserves
further study. Even the definition of
progressive collapse is not clear.
NIST experts gathered in Chicago in
2002 agreed that the destruction of
the WTC was not progressive
collapse. The degree to which…

Disagree

1 (a) Comments on Response and
Request for Further Action

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members

NFPA 5000

Affected NFPA
Doc.

NFPA TC
Action

NIST Recommendation

Recommendation 2. NIST
recommends that nationally
accepted performance standards be
developed for: (1) conducting wind
tunnel testing of prototype
structures based on sound technical
methods that result in repeatable and
reproducible results among testing
laboratories; and (2) estimating
wind loads and their effects on tall
buildings for use in design, based on
wind tunnel testing data and
directional wind speed data.

Recommendation 1.
(Continued)
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Committee on Structures and
Construction (BLD-STR), and
Technical Committee on Building
Construction (BLD-BLC) should
provide further input in this regard.
(July 05 ballot)

HRB-SAC Response

6

2 (a) Letter of Support. The
committee understands that the
American Society of Civil
Engineers (ASCE) is addressing this
recommendation by either revising
its current standards or developing
new standards. The committee
believes that the necessary expertise
on the subject matter of wind tunnel
testing lies with ASCE and other
structural engineering groups
technical groups, and directed chair
Quiter to communicate to NIST the
committee’s endorsement of
ASCE’s initiatives in this regard.
(March 06 minutes)

****************************

1 (b) Letter of Support. HRBSAC understands that the American
Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE)
is addressing this recommendation
by either revising its current
standards or developing new
standards. The committee believes
that the necessary expertise on the
subject matter of progressive
collapse lies with ASCE and other
structural engineering groups
technical groups, and directed chair
Quiter to communicate to NIST the
committee’s endorsement of
ASCE’s initiatives in this regard.
(Mar 06 minutes)

HRB-SAC Action Items

2 (a) No Comments

No Comments

1 (b) Comments on Letter of
Support

****************************

ballot)

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members

NFPA 5000

Affected NFPA
Doc.

NFPA TC
Action

NIST Recommendation

HRB-SAC Response

Recommendation 4. NIST
recommends evaluating, and where
needed improving, the technical
basis for determining appropriate
construction classification and fire
rating requirements (especially for
tall buildings)—and making related
code changes now as much as
possible—by explicitly considering
factors including: (1) timely access
by emergency responders and full
evacuation of occupants, or the time
required for burnout without partial
collapse; (2) the extent to which
redundancy in active fire protection
(sprinkler and standpipe, fire alarm,
and smoke management) systems
should be credited for occupant life
safety; (3) the need for redundancy
in fire protection systems that are
critical to structural integrity; (4) the
ability of the structure and local
floor systems to withstand a
maximum credible fire scenario
without collapse, recognizing that
sprinklers could be compromised,
not operational, or non-existent; (5)
compartmentation requirements
(e.g., 12,000 ft2) to protect the
structure, including fire rated doors
and automatic enclosures, and
limiting air supply (e.g., thermally
resistant window assemblies) to
retard fire spread in buildings with
large, open floor plans; (6) the effect

More specifically, HRB-SAC
believes that the ultimate successful
implementation of this
recommendation is largely
dependent upon how some of the
other recommendations are
addressed. For example, reconsidering the determination of
construction type, which is
dependent upon the test method to
determine fire resistance, cannot be
pursued until this test method is
evaluated, as suggested by NIST
Recommendation #5. With regard
to considering specific factors as
identified in the bulleted items of
NIST Recommendation #4, these
also cannot be properly addressed

HRB-SAC is in general agreement
with the recommendation that a
more technical basis for the
determination and use of
construction classifications be
pursued, and notes that NFPA has
and continues to pursue this overall
objective through its codes and
standards development process.
The committee also understands that
NIST has not indicated that there is
a problem with the current system
of construction classification but
that the current system should be
based on a more technical and
scientific basis.

Group 2. Enhanced Fire Resistance of Structures

Recommendation 3. NIST
recommends that an appropriate
criterion be developed and
implemented to enhance the
performance of tall buildings by
limiting how much they sway under
lateral load design conditions (e.g.,
winds and earthquakes).
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***************************

NFPA’s Technical Committee
responsible for NFPA 101 and
NFPA 5000 should provide further
input on this recommendation in
light of the response provided by
HRB-SAC. (July 05 ballot)

4 (a) Request for Further Action.
The types of threats/hazards to be
considered by building regulations
and building designs need to be
better quantified. NFPA’s
Technical Committee on
Fundamentals (BLD-FUN) and
NFPA’s occupancy committees
could provide further input in this
regard.

3 (a) ASCE or NCSEA activity

HRB-SAC Action Items

S. Regenhard- Disagree with the
NFPA 6th paragraph statement, the
bulleted items need to be considered
in determination and use of
construction types. An effective
balance approach for both active
and passive must be inclusive and
not part of any trade-off process.
The square footage for
compartmentation should also be
based on the number of 2 ½
standpipe hose lines required to
control a fire. E.g. How many 2 1/2

J. Murphy- Disagree with the
NFPA 6th paragraph statement, the
bulleted items need to be considered
in determination and use of
construction types. An effective
balance approach for both active
and passive must be inclusive and
not part of any trade-off process.
The square footage for
compartmentation should also be
based on the number of 2 ½
standpipe hose lines required to
control a fire. E.g. How many 2 1/2
“ fire lines is needed to control a fire
for a 5,000, 7,500, 12,000+ square
foot area? (July 05 ballot)

Disagree

4 (a) Comments on Response and
Request for Further Action

3 (a) No Comments

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members

NFPA 1
NFPA 13
NFPA 14
NFPA 20
NFPA 72
NFPA 90A
NFPA 92A
NFPA 92B
NFPA 101
NFPA 5000

NFPA 5000

Affected NFPA
Doc.

NFPA TC
Action

until other recommendations are
considered. For instance, the timely
evacuation of occupants in bullet
item one would be a function of the
potential use of new evacuation
means such as the use of elevators
as noted in NIST recommendation
#20. The very complex and
interconnected issues raised by
NIST Recommendation #4 are in
need of further study. A more
specific research agenda and
procedure in addressing this very
comprehensive recommendation
needs to be developed.

of spaces containing unusually large
fuel concentrations for the expected
occupancy of the building; and (7)
the extent to which fire control
systems, including suppression by
automatic or manual means, should
be credited as part of the prevention
of fire spread

As with other recommendations,
HRB-SAC is of the opinion that this
recommendation calls for the
greater use and application of risk

HRB-SAC also notes that the basis
for requiring a certain type of
construction classification is a
function of the threats/hazards to be
protected against. The types of
threats/hazards to be considered by
building regulations and building
designs need to be better quantified.
NFPA’s Technical Committee on
Fundamentals (BLD-FUN) and
NFPA’s occupancy committees
could provide further input in this
regard.

With regard to further categorizing
tall buildings based upon height,
HRB-SAC believes that this subject
deserves more immediate attention
and should be specifically addressed
based upon the current construction
classification system, and then reevaluated if a new approach for
construction classification is
developed. All NFPA technical
committees responsible for NFPA
5000 and NFPA 101 should provide
further input.

HRB-SAC Response

NIST Recommendation

40
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In addressing these thresholds,
HRB-SAC requests that specific
recommendations on enhancing the
performance of building systems to
decrease the risk associated with
high rise buildings be provided.
Specific input on structural
requirements, fire compartments,

HRB-SAC believes that high rise
buildings should be further
classified but is unsure of the
specific thresholds and is requesting
further input in this regard. The
thresholds indicated above were
derived in part from existing
requirements for some building
systems. HRB-SAC recognizes that
the thresholds might not be
appropriate for all systems but is
asking Technical Committee to
provide more specific detail in this
regard.)

4 (b) Thresholds for High Rise
Buildings. Affected NFPA
Technical Committee should
consider subcategorizing high rise
buildings as follows:
8-39 stories
40-79 stories
80-119 stories
120 – and greater

HRB-SAC Action Items

J. Quiter- Suggest re-writing action
item on Thresholds for High Rise
Building as follows: Thresholds for

Agree

J. Magnusson- Why are we
"requesting further input" from
others when we are the group that is
supposed to be giving input? There
is absolutely no technical basis for
these proposed categories. The
approach of determining categories
before determining what building
system (i.e. -sprinklers, fireproofing,
structure, etc.) you are considering
is backwards and illogical. The
comment "The thresholds indicated
above were derived in part from
existing requirements for some
building systems" is not true. These
categories were simply made-up
with no rational basis for their
determination. (Jan. 06 ballot – item
1)

Disagree

4 (b) Comments on Action Item
on Thresholds for High Rise
Buildings

****************************

R. Bukowski- Since this ballot
deals solely with the NIST
Recommendations I will abstain. I
plan to vote on other issues as they
come before the committee. (July 05
ballot)

Abstain

“ fire lines is needed to control a fire
for a 5,000, 7,500, 12,000+ square
foot area? (July 05 ballot)

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members

Affected NFPA
Doc.

NFPA TC
Action

NIST Recommendation

Recommendation 4
(Continued)
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HRB-SAC recognizes this
recommendation as a long term
objective which will result in a more
technical and scientific basis for
building regulations. All of NFPA’s
Technical Committees responsible
for NFPA 5000 and NFPA 101
should provide further input. (July
05 ballot)

HRB-SAC also understands that the
bulleted items are intended to serve
as factors which might or should be
considered in the determination and
use of construction types, and that
the bulleted items are not intended
to serve as stand alone
recommendations.

egress, sprinkler systems, fire alarm
and detection systems, emergency
power, emergency lighting, smoke
management systems,
communication systems, elevators,
fire fighter capabilities, etc. is being
sought.

and hazard analyses for building
design, and that the factors
identified by NIST in the
recommendation be considered in
these analyses. HRB-SAC notes
however, that many of the tools and
data needed to properly conduct this
risk evaluation might not be
available.

9

****************************

This proposal is partially in
response to recommendations #4 of
NIST’s World Trade Center
Disaster study and subject 2 of the
HRB-SAC Charter. (Jan 06 ballot)

HRB-SAC Action Items

HRB-SAC Response

In addressing these thresholds,
HRB-SAC requests that specific

The thresholds indicated above were
derived in part from existing
requirements for some building
systems. HRB-SAC recognizes that
the thresholds might not be
appropriate for all systems but is
asking Technical Committees to
provide more specific detail in this
regard.

There is a significant difference in
the technical challenges and risks
posed between a medium rise
building and a very tall building.
High-rise provisions were originally
written around the maximum reach
of fire department apparatus and
external rescue. However, buildings
of 75 feet in height do not pose
significant issues with respect to full
evacuation, stack effect, or huge
occupant loads. Therefore, there is
clearly a need to have different
categories of high-rise buildings.
While the thresholds described
above are subject to debate, the
concept of needing different
protection for medium vs. tall vs.
very tall buildings makes sense.
Further input regarding the specific
thresholds is requested.

Consider subcategorizing high rise
buildings as follows:
8-39 stories
40-79 stories
80-119 stories
120 and greater

Documents: NFPA 1, NFPA 101,
NFPA 5000, NFPA 13, NFPA 72,
NFPA 90A, NFPA 92A, NFPA 92B

high-rise buildings.

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members

Affected NFPA
Doc.

NFPA TC
Action

NIST Recommendation

Recommendation 5. NIST
recommends that the technical basis
for the century-old standard for fire
resistance testing of components,
assemblies, and systems be
improved through a national effort.
Necessary guidance also should be
developed for extrapolating the
results of tested assemblies to
prototypical building systems. A
key step in fulfilling this
recommendation is to establish a
capability for studying and testing
the components, assemblies, and
systems under realistic fire and load

Recommendation 4
Continued

42

The committee is in agreement with
this recommendation for improving
the technical basis for determining
fire resistance ratings. The
committee notes that pursuing this
recommendation might result in less
fireproofing in some instances and
more fireproofing in other cases as
the current test procedure (NFPA
251, ASTM E119) is considered by
many to be conservative on a macro
scale even though it does not
completely address details such as
connection methods. The
implementation of this

HRB-SAC Response

10

5 (a) Request for Further Action.
NFPA’s Technical Committee on
Fire Protection Features (BLD-FIR),
and the NFPA Technical Committee
on Fire Tests (FIR-AAA) should
provide further input on this
recommendation. (July 05 ballot)

HRB-SAC Action Items

J. Magnusson- The committee is in
agreement with this
recommendation for improving the
technical basis for determining fire
resistance ratings. The committee
notes that pursuing this
recommendation might will result in
less fireproofing in some most
instances and more fireproofing in
either a few cases as the current test

Disagree

5 (a) Comments on Response and
Request for Further Action

****************************

R. Bukowski- Since the ballot on
action items deal with the position
of the advisory committee o the
NIST recommendations I would like
to be shown as abstaining on all
such items. (Jan. 06 ballot – item 1)

Abstain

This proposal is partially in
response to recommendations #4 of
NIST’s World Trade Center
Disaster study and subject 2 of the
HRB-SAC Charter. (Jan. 06 ballot –
item 1)

recommendations on enhancing the
performance of building systems to
decrease the risk associated with
high rise buildings be provided.
Specific input on structural
requirements, fire compartments,
egress, sprinkler systems, fire alarm
and detection systems, emergency
power, emergency lighting, smoke
management systems,
communication systems, elevators,
fire fighter capabilities, etc. is being
sought.

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members

NFPA 101
NFPA 251
NFPA 5000

Affected NFPA
Doc.

NFPA TC
Action

NIST Recommendation

Recommendation 6. NIST
recommends the development of
criteria, test methods, and standards:
(1) for the in-service performance of
sprayed fire-resistive materials
(SFRM, also commonly referred to
as fireproofing or insulation) used to
protect structural components; and
(2) to ensure that these materials, asinstalled, conform to conditions in
tests used to establish the fire
resistance rating of components,
assemblies, and systems

Recommendation 5 (Continued)

conditions

43

HRB-SAC is in agreement with this
recommendation to improve the
overall performance of SFRM. The
committee further notes that in
addition to the specific items listed
in the recommendation, particular
attention should be given to the
application of fireproofing on all
structural shapes. Fire service
representatives on the committee
expressed specific concern with
regard to small diameter structural
elements such as bar joists. SFRM
and AWCI standards should be
reviewed for reference by NFPA
5000 and NFPA 101. A need to
address the appropriate criteria for
abrasion, vibration, shock and
impact of SFRM under expected
service conditions also exists.
Enforcement of the integrity of

recommendation will require further
study and additional research.
NFPA’s Technical Committee on
Fire Protection Features (BLD-FIR),
and the NFPA Technical Committee
on Fire Tests (FIR-AAA) should
provide further input. (July 05 ballot)

HRB-SAC Response

11

****************************

6 (a) Request for Further Action.
NFPA’s Technical Committee on
Structures and Construction (BLDSTR), Technical Committee on
Building Construction (BLD-BLC),
Technical Committee on Fire
Protection Features (BLD-FIR) and
Technical Committee on Fire
Prevention Code (UFC-AAA)
should provide further input on this
recommendation in light of HRBSAC’s response. (July 05 ballot)

HRB-SAC Action Items

Discussion: We can’t be in
agreement with a recommendation
“to improve” when the
recommendation doesn’t say that.
The recommendation is about
establishing standards. Current
installations may in fact meet
whatever standards may be
established and no “improvement”
may be necessary. No data has been

J. Magnusson- The committee is in
agreement with this
recommendation to improve
establish standards for the overall
performance of SFRM…

Disagree

6 (a) Comments on Response and
Request for Further Action

Abstain
R. Bukowski- Since this ballot
deals solely with the NIST
Recommendations I will abstain. I
plan to vote on other issues as they
come before the committee. (July 05
ballot)

Discussion: This is simply an
important clarifying statement of
relevant fact that is critical for code
authorities, the public, and NIST to
be reminded of. Even though these
reductions in fireproofing would
still be considered “safe”, the results
will reduce first-responder total
safety. (July 05 ballot)

procedure (NFPA 251, ASTM
E119) is considered by many to be
conservative on a macro scale even
though it does not completely
address details such as connection
methods…

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members

NFPA 1
NFPA 101
NFPA 5000

Affected NFPA
Doc.

NFPA TC
Action

NIST Recommendation

Recommendation 6 (Continuted).

44

SFRM throughout the life of the
building also needs to be addressed
by this recommendation. NFPA’s
Technical Committee on Structures
and Construction (BLD-STR),
Technical Committee on Building
Construction (BLD-BLC),
Technical Committee on Fire
Protection Features (BLD-FIR) and
Technical Committee on Fire
Prevention Code (UFC-AAA)
should provide further input. (July
05 ballot)

HRB-SAC Response

12

“12.3.2.3. Readily accessible fire
resistant assemblies in high-rise
buildings shall be visually inspected
for integrity as stipulated by the
AHJ by an approved independent
third party at least once every five
years. A written report shall be
submitted to the AHJ indicating the
inspection result findings.

6 (b) Provisions for Inspection.
Along with NFPA’s Building Code
Development Committee, HRBSAC recommends the following
new code section for NFPA 1:

HRB-SAC Action Items

J. Pauls - My HRBSAC ballot
remains unchanged except that I
need to express concern about the
exact definition of "readily
accessible" to be used in relation to
item 5. While I share Sally's
concern, I am simply leaving my
vote as affirmative in the
expectation that a definition is
adopted that puts teeth into an
inspection requirement—at a

Agree

6 (b) Comments on Provisions for
Inspection

*****************************

R. Bukowski- Since this ballot
deals solely with the NIST
Recommendations I will abstain. I
plan to vote on other issues as they
come before the committee. (July 05
ballot)

Abstain

S. Regenhard- Agree – but needs
the inclusion as regards to (small)
diameter structural elements such as
bar joist should read all diameter
assembly. (July 05 ballot)

J. Murphy- Agree – but needs the
inclusion as regards to (small)
diameter structural elements such as
bar joist should read all diameter
assembly. (July 05 ballot)

Agree

supplied that shows that
fireproofing needs to be improved to
meet building code design hazards.
(July 05 ballot)

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members

Affected NFPA
Doc.

NFPA TC
Action

NIST Recommendation

Recommendation 6 (Continued).
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HRB-SAC Response

13

Accessible (as applied to
equipment). Admitting close
approach; not guarded by locked
doors, elevation, or other effective
means. (NFPA 70E)

Accessible (as applied to wiring
methods). Capable of being
removed or exposed without
damaging the building structure or
finish, or not permanently closed in
by the structure or finish of the
building. (NFPA 70E)

following terms are currently
defined by certain NFPA standards.

As part of the proposal, the Uniform
Fire Code Committee might also
consider developing a definition of
the term “readily accessible”. The

Substantiation: NIST WTC
recommendation 6 addresses the
importance of fire resistant
assemblies in maintaining building
structural integrity as a primary and
redundant fire protection system.
Loss of a small portion of the fire
protection coatings or
compromising of a rated assembly
can dramatically impact the
structural integrity of a building and
the redundant fire protection
features. Once installed, these
assemblies must be maintained or
the intended level of protection is
lost. The proposed new section
addresses NIST’s recommendation
and makes it clear that building
materials are not intended to be
removed or destroyed for the visual
inspection to occur. The above
language would also allow for the
inspection of the entire building to
be phased over a scheduled period
of time.

HRB-SAC Action Items

S. Regenhard - I do not agree with
item #5 until this Committee has
made a final determination as to the
definition of “readily accessible”
(especially given the wide range of
definitions in the various cited
NFPA codes/standards). This is too
important a term (for a very critical
issue) to leave to the BCDC to
define. (April 06 Ballot)
*****************************

Disagree

W. Shoemaker - I support the
concept that readily accessible fire
resistant assemblies in high-rise
buildings shall be inspected
regularly to ensure confidence in the
performance of the assembly under
conditions of fire. It would be
impractical to remove and/or
damage building materials to effect
this inspection. As I don’t know
enough about the inspection process
during construction, I am assuming
the fire resistance assemblies that
are not readily visible after
construction has been completed
were at least inspected once? (April
06 Ballot)

minimum requiring that the
inspection method be "approved."
(April 06 Ballot)

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members

Affected NFPA
Doc.

NFPA TC
Action

NIST Recommendation

HRB-SAC agrees in theory with this
recommendation. The committee
notes that the subject of this
recommendation is already
addressed to a significant degree by
NFPA 5000. However, the
committee believes that the term
structural frame should be better
defined, i.e., is the term to include
the full load path of all structural
members? NFPA’s Technical
Committee on Structures and
Construction (BLD-STR) and
Building Construction (BLD-BLC)
should provide additional input.
(July 05 ballot)

HRB-SAC Response

Recommendation 8. NIST
recommends that the fire resistance
of structures be enhanced by
requiring a performance objective

HRB-SAC is in general agreement
with this recommendation and notes
that current regulations already
address the relevant issues to some

Group 3. New Methods for Fire Resistance Design of Structures

Recommendation 7. NIST
recommends the adoption and use of
the “structural frame” approach to
fire resistance ratings.

Recommendation 6 (continuted).
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8 (a) Request for Further Action.
NFPA’s Technical Committees on
Structures and Construction (BLDSTR), Building Construction (BLD-

7 (a) Request for Further Action.
NFPA’s Technical Committee on
Structures and Construction (BLDSTR) and Building Construction
(BLD-BLC) should provide
additional input on this
recommendation in light of HRBSAC’s response. (July 05 ballot)

****************************

Readily Accessible. Capable of
being removed or exposed without
damaging the equipment or system
or the building structure or finish, or
not permanently enclosed. (NFPA
33) (April 06 Ballot)

Readily Accessible. Capable of
being reached quickly for operation,
renewal, or inspections, without
requiring those to whom ready
access is requisite to climb over or
remove obstacles or to resort to
portable ladders, etc. (NFPA 70)

Accessible. Capable of being
reached for inspection, maintenance,
or removal without disturbing the
permanent structure. (NFPA 1925)

HRB-SAC Action Items

Disagree

8 (a) Comments on Response and
Request for Further Action

R. Bukowski- Since this ballot
deals solely with the NIST
Recommendations I will abstain. I
plan to vote on other issues as they
come before the committee. (July 05
ballot)

Abstain

7 (a) Comments on Response and
Request for Further Action

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members

NFPA 101
NFPA 5000

NFPA 5000

Affected NFPA
Doc.

NFPA TC
Action

extent. (Scenario 8 of the
performance-based design option of
NFPA 101 and NFPA 5000.)
However, a need exists to better
define what is meant by
“uncontrolled building fires”. Is it
intended that this term include only
those types of fires already
addressed by building and fire
regulations, or is it to include other
threats/hazards such as hostile acts
and explosions? The committee
also believes that where building
collapses have occurred as a result
of fire, the failures were primarily a
result of the inadequate application
of code mandated provisions and
maintenance of fire protection
features rather than from any
shortcoming associated with
building regulations or design
methods. NFPA’s Technical
Committees on Structures and
Construction (BLD-STR), Building
Construction (BLD-BLC),
Fundamentals (BLD-FUN) should
provide additional input. (July 05
ballot)

that uncontrolled building fires
result in burnout without partial or
global (total) collapse.

Recommendation 8 (continuted).

HRB-SAC Response

NIST Recommendation

47
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BLC), Fundamentals (BLD-FUN)
should provide additional input on
this recommendation in light of
HRB-SAC’s response. (July 05
ballot)

HRB-SAC Action Items

S. Regenhard- but with the
inclusion that the maintenance of
fire protection features are
recommended to the NFPA 1
committee for implementation. (July

J. Murphy- Agree – but with the
inclusion that the maintenance of
fire protection features are
recommended to the NFPA 1
committee for implementation. (July
05 ballot)

Agree

Discussion: This is simply an
important clarifying statement of
relevant fact that is critical for code
authorities, the public, and NIST to
be reminded of. (July 05 ballot)

J. Magnusson- The committee is in
general agreement with this
recommendation and notes that
current regulations already address
the relevant issues to some extent.
However, a need exists to better
define what is meant by
“uncontrolled building fires”. Is it
intended that this term include only
those types of fires already
addressed by building and fire
regulations, or is it to include other
threats/hazards such as hostile acts
and explosions? The committee
also believes that where building
collapses have occurred as a result
of fire, without hostile acts or
explosions, the failures were
primarily a result of the inadequate
application of code mandated
provisions and maintenance of fire
protection features rather than from
any shortcoming associated with
building regulations or design
methods.

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members

Affected NFPA
Doc.

NFPA TC
Action

HRB-SAC is in agreement with this
recommendation, and notes NFPA
has been active in this area since
1993. A number of NFPA codes
and standards such as NFPA 5000,
NFPA 101 and NFPA 914 among
others already include performancebased design provisions as an
alternative to prescriptive
requirements. The committee
believes that ongoing efforts are
needed in the development of tools,
data and training for the better
implementation of performancebased design. NFPA Technical
Committee on Fundamentals (BLDFUN) should provide further input.
(July 05 ballot)

Recommendation 9. NIST
recommends the development of:
(1) performance-based standards
and code provisions, as an
alternative to current prescriptive
design methods, to enable the
design and retrofit of structures to
resist real building fire conditions,
including their ability to achieve the
performance objective of burnout
without structural or local floor
collapse: and (2) the tools,
guidelines, and test methods
necessary to evaluate the fire
performance of the structure as a
whole system.

Recommendation 10. NIST
recommends the development and
evaluation of new fire-resistive
coating materials, systems, and
technologies with significantly
enhanced performance and
durability to provide protection
following major events.

HRB-SAC Response

NIST Recommendation
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10 (a) Request for Further Action.
NFPA Technical Committee on
Structures and Construction (BLDSTR), Technical Committee on
Building Construction (BLD-BLC)
and Technical Committee on Fire
Tests (FIR-AAA) should provide
further input on this
recommendation.

9 (a) Request for Further Action.
NFPA Technical Committee on
Fundamentals (BLD-FUN) should
provide further input on this
recommendation in light of HRBSAC’s response. (July 05 ballot)

HRB-SAC Action Items

S. Regenhard- Not considered due
to time restrictions, but I do agree.
However, any industry standards
developed by the National

J. Murphy- Not considered due to
time restrictions, but I do agree.
However, any industry standards
developed by the National
Fireproofing Contractors
Association needs to be tested by an
approved testing facility such as
NIST or FM. (July 05 ballot)

10 (a) Comments

R. Bukowski- Since this ballot
deals solely with the NIST
Recommendations I will abstain. I
plan to vote on other issues as they
come before the committee. (July 05
ballot)

Abstain on Response

S. Regenhard- Agree – especially
with the need for retrofitting
existing buildings. (July 05 ballot)

J. Murphy- Agree – especially with
the need for retrofitting existing
buildings. (July 05 ballot)

Agree

9 (a) Comments on Response and
Request for Further Action

R. Bukowski- Since this ballot
deals solely with the NIST
Recommendations I will abstain. I
plan to vote on other issues as they
come before the committee. (July 05
ballot)

Abstain

05 ballot)

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members

NFPA 5000
Fire Tests

NFPA 101
NFPA 5000

Affected NFPA
Doc.

NFPA TC
Action

HRB-SAC agrees with this
recommendation that new building
materials be evaluated for their fire
resistant characteristics. NFPA’s
Technical Committee on Fire Tests
(FIZ-AAA) and Building
Construction (BLD-BLC) should
provide further input. (July 05
ballot)

Recommendation 11. NIST
recommends that the performance
and suitability of advanced
structural steel, reinforced and prestressed concrete, and other highperformance material systems be
evaluated for use under conditions
expected in building fires.

Recommendation 12. NIST
recommends that the performance
and possibly the redundancy of
active fire protection systems
(sprinklers, standpipes/hoses, fire
alarms, and smoke management
systems) in buildings be enhanced
to accommodate the greater risks
associated with increasing building
height and population, increased use
of open spaces, high-risk building
activities, fire department response
limits, transient fuel loads, and
higher threat profile

HRB-SAC is in general agreement
with this recommendation, and
believes that a means for better
understanding and quantifying the
impact, performance and reliability
of fire protection systems should be
pursued. A distinction should also
be emphasized between enhancing
the effectivenss of such systems and
evaluating their appropriateness
with respect to specific
hazards/threats. NFPA’s Technical
Committees responsible for NFPA’s
fire protection system standards
should provide further input. (July
05 ballot)

Group 4. Improved Active Fire Protection

HRB-SAC Response

NIST Recommendation
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****************************

12 (a) Request for Further
Action. NFPA’s Technical
Committees responsible for NFPA’s
fire protection system standards
should provide further input on this
recommendation in light of HRBSAC’s response. (July 06 ballot)

11 (a) Request for Further
Action. NFPA’s Technical
Committee on Fire Tests (FIZAAA) and Building Construction
(BLD-BLC) should provide further
input on this recommendation.
(July 05 ballot)

HRB-SAC Action Items

R. Bukowski- Since this ballot
deals solely with the NIST

Abstain

S. Regenhard- Agree particularly
for buildings greater than 420 feet.
(July 05 ballot)

J. Murphy- Agree particularly for
buildings greater than 420 feet.
(July 05 ballot)

G. Craighead- Specific which
technical committee will be
responsible for this
recommendation. (July 05 ballot)

Agree

12 (a) Comments on Response
and Request for Further Action

R. Bukowski- Since this ballot
deals solely with the NIST
Recommendations I will abstain. I
plan to vote on other issues as they
come before the committee. (July 05
ballot)

Abstain

11 (a) Comments on Response
and Request for Further Action

Fireproofing Contractors
Association needs to be tested by an
approved testing facility such as
NIST or FM. (July 05 ballot)

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members

NFPA 1
NFPA 13
NFPA 14
NFPA 20
NFPA 25
NFPA 70
NFPA 72
NFPA 90A
NFPA 92A
NFPA 92B
NFPA 101
NFPA 5000

NFPA 5000
NFPA 251
NFPA Fire Test
Standards

Affected NFPA
Doc.

NFPA TC
Action

NIST Recommendation

Recommendation 12 (continuted).
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HRB-SAC Response
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***************************

This proposal is partially in
response to recommendation #12,
#13, #15 and #19 of NIST’s World
Trade Center disaster study and
subject 13j of the HRB-SAC
Charter. (Jan 06 ballot)

12 (b) Redundant fire alarm and
fire control information. Affected
NFPA TC’s should consider the use
of redundant fire alarm and fire
control system information to be
simulcast to a remote location to
ensure and provide continuous
status of the life safety protection
equipment in case of damage or
inaccessibility to on-site fire control
room/fire command center.

HRB-SAC Action Items

J. Quiter- Improved fire ground
communication/awareness. Action
items on closed circuit television,
common radio communication
equipment and frequencies,
operational effectiveness of radio
communication systems,
interoperability of communication
equipment, remote incident
command posts, and redundant fire
alarm and fire control information
all relate to equipment provided for
increased efficiency of the fire
service. While I have voted in favor
of action items on common radio
communication equipment and
frequencies and interoperability of
communication equipment, it would
make sense to group them together
in a single suggestion to the NFPA
1500 and 1700 series committees, to
have them look at various
alternatives and feed back those
items they consider useful and
feasible. NFPA 72 may also be
involved to determine technical

J. Magnusson- Simulcast to what
remote location? Are there any
records of incidents where the onsite fire control room fire command
center was not available and what
were the reasons? (Jan. 06 ballotitem 12)

Disagree

12 (b) Comments on Action Item
on Redundant Fire Alarm and
Fire Control Information

****************************

Recommendations I will abstain. I
plan to vote on other issues as they
come before the committee. (July 05
ballot)

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members

Affected NFPA
Doc.

NFPA TC
Action

NIST Recommendation

Recommendation 13. NIST
recommends that fire alarm and
communications systems in
buildings be developed to provide
continuous, reliable, and accurate
information on the status of life
safety conditions at a level of detail
sufficient to manage the evacuation
process in building fire
emergencies; all communication and
control paths in buildings need to be
designed and installed to have the
same resistance to failure and
increased survivability above that

.

Recommendation 12 (continuted).
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HRB-SAC is in agreement with this
recommendation. NFPA’s
Technical Correlating Committee on
Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property (SIG-AAC)
should provide further input. (July
05 ballot)

HRB-SAC Response

19

*************************

13 (a) Request for Further
Action. NFPA’s Technical
Correlating Committee on Signaling
Systems for the Protection of Life
and Property (SIG-AAC) should
provide further input. (July 05
ballot)

HRB-SAC Action Items

J. Murphy- Agree - presently the
installation of fire warden
telephones are only required for one
stair-tower, perhaps a minimum of 2
stair-towers should be considered.
Also develop an all-hazard
communications for a Code Black
evacuation for emergencies other
than fire. A different sound

Agree

13 (a) Comments on Response
and Request for Further Action

****************************

R. Bukowski- Since the ballot on
action items deal with the position
of the advisory committee o the
NIST recommendations I would like
to be shown as abstaining on all
such items. (Jan. 06 ballot – item
12)

Abstain

With regard to this action item on
redundant fire alarm and control
information, it is very similar to
action item remote incident
command posts. Another big
question with this one is whether we
intend to relay information, or
whether we also mean remote
controls. Transfer of information
without control may not accomplish
much. All the other questions from
the action item on remote incident
command posts also apply. (Jan. 06
ballot- item 12)

feasibility. However, these are all a
package, and should not be
considered separately.

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members

NFPA1
NFPA 72
NFPA 101
NFPA 730
NFPA 731
NFPA 5000

Affected NFPA
Doc.

NFPA TC
Action

NIST Recommendation

Recommendation 13
(Continued)

specified in present standards.
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HRB-SAC Response
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HRB-SAC Action Items

****************************

R. Bukowski- Since this ballot
deals solely with the NIST
Recommendations I will abstain. I
plan to vote on other issues as they
come before the committee. (July 05
ballot)

Abstain

S. Regenhard- Agree - presently
the installation of fire warden
telephones are only required for one
stair-tower, perhaps a minimum of 2
stair-towers should be considered.
Also develop an all-hazard
communications for a Code Black
evacuation for emergencies other
than fire. A different sound
followed by a voice announcement.
Another big two-way voice FAS
communication concern is the echo
like effect that makes it difficult to
clearly be heard on the floors above,
especially when the fire command
station is in an open area such as a
marble style lobby. Also in an
emergency the high noise levels
from occupants passing though the
lobby and firefighters gathering for
an attack affects the clarity of floor
communication. (July 05 ballot)

followed by a voice announcement.
Another big two-way voice FAS
communication concern is the echo
like effect that makes it difficult to
clearly be heard on the floors above,
especially when the fire command
station is in an open area such as a
marble style lobby. Also in an
emergency the high noise levels
from occupants passing though the
lobby and firefighters gathering for
an attack affects the clarity of floor
communication. (July 05 ballot)

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members

Affected NFPA
Doc.

NFPA TC
Action

NIST Recommendation

Recommendation 13
Continued
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****************************

This proposal is partially in
response to recommendations #13,
#14 and #15 of NIST’s World Trade
Center Disaster study. (Jan 06
ballot)

13 (b) Closed Circuit Television.
Affected NFPA TC’s should
consider the use of closed circuit
television in exit stairs and elevator
lobbies to provide real time
situational awareness for emergency
responders, for immediate
assessment during and after the
incident and for further research
regarding occupant behavior. The
system should provide for back-up
data off site during emergency
incidents and have information
available for emergency responders
in real time. HRB-SAC is
requesting input on this subject from
NFPA’s Technical Committees.
HRB-SAC specifically requests that
threshold conditions under which
such systems are to be used be
established, and that design,
installation, operational and
maintenance criteria be developed.

HRB-SAC Action Items

With regard to this action item on
closed circuit television, while this
sounds okay on the surface, it
provides many more questions than
answers. Where are these cameras?
If they are part of a fire system do
they need to be listed? What
percentage coverage do they need?
Who is monitoring them? Is there a

J. Quiter- Improved fire ground
communication/awareness. Action
items on closed circuit television,
common radio communication
equipment and frequencies,
operational effectiveness of radio
communication systems,
interoperability of communication
equipment, remote incident
command posts, and redundant fire
alarm and fire control information
all relate to equipment provided for
increased efficiency of the fire
service. While I have voted in favor
of action items on common radio
communication equipment and
frequencies and interoperability of
communication equipment, it would
make sense to group them together
in a single suggestion to the NFPA
1500 and 1700 series committees, to
have them look at various
alternatives and feed back those
items they consider useful and
feasible. NFPA 72 may also be
involved to determine technical
feasibility. However, these are all a
package, and should not be
considered separately.

Disagree

13 (b) Comments on Action Item
on Closed Circuit Television

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members

Affected NFPA
Doc.

NFPA TC
Action

NIST Recommendation

Recommendation 13
(Continued)
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HRB-SAC Response
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****************************

13 (c) Redundant fire alarm and
fire control information See
description of action item under
NIST Recommendation 12. (Jan 06
ballot)

HRB-SAC Action Items

J. Quiter- See comments under

J. Magnusson- See comments
under NIST recommendation 12 for
the action item on redundant fire
alarm and fire control information.
(Jan 06 ballot – item 12)

Disagree

13 (c) Comments on Action Item
on Redundant fire alarm and fire
control information

****************************

R. Bukowski- Since the ballot on
action items deal with the position
of the advisory committee o the
NIST recommendations I would like
to be shown as abstaining on all
such items. (Jan. 06 ballot)

Abstain

If this makes any sense, it should be
part of a list of questions presented
to emergency responders about what
would help them do their jobs
better, and where they would place
their priorities, rather than as a
stand-alone recommendation. If a
priority, we could begin to work out
the technical issues. (Jan. 06 ballotitem3)

system easy enough to be useful in
an emergency, or will they only help
in after-the-fact analysis? What is
the cost? What is the real benefit?
Other than the fire in Chicago, are
there incidents where they would
have helped? If we require them in
stairs and elevator lobbies, why not
throughout the building to aid in
rescue? What about personal
security?

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members

Affected NFPA
Doc.

NFPA TC
Action

NIST Recommendation

Recommendation 13
(Continued)
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****************************

This proposal is partially in
response to recommendation #13,
#14, #15, #19 and #23 of NIST’s
World Trade Center disaster study
and subject 13l of the HRB-SAC
Charter. (Jan 06 ballot)

13 (d) Building site and inventory
documentation. Affected NFPA
TC’s should consider the feasibility
of requiring building inventory
plans/site plans that include an
overview of building systems (fire
protection, utilities, elevators,
evacuation, access, etc.) to be
provided or immediately available
to emergency responders to assist in
various operational components for
the abatement of emergency
situations. Building inventory plans
or site plans should be maintained
and updated on an annual basis.
The plans should be available in
both hard (paper) and electronic
form.

HRB-SAC Action Items

We have several items that are interrelated, but we have not tied them
together. As stand-alone
suggestions, they look like knee-jerk
reactions. If, instead, we look at
making a building safe, and helping

J. Quiter- While I am agreeing with
this action item, there are several
other action items where I am
disagreeing or proposing changes.
Unfortunately, I missed the
deliberations of the second day of
the meeting. However, I believe we
need to be making proposals that we
can back up with support, costbenefit, or need, rather than things
that seem like good ideas. The
proposals I have supported may not
all fit that description, but I think,
would be broadly supported. The
others are not supported, or in some
cases defensible or technically
feasible. I have commented
individually on those.

Agree

13 (d) Comments on Action Item
on Building site and inventory
documentation

*****************************

R. Bukowski- Since the ballot on
action items deal with the position
of the advisory committee o the
NIST recommendations I would like
to be shown as abstaining on all
such items. (Jan. 06 ballot)

Abstain

NIST recommendation 12 for the
action item on redundant fire alarm
and fire control information. (Jan
06 ballot – item 12)

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members

Affected NFPA
Doc.

NFPA TC
Action

NIST Recommendation

Recommendation 14. NIST
recommends that control panels at
fire/emergency command stations in
buildings be adapted to accept and
interpret a larger quantity of more
reliable information from the active
fire protection systems that provide
tactical decision aids to fire ground
commanders, including water flow
rates from pressure and flow
measurement devices, and that
standards for their performance be
developed..

Recommendation 13
(Continued)

56

HRB-SAC is in agreement with this
recommendation. NFPA’s
Technical Correlating Committee on
Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property (SIG-AAC) as
well as all those committee
responsible for other active fire
protection systems should provide
further input. (July 05 ballot)

HRB-SAC Response

24

****************************

14 (a) Request for Further
Action. NFPA’s Technical
Correlating Committee on Signaling
Systems for the Protection of Life
and Property (SIG-AAC) as well as
all those committee responsible for
other active fire protection systems
should provide further input on this
recommendation. (July 05 ballot)

HRB-SAC Action Items

R. Bukowski- Since the ballot on

R. Bukowski- Since this ballot
deals solely with the NIST
Recommendations I will abstain. I
plan to vote on other issues as they
come before the committee. (July 05
ballot)

Abstain

14 (a) Comments on Response
and Request for Further Action

****************************

R. Bukowski- Since the ballot on
action items deal with the position
of the advisory committee o the
NIST recommendations I would like
to be shown as abstaining on all
such items. (Jan. 06 ballot)

Abstain

It seems to me that we are throwing
a lot of systems and redundancies at
the building without considering
what is in it. Even this action item
does not talk about special hazards
in a building, or require special
consideration for those hazards.
Simply codifying more protection
for the generic high-rise will not, in
my opinion, buy much additional
safety. It will simply cost a lot of
money. (Jan. 06 ballot – item 13)

emergency responders, we can
group items and approach this like a
system. These things all need to
work together, and the combination
of features will be what does, or
does not, provide the safety we
need.

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members

NFPA 1
NFPA 13
NFPA 14
NFPA 20
NFPA 25
NFPA 72
NFPA 92A
NFPA 92B
NFPA 101
NFPA 730
NFPA 731
NFPA 5000

Affected NFPA
Doc.

NFPA TC
Action

NIST Recommendation

Recommendation 14 (continued)
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HRB-SAC Response
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****************************

14 (c) Building site and inventory
documentation. See description of
action item under NIST
recommendation 13. (Jan 06 ballot)

***************************

14 (b) Closed Circuit Television.
See description of action item under
NIST recommendation 13. (Jan 06
ballot)

HRB-SAC Action Items

Abstain

J. Quiter – See comments under
NIST recommendation 13 for the
action item on building site and
inventory documentation. (Jan 06
ballot – item 13)

Agree

14 (c) Comments on Action Item
on Building site and inventory
documentation

**************************

R. Bukowski- Since the ballot on
action items deal with the position
of the advisory committee o the
NIST recommendations I would like
to be shown as abstaining on all
such items. (Jan. 06 ballot)

Abstain

J. Quiter - See comments under
NIST recommendation 13 for the
action item on redundant fire alarm
and fire control information. (Jan
06 ballot – item 3)

Disagree

14 (b) Comments on Action Item
on Closed Circuit Television

****************************

action items deal with the position
of the advisory committee o the
NIST recommendations I would like
to be shown as abstaining on all
such items. (Jan. 06 ballot)

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members

Affected NFPA
Doc.

NFPA TC
Action

HRB-SAC Response

HRB-SAC is in agreement with this
recommendation. NFPA’s
Technical Correlating Committee on
Signaling Systems for the Protection
of Life and Property (SIG-AAC)
should provide further input. (July
05 ballot)

NIST Recommendation

Recommendation 15. NIST
recommends that systems be
developed/implemented for: (1)
real-time off-site secure
transmission of valuable
information from fire alarm and
other monitored building systems
for use by emergency responders, at
any location, to enhance situational
awareness and response decisions
and maintain safe and efficient
operations; and (2) preservation of
that information either off-site or in
a black box that will survive a fire
or other building failure for
purposes of subsequent
investigations and analysis.
Standards for the performance of
such systems should be developed,
and their use should be required.

58
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***************************

15 (b) Closed Circuit Television.
See description of action item under
NIST recommendation 13. (Jan 06
ballot)

Property (SIG-AAC)should provide
further input. (July 05 ballot)
***************************

15 (a) Request for Further
Action. NFPA’s Technical
Correlating Committee on Signaling
Systems for the Protection of Life
and

HRB-SAC Action Items

R. Bukowski- Since the ballot on
action items deal with the position
of the advisory committee o the
NIST recommendations I would like
to be shown as abstaining on all
such items. (Jan. 06 ballot)
***************************

Abstain

J. Quiter - See comments under
NIST recommendation 13 for the
action item on redundant fire alarm
and fire control information. (Jan
06 ballot – item 3)

Disagree

15 (b) Comments on Action Item
on Closed Circuit Television

R. Bukowski- Since this ballot
deals solely with the NIST
Recommendations I will abstain. I
plan to vote on other issues as they
come before the committee. (July 05
ballot)
****************************

Abstain

15 (a) Comments on Response
and Request for Further Action

***************************

R. Bukowski- Since the ballot on
action items deal with the position
of the advisory committee o the
NIST recommendations I would like
to be shown as abstaining on all
such items. (Jan. 06 ballot)

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members

NFPA 1
NFPA 72
NFPA 101
NFPA 730
NFPA 731
NFPA 5000

Affected NFPA
Doc.

NFPA TC
Action

NIST Recommendation

Recommendation 15 (continued)
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HRB-SAC Response
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*****************************

15 (d) Building site and inventory
documentation. See description of
action item under NIST
recommendation 13. (Jan 06 ballot)

****************************

15 (c) Comments on Action Item
on Redundant fire alarm and fire
control information

15 (c) Redundant fire alarm and
fire control information. See
description of action item under
NIST recommendation 12 (Jan 06
ballot)

R. Bukowski- Since the ballot on
action items deal with the position
of the advisory committee o the

Abstain

J. Quiter – See comments under
NIST recommendation 13 for the
action item on building site and
inventory documentation. (Jan 06
ballot – item 13)

Agree

15 (d) Comments on Agree with
Action Item on Building site and
inventory documentation

R. Bukowski- Since the ballot on
action items deal with the position
of the advisory committee o the
NIST recommendations I would like
to be shown as abstaining on all
such items. (Jan. 06 ballot)
***************************

Abstain

J. Quiter- See comments under
NIST recommendation 12 for the
action item on redundant fire alarm
and fire control information. (Jan
06 ballot – item 12)

J. Magnusson- See comments
under NIST recommendation 12 for
the action item on redundant fire
alarm and fire control information.
(Jan 06 ballot – item 12)

Disagree

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members

HRB-SAC Action Items

Affected NFPA
Doc.

NFPA TC
Action

NIST Recommendation

No Specific NIST
Recommendation
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J. Quiter- This item should not be a
stand-alone item. I suggest it be tied
into the emergency responder list,
and to determine if it is a priority.
Maintenance and ownership are
huge issues here.

This proposal is partially in
response to subject 13o of the HRBSAC Charter, and a request from
FEMA regarding High Rise Ready
Rooms. (Jan 06 ballot, Mar 06
minutes)
****************************

R. Bukowski- Since the ballot on
action items deal with the position
of the advisory committee o the

Abstain

Using this as a stand-alone
recommendation is not consistent
with an overall fire systems
approach. (Jan. 06 ballot – item 14)

With respect to replenishment
systems for SCBA, it should
probably be related to the threshold
discussion.

Disagree
J. Magnusson- The overall strategy
of firefighter deployment and fire
fighting strategies should be
determined before a provision like
this is required for all high rise
buildings. There may be better,
more reliable strategies. (Jan. 06
ballot – item14)

No Specific NIST
Recommendation (a)
Comments on Action Item on
Onsite Storage of Emergency
Responder Equipment

NIST recommendations I would like
to be shown as abstaining on all
such items. (Jan. 06 ballot)
****************************

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members

No Specific NIST
Recommendation (a)
Onsite Storage of Emergency
Responder Equipment. Affected
NFPA TC’s should consider the
deployment/storage of various fire
fighting equipment, particularly in
buildings over 20/40/60 stories to
allow readily accessible stockpile of
equipment to fire fighter personnel
and emergency responders.
Equipment should include
spare/additional SCBA components
or the means to replenish SCBA
bottles at various locations
identified within the building.

HRB-SAC Action Items

NFPA 1
NFPA 101

Affected NFPA
Doc.

NFPA TC
Action

NIST Recommendation

No Specific NIST
Recommendation (Continued)
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HRB-SAC Response
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***************************

Comments on Action Item on
Refilling Stations for Self
Contained Breathing Apparatus

Refilling stations for self
contained breathing apparatus.
Refilling stations for fire fighter
self-contained breathing apparatus
are being considered for installation
in some jurisdictions. The
committee understands that a lack of
standardization regarding the
design, installation, maintenance
and operation of these high pressure
systems as well as with the
evaluation of system components
currently exists. This presents
significant safety concerns to fire
fighter and building occupants.
Although NFPA’s Standards
Council has asked IAPMO to begin
addressing these concerns, the
committee directed chair Quiter to
communicate its concern to the
Standards Council regarding these
systems in high rise systems.
(March 06 minutes)
No comments
*****************************

No Specific NIST
Recommendation (b)

NIST recommendations I would like
to be shown as abstaining on all
such items. (Jan. 06 ballot)
****************************

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members

No Specific NIST
Recommendation (b)

HRB-SAC Action Items

Affected NFPA
Doc.

NFPA TC
Action

NIST Recommendation

Recommendation 16. NIST
recommends that public agencies,
non-profit organizations concerned
with building and fire safety, and
building owners and managers
develop and carry out public
education and training campaigns,
jointly and on a nationwide scale, to
improve building occupants’
preparedness for evacuation in case
of building emergencies.

HRB-SAC Response

HRB-SAC is in agreement with this
recommendation. NFPA should
pursue the development of
education programs in this regard
and establish cooperative
agreements with other organization
that have similar interests (BOMA,
ULI). NFPA’s Occupancy
Technical Committee’s should
provide further input. (July 05
ballot)

Group 5. Improved Building Evacuation
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This proposal is partially in
response to NIST recommendation
16 and subjects 6b, 6c and 14c of
the HRB-SAC Charter. (Jan 06
ballot, Mar 06 meeting)
*****************************

16 (b) Emergency Procedures.
Affected NFPA TC’s should
consider providing more specific
detail on establishing emergency
procedures and training for building
occupants. HRB-SAC will work on
developing more specific
guidelines.

****************************

16 (a) Request for Further
Action. NFPA’s Occupancy
Technical Committee’s should
provide further input on this
recommendation in light of HRBSAC’s response. (July 05 ballot)

HRB-SAC Action Items

R. Bukowski- Since the ballot on
action items deal with the position

Abstain

J. Quiter –Comments are the same
as those for the action item on use
of elevators for egress (see above).
(Jan 04 ballot – item 16)

Agree

16 (b) Comments on Action Item
on Emergency Procedures

R. Bukowski- Since this ballot
deals solely with the NIST
Recommendations I will abstain. I
plan to vote on other issues as they
come before the committee. (July 05
ballot)
****************************

Abstain

S. Regenhard- Agree – but with the
inclusion of such groups as NYC
Fire Safety Directors Association,
Emergency Management, Fire
Department. (July 05 ballot)

J. Murphy- Agree – but with the
inclusion of such groups as NYC
Fire Safety Directors Association,
Emergency Management, Fire
Department. (July 05 ballot)

Agree

16 (a) Comments on Response
and Request for Further Action

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members
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This topic has been submitted to the
Fire Protection Research Foundation
for consideration. The Foundation
has agreed to oversee and fund the
project. (March 06 minutes)
****************************

It is expected that the results of this
study would be used to better assess
the public’s perception and attitudes
toward building safety, and their
likely behavior during emergency
situations. The results of the
survey could also be used by NFPA
technical committees and others in
developing more appropriate
occupant notification and
communication strategies, building
evacuation and relocation strategies,
emergency responder strategies, and
education programs and messages.

16 (c) Evacuation Study. To gain
a better understanding of how
building occupants might react to a
fire and other emergency situations,
as well as occupant’s understanding
of the building’s life safety and
egress features, a formal survey or
similar study of building occupants
is recommended. It is believed that
building occupant perceptions of
this subject have changed in recent
years and that it needs to be
revisited.

HRB-SAC Action Items

No Comments

16 (c) Comments on Evacuation
Study

of the advisory committee o the
NIST recommendations I would like
to be shown as abstaining on all
such items. (Jan. 06 ballot)
****************************

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members

Affected NFPA
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Recommendation 16. (Continued)
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This proposal is partially in
response to recommendations #16,
#17, #20 and #21 of NIST’s World
Trade Center Disaster study, and
subject 4c of the HRB-SAC Charter.
(Jan 06 ballot)
***************************

16 (d) Comments on Action Item
on Use of Elevators for Egress

16 (d) Use of Elevators for
Egress. Consider the feasibility of
using elevators during emergency
situations for egress by building
occupants and use by building staff,
and establish conditions under
which the elevators can be used
such as would they be operated
exclusively under authority of fire
service personnel and trained
building staff. Consideration should
be given for operation during
adverse conditions and
environments. HRB-SAC requests
that effected Technical Committees
work with other groups such as
ASME in developing appropriate
design, installation, operational and
maintenance criteria as appropriate.
HRB-SAC is also requesting input
on public education efforts that will
be needed if elevators will be used
for egress.

J. Quiter- While I am agreeing with
this action item, there are several
others where I am disagreeing or
proposing changes. Unfortunately, I

J. Miller- In regards to the action
items on the use of elevators for
egress by occupants and use by
emergency responders,
consideration should only be given
if technology can assure that heat,
smoke and water will not negatively
affect operational effectiveness.
(Jan. 06 ballot – item 4)

Agree

J. Magnusson- The use of elevators
by building occupants may
ultimately become a part of an
overall evacuation system, but it
must be considered as a part of the
overall system. Currently in most
jurisdictions elevators are used by
firefighters. If the proposal is to
abandon this, then concepts need to
be developed for how to transport
firefighters. Before we recommend
that elevators should be used by
building occupants, it is essential to
develop our recommended overall
evacuation strategy (i.e. - phased
evacuation, full-building
evacuation, building occupant
training and behavior issues, desired
firefighter deployment systems). We
have not even discussed overall
evacuation strategies; therefore, it is
inappropriate at this time to
recommend the use of elevators by
building occupants. (Jan. 06 ballot –
item4)

Disagree

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members

HRB-SAC Action Items
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HRB-SAC Action Items

R. Bukowski- Since the ballot on
action items deal with the position

Abstain

It seems to me that we are throwing
a lot of systems and redundancies at
the building without considering
what is in it. Even our action item
on building site and inventory
documentation does not talk about
special hazards in a building, or
require special consideration for
those hazards. Simply codifying
more protection for the generic
high-rise will not, in my opinion,
buy much additional safety. It will
simply cost a lot of money. (Jan. 06
ballot – item 4)

We have several items that are interrelated, but we have not tied them
together. As stand-alone
suggestions, they look like knee-jerk
reactions. If, instead, we look at
making a building safe, and helping
emergency responders, we can
group items and approach this like a
system. These things all need to
work together, and the combination
of features will be what does, or
does not, provide the safety we
need.

missed the deliberations of the
second day of the meeting.
However, I believe we need to be
making proposals that we can back
up with support, cost-benefit, or
need, rather than things that seem
like good ideas. The proposals I
have supported may not all fit that
description, but I think, would be
broadly supported. The others are
not supported, or in some cases
defensible or technically feasible. I
have commented individually on
those.

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members

Affected NFPA
Doc.

NFPA TC
Action

HRB-SAC Response

HRB-SAC is in general agreement
with this recommendation, and
believes that a better understanding
of the evacuation and egress of
building occupants is necessary.
Data and methods need to be further
developed to help understand
occupant behavior and to determine
the length of time needed to
evacuate building occupants.
Scenarios should include various
types of evacuation such as partial
evacuation, full evacuation, defend
in place concepts, use of elevators,
escape devices, and other alternate
means of escape. Availability and
reduction of egress routes should be
also considered. The committee
notes that the term “timely” is
largely a function of the
threat/hazard to be considered and is
likely to require risk analysis.
Building-specific and large-scale
emergencies need to be quantified.
It should also be recognized that
rapid evacuation of all building
occupants could place them in
greater danger. The effect of
evacuation planning and drills
should be quantified, and efforts in
limiting the number of trips and
falls should also be pursued.
NFPA’s TC on Means of Egress
(BLD-MEA) should provide more
input in this regard. Additionally, a
task group of several committees
such as Means of Egress (BLDMEA), Fire Alarm (SIG-AAC), Fire
Service (NFPA 1710), and others

NIST Recommendation

Recommendation 17. NIST
recommends that tall buildings be
designed to accommodate timely
full building evacuation of
occupants when required in
building-specific or large-scale
emergencies such as widespread
power outages, major earthquakes,
tornadoes, hurricanes without
sufficient advanced warning, fires,
explosions, and terrorist attack.
Building size, population, function,
and iconic status should be taken
into account in designing the egress
system. Stairwell capacity and stair
discharge door width should be
adequate to accommodate
counterflow due to emergency
access by responders.

66
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****************************

17 (a) Request for Further
Action. NFPA’s TC on Means of
Egress (BLD-MEA) should provide
more input on this recommendation
in light of HRB-SAC’s response.
Additionally, a task group of several
committees such as Means of Egress
(BLD-MEA), Fire Alarm (SIGAAC), Fire Service (NFPA 1710),
and others might also be helpful.
(July 05 ballot)

HRB-SAC Action Items

Discussion: The committee was not
“in general agreement” with this
recommendation. All buildings are
already designed for “full building
evacuation” …the only question is
how long it takes. No one on the
committee could even cite a single
example where there was not
enough time to evacuate a building
subject to a fire. Even the beyondcode WTC military-type attack
there was enough time for people to
evacuate below the damage caused

J. Magnusson- The committee is in
general agreement with this
recommendation, and believes that
a better understanding of the
evacuation and egress of building
occupants is necessary before the
code is changed to include a
provision for rapid full building
evacuation. Data and methods need
to be further developed to help
understand occupant behavior and
to determine the length of time
needed to evacuate building
occupants. Scenarios should
include various types of evacuation
such as partial evacuation, full
evacuation, defend in place
concepts, use of elevators, escape
devices, and other alternate means
of escape…

Disagree

17 (a) Comments on Response
and Request for Further Action

of the advisory committee o the
NIST recommendations I would like
to be shown as abstaining on all
such items. (Jan. 06 ballot)
***************************
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might also be helpful. (July 06
ballot)
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HRB-SAC Action Items

S. Regenhard- Agree – along with
full/partial building evacuation, it
must be inclusive of other
evacuation modes such as internal
relocation and shelter-in-place as
well as a threat matrix that will
trigger an internal response as to
specific evacuation modes so as not

J. Murphy- Agree – along with
full/partial building evacuation, it
must be inclusive of other
evacuation modes such as internal
relocation and shelter-in-place as
well as a threat matrix that will
trigger an internal response as to
specific evacuation modes so as not
to endanger the occupants to enter
into a hazardous zone. (July 05
ballot)

Agree

And finally, why is NIST looking at
rapid full building evacuation codes
just for tall buildings? There are
many other building types that
would have equal or worse hazard
scenarios. (July 05 ballot)

It is critically important to not jump
too quickly into the concept of rapid
full building evacuation because of
the potential danger that could be
present for the building occupants
and first-responders in many
different kinds of hazard scenarios.

There is no such thing as a
“hurricane without sufficient
advanced warning” and “accidental
explosions and terrorist attack” are
completely undefined terms that are
not even covered by building codes.

by the impact of the plane.
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17 (a1) Types of Egress Strategies.
It is HRB-SAC’s position that
phased evacuation and defend-inplace concepts be the primary
means by which relocation and
protection of high-rise building
occupants occur in the majority of
emergency situations. Total
simultaneous evacuation of building
occupants should generally serve as
a fall-back or contingency option.
HRB-SAC believes that the
conditions and procedures under
which a specific type of egress
strategy is to occur be better defined
and presented. This includes the
expansion of emergency procedures
for building occupants, staff and
emergency responders. (April 06
ballot)

HRB-SAC Action Items

J. Murphy - While high-rise
buildings were not designed to be
partial (beyond the fire evacuation
of the fire floor, the floor above and
below) or fully evacuated, we are
faced with all-hazard threats that
warrant a response for these type of
evacuations: I.e. a partial evacuation
from a contaminated HVAC zone
may be several floors in one
building or 25 floors in another; an
internal relocation may either be
around an affected HVAC zone or
to relocate a safe distance away
from an imminent threat that is
proximate to the structure; or initiate
a shelter-in-place mode because you
are safer in the building than
evacuating to the exterior. Each one
of these treat matrixes will dictate
what means of egress is available
for a type of rapid or non-rapid
decent by using all elevators and
stairs, use all stairs, use ONLY the
stair(s) leading directly onto a
public way, internally relocation
within a structure and/or shelter-inplace. One of the key component to

Agree

17 (a1) Types of Egress Strategies

R. Bukowski- Since this ballot
deals solely with the NIST
Recommendations I will abstain. I
plan to vote on other issues as they
come before the committee. (July 05
ballot)
****************************

Abstain

to endanger the occupants to enter
into a hazardous zone. (July 05
ballot)
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HRB-SAC Action Items

Building on the metaphor used in
my comment on Item 1 of this
ballot, we cannot afford to draw a
line in the sand arguing that total
evacuation is beyond the scope of
our design, management and
regulatory strategies. That approach
is more aptly described as

J. Pauls - Essentially, both primary
means and secondary means must
be available when we design and
otherwise plan for evacuation as a
mitigation measure for tall
buildings. I agree that defend in
place and phased, partial evacuation
will likely work most of the time
although we have done a dreadfully
inadequate job of actually
documenting—scientifically—how
such a strategy actually works in
practice in a tall building. The
secondary means—total
evacuation—must be available as a
reserve measure and we must
anticipate and plan for this measure
to be either spontaneous (the socalled self-directed evacuation by
occupants acting singly or in
groups) or deliberately instituted by
management. The consequences of
both types of evacuation must be
anticipated or understood by all
concerned so that expectations are
reasonable and mitigation measures
can be developed and employed.
For example, one mitigation
measure is to consciously utilize
specific deference protocols that
will give priority to evacuees from
certain parts of the tall building for
both partial and total evacuations.

direct these various evacuation
modes is how they will be
announced to the building
occupants. (April 06 ballot)
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17 (b) Phased evacuation. HRBSAC believes that the concept of
phased evacuation should be made
more evident in NFPA 101 and
NFPA 5000. While provisions in
NFPA 101 and NFPA 5000
pertaining to occupant notification
(101:9.6.3.6.2, 5000:55.2.3.6.3 and

HRB-SAC Action Items

G. Craighead - I assume the
Sections to include references is
comprehensive enough. (April 06

Agree

17 (b) Comments on Phased
Evacuation

W. Shoemaker - Evacuation
procedures must include all three
methods including shelter or
defend-in-place, internal relocation,
and total evacuation. I am not
entirely comfortable with using the
word “primary” for phased
evacuation and defend-in-place and
total evacuation being described as a
“contingency option”. Instead I
might suggest that phased
evacuation and defend-in-place may
be the most “typical” or
“frequently” used strategies but I
could accept the wording as drafted.
The conditions under which strategy
might occur could be clarified for
the purposes of occupant awareness
and emergency preparedness
training of individuals associated
with conducting the evacuation (fire
safety directors, on-site building
managers, other responding
agencies) are best done through
public education materials,
emergency action plans (EAPs)/fire
safety plans and fire department
general operating guidelines. (April
06 ballot)
*****************************

figuratively hiding ones head in the
sand avoiding even facing up to the
prospects and problems of, or
mitigation measures for, total
evacuation. (April 06 ballot)
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17 (c) Emergency Procedures.
Affected NFPA TC’s should
consider providing more specific
detail on establishing emergency
procedures and training for building
occupants. HRB-SAC will work on

associated annex material) address
the concept of phased evacuation,
the subject is not addressed in
chapters 101:7 and 5000:11 on
means of egress or section 101:11.8
and chapter 5000:33 on high rise
buildings. The committee believes
that the concept of phased
evacuation should be better
coordinated among chapters 7, 9
and 11 of NFPA 101 and chapters
11, 33 and 55 of NFPA 5000.
(April 06 Ballot)
****************************

HRB-SAC Action Items

17 (c) Comments on Emergency
Procedures

W. Shoemaker - Once again,
reference to the three different
approaches to evacuation and the
conditions and procedures under
which a specific type of egress
strategy is to occur should be better
defined and presented. (April 06
Ballot)
*****************************

J. Pauls - Addressing phased
evacuation in the codes is necessary
but not sufficient. As discussed in
my comment on Item 2, we need to
explicitly anticipate and
design/manage/regulate for total
evacuation as well. (April 06
Ballot)

J. Murphy - We need to retool the
high-rise building evacuation so as
to be effective with meeting today's
all-hazard threats. In the U.S. the
target buildings so far have been
commercial. In the global arena
they are using the weapons of
choice and bombing residential
buildings in Russia. The principal
target high-rise buildings in Asia
and the Middle East are hotels. We
have yet to experience the
deployment of a chemical or
biological release in a contained
environment. We are the least
prepared to perform an appropriate
evacuation or response from an
attack or accidental release of these
products. (April 06 Ballot)

Ballot)
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17 (e) Use of Elevators for Egress.
See description of action item under
NIST recommendation 16. (Jan 06
ballot)
***************************

17 (d) Evacuation Study. See
description of action item under
NIST recommendation 16. (Jan 06
ballot, March 06 minutes)
****************************

This proposal is partially in
response to NIST recommendation
16 and subjects 6b, 6c and 14c of
the HRB-SAC Charter. (Jan 06
ballot item 16, Mar 06 meeting)
***************************

developing more specific
guidelines.

HRB-SAC Action Items

Abstain

J. Quiter - See comments under
NIST recommendation 16 for action
item on use of elevators for egress
(Jan. 06 ballot – item 4)

J. Miller – See comments under
NIST recommendation 16 for action
item on use of elevators for egress
(Jan. 06 ballot – item 4)

Agree

J. Magnusson - See comments
under NIST recommendation 16 for
the action item on use of elevators
for egress (Jan. 06 ballot – item 4)

Disagree

17 (e) Comments on Action Item
on Use of Elevators for Egress

No comments
*****************************

17 (d) Comments on Evacuation
Study

No Comments
*****************************
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This proposal is partially in
response to recommendations #17,
#18, #20 and #21of NIST’s World
Trade Center Disaster study and
subject 4a of the HRB-SAC Charter.
(Jan 06 ballot)
****************************

17 (f) Enhanced Fire Resistance
of elevator lobbies and shafts.
Affected NFPA TC’s should
consider the protection (fire
resistance) of elevator lobbies and
shafts to provide/establish and or
provide an alternative means to
assist with the rapid evacuation of
building occupants where required,
rapid ingress of emergency
personnel in a timely manner and
staging of fire department
operations. Features to consider
include but are not limited to the
isolation of elevator lobbies with
appropriate fire doors, automated
closing devices, smoke detectors.

HRB-SAC Action Items

J. Quiter- The title of this action
item refers to enhanced fire
resistance, but the language implies
we mean to require elevator lobbies,
not enhance them. Nothing in the
language describes how enhanced
fire resistance of shafts will help. If
we build 3-hour shafts in a 1-hour

J. Magnusson- Enhancing fire
resistance of elevator lobbies and
shafts may ultimately become a part
of an overall evacuation system, but
it must be considered as a part of the
overall system. Before we
recommend that that more fire
resistance is needed in lobbies and
shafts, it is essential to develop our
recommended overall evacuation
strategy (i.e. - phased evacuation,
full-building evacuation, building
occupant training and behavior
issues, desired firefighter
deployment systems, etc.). We have
not even discussed overall
evacuation strategies; therefore, it is
inappropriate to recommend the
increased fire resistance when we
haven’t even determined the most
basic performance objective for the
lobbies and shafts.
(Jan. 06 ballot – item 5)

Disagree

17 (f) Comments on Action Item
on Enhanced Fire Resistance of
Elevator Lobbies and Shafts

R. Bukowski- Since the ballot on
action items deal with the position
of the advisory committee o the
NIST recommendations I would like
to be shown as abstaining on all
such items. (Jan. 06 ballot)
***************************
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This proposal is based upon flow
performance data of building
occupants and subject 8a of the
HRB-SAC Charter. (Jan 06 ballot

17 (g) Minimum egress widths.
Affected NFPA TC’s should
consider changing the minimum
width of egress stairs to 56 inches
for all new high rise buildings
regardless of the number of
occupants using the stairs. (NFPA
101: 7.2.2.2.1.2, NFPA
5000:11.2.2.2.1.1).

HRB-SAC Action Items

J. Magnusson- Not a single actual
fire incident was cited as
justification that stairways are too
narrow for occupants to evacuate.
All fires incidents have provided
sufficient width to allow occupants

Disagree

17 (g) Comments on Action Item
on Minimum Egress Widths

R. Bukowski- Since the ballot on
action items deal with the position
of the advisory committee o the
NIST recommendations I would like
to be shown as abstaining on all
such items. (Jan. 06 ballot)
****************************

Abstain

J. Miller- See comments under
NIST recommendation 16 for
action item on use of elevators for
egress. (Jan. 06 ballot item 5)

Agree

building, we have a 1-hour shaft. If
we mean to require “hardened”
shafts, we should say so,
understanding that this concept will
also lead to more questions than
answers. In most incidents, the weak
point in shafts (including stairs and
elevators) is the openings. Impact
resistance is different than fire
resistance. If we are going to design
for impact resistance, there is much
more thought and justification
needed. If instead we meant to
require elevator lobbies, we should
tie it back into the action item on
thresholds. (Jan. 06 ballot – item 5)
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HRB-SAC Action Items

R. Bukowski- Since the ballot on
action items deal with the position
of the advisory committee o the
NIST recommendations I would like
to be shown as abstaining on all
such items. (Jan. 06 ballot)
****************************

Abstain

J. Quiter- After much deliberation,
stair sizes were increased in the last
round of code changes for stairs that
carry more than 2000 people. To
make such an increase required
significant technical support and
discussion. For a recommendation
to come from HRB-SAC that
arbitrarily suggest further increases
in all stairs is not appropriate. To
make such a suggestion should
require significant debate and
justification. In my opinion,
issuance of this recommendation as
written will remove all credibility
from our process.

to exit. Before we recommend that
stairs be widened, it is essential to
develop our recommended overall
evacuation strategy (i.e. - phased
evacuation, full-building evacuation
building occupant training and
behavior issues, desired firefighter
deployment systems).Only then can
we determine the performance
objective for the stairways. We have
not even discussed overall
evacuation strategies and no real
world data has been produced to
demonstrate that stairs are too
narrow; therefore, it is inappropriate
to recommend the widening of stairs
at this time.

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members
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HRB-SAC discussed this but could
not reach consensus with regard to
remoteness and functional integrity
of exits. The committee agrees with
that part of the recommendation
regarding consistent layout and
signage. Some committee members
believe that remoteness of exits
should be studied, as current
remoteness provisions might not be
adequate for iconic type buildings
for other than fire events. Other
committee members believe that the
concept of a more robust building
core, or more robust stair
construction should be studied.
Other members expressed concern
about the reduction of remoteness of
exits in sprinklered buildings. The
committee believes that the
threat/hazard to be considered
should have a significant impact on
the design of the exits. Further
questions arise about whether
building regulations should address
building events associated with the
normal building operations, or more
extreme events such as hostile acts
and explosions. The TC on Means
of Egress (BLD-MEA) needs to
provide further input. (July 05
ballot)

NIST Recommendation

Recommendation 18. NIST
recommends that egress systems be
designed: (1) to maximize
remoteness of egress components
(i.e., stairs, elevators, exits) without
negatively impacting the average
travel distance; (2) to maintain their
functional integrity and survivability
under foreseeable building-specific
or large-scale emergencies; and (3)
with consistent layouts, standard
signage, and guidance so that
systems become intuitive and
obvious to building occupants
during evacuations.

76
44

18 (a) Request for Further
Action. The TC on Means of
Egress (BLD-MEA) should provide
further input on this
recommendation in light of HRBSAC’s response. (July 05 Ballot)
***************************

HRB-SAC Action Items

S. Regenhard- Disagree – the core
construction while economically
driven does not provide stair
remoteness. The cluster of 2 or 3
stairs within the core exposes smoke
travel to all stairs and does not
provide the fire department with an
alternative (remote) access onto the
floor away from the core.
Remoteness has more to do with the
normal fire threats than a
threat/hazard and will provide a
firefighter a secondary means to
make an effective rescue. Photoluminiscent exit path markings need
to have a national installation
standard that will also meet a
minimum MCD2 @ 12 milla-candla
for egress of occupants and ingress

J. Murphy- Disagree – the core
construction while economically
driven does not provide stair
remoteness. The cluster of 2 or 3
stairs within the core exposes smoke
travel to all stairs and does not
provide the fire department with an
alternative (remote) access onto the
floor away from the core.
Remoteness has more to do with the
normal fire threats than a
threat/hazard and will provide a
firefighter a secondary means to
make an effective rescue. Photoluminiscent exit path markings need
to have a national installation
standard that will also meet a
minimum MCD2 @ 12 milla-candla
for egress of occupants and ingress
for 1st responders and must of an
approved fire resistant material.
(July 05 ballot)

Disagree

18 (a) Comments on Response
and Request for Further Action
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***************************

18 (b) Enhanced Fire Resistance
of elevator lobbies and shafts. See
description of action item under
NIST recommendation 17. (Jan 06
ballot)

HRB-SAC Action Items

Abstain

J. Miller – See comment under
NIST recommendation 16 for action
item on use of elevators for egress.

Agree

J. Quiter- See comments under
NIST recommendation 17 for the
action item on enhanced fire
resistance of elevator lobbies.
(Jan. 06 ballot – item 5))

J. Magnusson – See comments
under NIST recommendation 17 for
the action item on enhanced fire
resistance of elevator lobbies.
(Jan. 06 ballot – item 5))

Disagree

18 (b) Comments on action item
on Enhanced Fire Resistance of
Elevator Lobbies

R. Bukowski- Since this ballot
deals solely with the NIST
Recommendations I will abstain. I
plan to vote on other issues as they
come before the committee. (July 05
ballot)
***************************

Abstain

G. Craighead- (Point 3) – should be
assigned to the appropriate technical
committee. (July 05 ballot)

Agree

for 1st responders and must of an
approved fire resistant material.
(July 05 ballot)
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***************************

This proposal is partially in
response to recommendations #18,
#20 and #21of NIST’s World Trade
Center Disaster study and subject 4b
of the HRB-SAC Charter. (Jan 06
ballot)

18 (c) Elevators for Emergency
Responders. Affected NFPA TC’s
should consider the study and
evaluation of reliable technologies
available to improve the use of
identified elevators for emergency
responders during adverse
conditions. The evaluation should
include the operational effectiveness
during conditions where elevator
components are subjected to heat,
smoke, excessive exposure to water.

HRB-SAC Action Items

R. Bukowski- Since the ballot on
action items deal with the position
of the advisory committee o the

Abstain

J. Quiter - The comments are the
same as those for the action item on
the use of elevators for egress. See
Quiter’s comments on this action
item under NIST recommendation
16. (Jan. 06 ballot – item 6)

J. Miller- See comment under NIST
recommendation 16 for action item
on use of elevators for egress.
(Jan. 06 ballot – item 6))

J. Magnuson- Elevators are already
used by emergency responders in
most jurisdictions. It is always good
to look at reliability of building
systems. However, it is not useful to
recommend that someone
investigate effectiveness when
subjected to heat, smoke, and water
without saying how much heat, how
much smoke, and how much water.
(Jan. 06 ballot – item 6)

Agree

18 (c) Comments on action item
on elevators for emergency
responders

R. Bukowski- Since the ballot on
action items deal with the position
of the advisory committee o the
NIST recommendations I would like
to be shown as abstaining on all
such items. (Jan. 06 ballot)
***************************

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members

Affected NFPA
Doc.

NFPA TC
Action

HRB-SAC Response

HRB-SAC is in agreement with this
recommendation. The TC on Fire
Alarms (SIG-AAC), TC on Building
Systems (BLD-SYS), TC on
Occupancies, and the TC on
Fundamentals (BLD-FUN) should
provide further input. (July 05
ballot)

NIST Recommendation

Recommendation 19. NIST
recommends that building owners,
managers, and emergency
responders develop a joint plan and
take steps to ensure that accurate
emergency information is
communicated in a timely manner to
enhance the situational awareness of
building occupants and emergency
responders affected by an event.
This should be accomplished
through better coordination of
information among different
emergency responder groups,
efficient sharing of that information
among building occupants and
emergency responders, more robust
design of emergency public address
systems, improved emergency
responder communication systems,
and use of the Emergency Broadcast
System (now known as the
Integrated Public Alert and Warning
System) and Community
Emergency Alert Networks.
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****************************

19 (a) Request for Further
Action. The TC on Fire Alarms
(SIG-AAC), TC on Building
Systems (BLD-SYS), Occupancy
TC’s, and the TC on Fundamentals
(BLD-FUN) should provide further
input on this recommendation.
(July 05 ballot)

HRB-SAC Action Items

R. Bukowski- Since this ballot
deals solely with the NIST
Recommendations I will abstain. I
plan to vote on other issues as they
come before the committee. (July 05
ballot)
****************************

Abstain

S. Regenhard- Agree – An AllHazard Emergency (manmade/natural) approach with a buy
in from the Community Emergency
Response Teams (CERT) thought
the local Office of Emergency
Management will further assist.
This is a FEMA project that can be
adopted for each building. (July 05
ballot)

J. Murphy- Agree – An All-Hazard
Emergency (man-made/natural)
approach with a buy in from the
Community Emergency Response
Teams (CERT) thought the local
Office of Emergency Management
will further assist. This is a FEMA
project that can be adopted for each
building. (July 05 ballot)

Agree

19 (a) Comments on Response
and Request for Further Action

NIST recommendations I would like
to be shown as abstaining on all
such items. (Jan. 06 ballot)
****************************

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members

NFPA 1
NFPA 72
NFPA 101
NFPA 730
NFPA 731
NFPA 5000

Affected NFPA
Doc.

NFPA TC
Action

NIST Recommendation

Recommendation 19
(Continued)
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****************************

19 (c) Building site and inventory
documentation. See description of
action item under NIST
recommendation 13. (Jan 06 ballot)

***************************

19 (b) Comments on action item
on redundant fire alarm and fire
control information

19 (b) Redundant fire alarm and
fire control information. See
description of action item under
NIST recommendation 12. (Jan 06
ballot)

R. Bukowski- Since the ballot on
action items deal with the position

Abstain

J. Quiter – See comments under
NIST recommendation 13 for the
action item on building site and
inventory documentation. (Jan 06
ballot – item 13)

Agree

19 (c) Comments on Action Item
Building site and inventory
documentation.

R. Bukowski- Since the ballot on
action items deal with the position
of the advisory committee o the
NIST recommendations I would like
to be shown as abstaining on all
such items. (Jan. 06 ballot)
***************************

Abstain

J. Quiter- See comments under
NIST recommendation 12 for the
action item on redundant fire alarm
and fire control information. (Jan.
06 ballot – item 12)

J. Magnusson- See comments
under NIST recommendation 12 for
the action item on redundant fire
alarm and fire control information.
(Jan. 06 ballot – item 12)

Disagree

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members

HRB-SAC Action Items

Affected NFPA
Doc.

NFPA TC
Action

HRB-SAC Response

HRB-SAC is in agreement with this
recommendation. The term
“stairway decent devices” has been
used in NFPA 5000 and NFPA 101,
and it is recommended that NIST
use the same terminology. Escape
devices should also be addressed.
The TC on Means of Egress (BLDMEA) and the TC on Building
Systems (BLD-BSY) should
provide further input. (July 05
ballot)

NIST Recommendation

Recommendation 20. NIST
recommends that the full range of
current and next generation
evacuation technologies should be
evaluated for future use, including
protected/hardened elevators,
exterior escape devices, and
stairwell descent devices, which
may allow all occupants an equal
opportunity for evacuation and
facilitate emergency response
access.
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***************************

20 (a) Request for Further
Action. The TC on Means of
Egress (BLD-MEA) and the TC on
Building Systems (BLD-BSY)
should provide further input on this
recommendation in light of HRBSAC’s response. (July 05 ballot)

HRB-SAC Action Items

R. Bukowski- Since this ballot
deals solely with the NIST
Recommendations I will abstain. I
plan to vote on other issues as they
come before the committee. (July 05
ballot)
****************************

Abstain

S. Regenhard- Disagree - not so
much for the alterative escape
modes, but for a more practical
established method such as a fire
tower that allows for exterior natural
air intake to overcome any internal
smoke condition and does not need
mechanical fans to process any air.
(July 05 ballot)

J. Murphy- Disagree - not so much
for the alterative escape modes, but
for a more practical established
method such as a fire tower that
allows for exterior natural air intake
to overcome any internal smoke
condition and does not need
mechanical fans to process any air.
(July 05 ballot)

Disagree

20 (a) Comments on Response
and Request for Further Action

of the advisory committee o the
NIST recommendations I would like
to be shown as abstaining on all
such items. (Jan. 06 ballot)
*****************************

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members

NFPA 1
NFPA 101
NFPA 1710
NFPA 5000

Affected NFPA
Doc.

NFPA TC
Action

NIST Recommendation

Recommendation 20.
(Continued)
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20 (c) Enhanced Fire Resistance
of elevator lobbies and shafts.
See description of action item under
NIST recommendation 17. (Jan 06
ballot)
****************************

***************************

20 (b) Comment on Action Item
on Use of Elevators for Egress

20 (b) Use of Elevators for
Egress. See description of action
item under NIST recommendation
16. (Jan 06 ballot)

J. Magnusson – See comments
under NIST recommendation 17 for
the action item on enhanced fire
resistance of elevator lobbies.
(Jan. 06 ballot – item 5))

Disagree

20 (c) Comment on action item on
Enhanced Fire Resistance of
Elevator Lobbies

R. Bukowski- Since the ballot on
action items deal with the position
of the advisory committee o the
NIST recommendations I would like
to be shown as abstaining on all
such items. (Jan. 06 ballot)
***************************

Abstain

J. Quiter - See comments under
NIST recommendation 16 for action
item on use of elevators for egress
(Jan. 06 ballot – item 4)

J. Miller – See comments under
NIST recommendation 16 for action
item on use of elevators for egress
(Jan. 06 ballot – item 4)

Agree

J. Magnusson - See comments
under NIST recommendation 16 for
the action item on use of elevators
for egress (Jan. 06 ballot – item 4)

Disagree

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members

HRB-SAC Action Items

Affected NFPA
Doc.

NFPA TC
Action

NIST Recommendation

Recommendation 20 (continued)
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20 (d) Elevators for Emergency
Responders. See description of
action item under NIST
recommendation 18. (Jan 06 ballot)
****************************

HRB-SAC Action Items

J. Quiter - The comments are the
same as those for the action item on
the use of elevators for egress. See
Quiter’s comments on this action

J. Miller- See comments under
NIST recommendation 18 for the
action item on elevators for
emergency responders. (Jan. 06
ballot – item 6)

J. Magnuson- See comments under
NIST recommendation 18 for the
action item on elevators for
emergency responders. (Jan. 06
ballot – item 6)

Agree

20 (d) Comments on action item
on elevators for emergency
responders

R. Bukowski- Since the ballot on
action items deal with the position
of the advisory committee o the
NIST recommendations I would like
to be shown as abstaining on all
such items. (Jan. 06 ballot)
***************************

Abstain

J. Miller – See comments under
NIST recommendation 16 for the
action item on the use of elevators
for egress. (Jan. 06 ballot – item 5)

Agree

J. Quiter- See comments under
NIST recommendation 17 for the
action item on enhanced fire
resistance of elevator lobbies.
(Jan. 06 ballot – item 5)

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members

Affected NFPA
Doc.

NFPA TC
Action

NIST Recommendation

Recommendation 21. NIST
recommends the installation of fireprotected and structurally hardened
elevators to improve emergency
response activities in tall buildings
by providing timely emergency
access to responders and allowing
evacuation of mobility-impaired
building occupants.

HRB-SAC Response

HRB-SAC is in general support of
this recommendation, but notes that
further study is needed. The
committee stresses the need to
ensure that technology can
adequately address the associated
safety and functional concerns with
using the elevators as described, and
specifically notes concerns with
elevator shunt trips and the filling of
shafts with smoke. The committee
questions why the elevators as
described should only be for the
exclusive use of emergency
responders, i.e. fire fighters. The
committee suggests that the
elevators should be for exclusive
authority of the fire service and
emergency responders. Fire
wardens, security personnel and
other authorized personnel may be
adequately trained to use the
elevator. The committee also notes
the need to address the design,
inspection, testing and maintenance
of the elevator equipment to ensure
proper function and performance.
Structurally hardened (properly
protected) elevators also need to be
further defined as well as the
threats/hazards to be considered.

Group 6. Improved Emergency Response

Recommendation 20 (continued)
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21 (b) Use of Elevators for
Egress. See description of action
item under NIST recommendation
16. (Jan 06 ballot)

21 (a) Request for Further
Action. The TC on Building
Systems (BLD-SYS) and the TC on
Uniform Fire Code (UFC-AAA)
should provide further input on this
recommendation in light of HRBSAC’s response. (July 05 ballot)
****************************

HRB-SAC Action Items

Disagree

21 (b) Comments on Action Item
on Use of Elevators for Egress

R. Bukowski- Since this ballot
deals solely with the NIST
Recommendations I will abstain. I
plan to vote on other issues as they
come before the committee. (July 05
ballot)
****************************

Abstain

S. Regenhard- Agree - NIST is
being progressive with this matter.
(July 05 ballot)

J. Murphy- Agree - NIST is being
progressive with this matter. (July
05 ballot)

Agree

21 (a) Comments on Response
and Request for Further Action

****************************

R. Bukowski- Since the ballot on
action items deal with the position
of the advisory committee o the
NIST recommendations I would like
to be shown as abstaining on all
such items. (Jan. 06 ballot)

Abstain

item under NIST recommendation
16. (Jan. 06 ballot – item 6)

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members

NFPA 1
NFPA 70
NFPA 101
NFPA 1221
NFPA 1500
NFPA 1561
NFPA 1620
NFPA 1710
NFPA 5000

Affected NFPA
Doc.

NFPA TC
Action

NIST Recommendation

Recommendation 21
(Continued)
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The TC on Building Systems (BLDSYS) and the TC on Uniform Fire
Code (UFC-AAA) should provide
further input. (July 05 ballot)
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***************************

21 (c) Enhanced Fire Resistance
of elevator lobbies and shafts.
See description of action item under
NIST recommendation 17.
(Jan 06 ballot)

***************************

HRB-SAC Action Items

J. Quiter- See comments under
NIST recommendation 17 for the
action item on enhanced fire
resistance of elevator lobbies.
(Jan. 06 ballot – item 5)

J. Magnusson – See comments
under NIST recommendation 17 for
the action item on enhanced fire
resistance of elevator lobbies.
(Jan. 06 ballot – item 5))

Disagree

21 (c) Comments on action item
on Enhanced Fire Resistance of
Elevator Lobbies

R. Bukowski- Since the ballot on
action items deal with the position
of the advisory committee o the
NIST recommendations I would like
to be shown as abstaining on all
such items. (Jan. 06 ballot)
***************************

Abstain

J. Quiter - See comments under
NIST recommendation 16 for action
item on use of elevators for egress
(Jan. 06 ballot – item 4)

J. Miller – See comments under
NIST recommendation 16 for action
item on use of elevators for egress
(Jan. 06 ballot – item 4)

Agree

J. Magnusson - See comments
under NIST recommendation 16 for
the action item on use of elevators
for egress (Jan. 06 ballot – item 4)

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members

Affected NFPA
Doc.

NFPA TC
Action

NIST Recommendation

Recommendation 21
(Continued)
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21 (d) Elevators for Emergency
Responders. See description of
action item under NIST
recommendation 18. (Jan 06 ballot)
****************************

HRB-SAC Action Items

Abstain

J. Quiter - The comments are the
same as those for the action item on
the use of elevators for egress. See
Quiter’s comments on this action
item under NIST recommendation
16. (Jan. 06 ballot – item 6)

J. Miller- See comments under
NIST recommendation 16 for the
action item on the use of elevators
for egress. (Jan. 06 ballot – item 6)

J. Magnuson- See comments under
NIST recommendation 18 for the
action item on elevators for
emergency responders. (Jan. 06
ballot – item 6)

Agree

21 (d) Comments on action item
on elevators for emergency
responders

R. Bukowski- Since the ballot on
action items deal with the position
of the advisory committee o the
NIST recommendations I would like
to be shown as abstaining on all
such items. (Jan. 06 ballot)
***************************

Abstain

J. Miller – See comments under
NIST recommendation 16 for the
action item on use of elevators for
egress. (Jan. 06 ballot – item 5)

Agree

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members

Affected NFPA
Doc.

NFPA TC
Action

NIST Recommendation

track emergency responders within
indoor building environments and in
the field.

Recommendation 22. NIST
recommends the installation,
inspection, and testing of emergency
communications systems, radio
communications, and associated
operating protocols to ensure that
the systems and protocols: (1) are
effective for large-scale
emergencies in buildings with
challenging radio frequency
propagation environments; and (2)
can be used to identify, locate, and

Recommendation 21
(Continued)
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HRB-SAC is in general agreement
with this recommendation. With
regard to the first part of the
recommendation, the committee
believes that the communication
systems should be effective for all
types of emergencies and not just
large scale emergencies. The
committee believes the second part
of the recommendation presents
technological issues that present
longer term objectives that require
further study and which should be
pursued. The TC responsible for
NFPA 1710, NFPA 1561, NFPA
1500, and NFPA 72 should provide
further input. (July 05 ballot)
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**************************

22 (a) Request for Further
Action. The TCs responsible for
NFPA 1710, NFPA 1561, NFPA
1500, and NFPA 72 should provide
further input on this
recommendation in light of HRBSAC’s response. (July 05 ballot)

HRB-SAC Action Items

R. Bukowski- Since this ballot
deals solely with the NIST
Recommendations I will abstain. I

Abstain

S. Regenhard- Agree – This is the
number 1 concern of all fire
departments across the country.
Look at any NIOSH firefighter
death investigation, communications
is one of the leading contributors to
fireground death. The NFPA can
make a major impact for firefighter
safety by enhancing fireground
communications. NFPA 1720 must
also be considered here. (July 05
ballot)

J. Murphy- Agree – This is the
number 1 concern of all fire
departments across the country.
Look at any NIOSH firefighter
death investigation, communications
is one of the leading contributors to
fireground death. The NFPA can
make a major impact for firefighter
safety by enhancing fireground
communications. NFPA 1720 must
also be considered here. (July 05
ballot)

Agree

22 (a) Comments on Response
and Request for Further Action

R. Bukowski- Since the ballot on
action items deal with the position
of the advisory committee o the
NIST recommendations I would like
to be shown as abstaining on all
such items. (Jan. 06 ballot)
************************

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members

NFPA 1
NFPA 70
NFPA 72
NFPA 101
NFPA 730
NFPA 731
NFPA 1221
NFPA 1500
NFPA 1561
NFPA 1710
NFPA 1720
NFPA 5000

Affected NFPA
Doc.

NFPA TC
Action

NIST Recommendation

Recommendation 22 (Continued)
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22 (c) Operational effectiveness of
radio communication systems.
Affected NFPA TC’s should
consider the evaluation of the
operational effectiveness of the
capability of the radio system of the
responsible first responders to
ensure communication ability onsite and to the respective dispatch

This proposal is partially in
response to recommendation #22
and #24 of NIST’s World Trade
Center disaster study and subject
13d of the HRB-SAC Charter. (Jan
06 ballot)
****************************

22 (b) Common radio
communication equipment and
frequencies. Affected NFPA TC’s
should consider the use and
availability of common radio
communication equipment
frequencies for all fire responders
involved in abatement of emergency
incidents. Furthermore, consider
the feasibility of all (new/existing)
high rise occupancies of being
equipped/retrofitted with a
communication system to
communicate from a fire control
room/command center to all areas
(both inclusive/exclusive) to provide
building occupants with direction
and or information relative to
emergency operations or
evacuation.

HRB-SAC Action Items

J. Quiter- See general comments on
my “disagree” votes on action item
on closed circuit television, (NIST

Agree

22 (c) Comments on Action Item
on Operational Effectiveness of
Radio Communication Systems

R. Bukowski- Since the ballot on
action items deal with the position
of the advisory committee o the
NIST recommendations I would like
to be shown as abstaining on all
such items. (Jan. 06 ballot)
***************************

Abstain

J. Quiter – Comments are the same
as those for the action item on use
of elevators for egress. See NIST
item 16. (Jan 06 ballot – item 8)

Agree

22 (b) Comment on Action Item
on Common Radio
Communication Equipment and
Frequencies

plan to vote on other issues as they
come before the committee. (July 05
ballot)
***************************

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members

Affected NFPA
Doc.

NFPA TC
Action

NIST Recommendation

Recommendation 22. (Continued)
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22 (d) Interoperability of
communication equipment.
NFPA TC’s should consider use and
availability of common radio
communications equipment
frequencies or the interoperability of
communication for all first
responders involved in abatement
(command/control) of emergency
incident. This should also include
training and testing frequency of all
personnel and equipment to ensure

Abstain

J. Quiter – Comments are the same
as those for the action item on use
of elevators for egress. See NIST
item 16. (Jan 06 ballot – item 10)

Agree

22 (d) Comments on action item
on Interoperability of
Communication Equipment

R. Bukowski- Since the ballot on
action items deal with the position
of the advisory committee o the
NIST recommendations I would like
to be shown as abstaining on all
such items. (Jan. 06 ballot)
****************************

Abstain

Consider evaluating fire department
or first responder communication
effectiveness. Is our current code
language adequate, and is it
consistent with equipment available
on the market? Should it be
mandatory in existing buildings?
Would remote antennae or repeaters
accomplish the purpose? (Jan. 06
ballot – item 9)

Also, what is written makes sense in
concept, and is indecipherable in the
words chosen. Suggest the
following:

recommendation 13), action item on
Remote Incident Command Posts
(NIST recommendation 24) and
action item on redundant fire alarm
and fire control information (NIST
recommendation 12).

center. Where determined to be
ineffective, consider the need to
install remote antennae/repeaters to
ensure reliable communication
inside any building environment.
This proposal is partially in
response to recommendation #22,
#23 and #24 of NIST’s World Trade
Center disaster study and subject
13e of the HRB-SAC Charter. (Jan
06 ballot)
***************************

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members

HRB-SAC Action Items

Affected NFPA
Doc.

NFPA TC
Action

NIST Recommendation

Recommendation 23. NIST
recommends the establishment and
implementation of detailed
procedures and methods for
gathering, processing, and
delivering critical information
through integration of relevant
voice, video, graphical, and written
data to enhance the situational
awareness of all emergency
responders. An information
intelligence sector should be
established to coordinate the effort
for each incident.

Recommendation 22. (Continued)
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23 (b) Interoperability of
communication equipment. See
description of action item under
NIST description 22. (Jan 06
ballot)
****************************

23 (a) Operational effectiveness
of radio communication systems.
See description of action item under
NIST recommendation 22. (Jan 06
ballot)
*****************************

This proposal is partially in
response to recommendation #22,
#23 and #24 of NIST’s World Trade
Center disaster study and subject
13d and 13f of the HRB-SAC
Charter. (Jan 06 ballot)
***************************

reliability.

HRB-SAC Action Items

J. Quiter – See comments under
NIST recommendation 22 for the
action item on interoperability of
communication equipment. (Jan.

Agree

23 (b) Comment on Action Item
on Interoperability of
Communication Equipment

R. Bukowski- Since the ballot on
action items deal with the position
of the advisory committee o the
NIST recommendations I would like
to be shown as abstaining on all
such items. (Jan. 06 ballot)
*****************************

Abstain

J. Quiter – See comments under
NIST recommendation 22 for the
action item on operational
effectiveness of radio
communication systems. (Jan. 06
ballot – item 9)

Agree

23 (a) Comment on Action Item
on Operational Effectiveness of
Radio Communication Systems

R. Bukowski- Since the ballot on
action items deal with the position
of the advisory committee o the
NIST recommendations I would like
to be shown as abstaining on all
such items. (Jan. 06 ballot)
***************************

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members

NFPA 1
NFPA 72
NFPA 101
NFPA 730
NFPA 731
NFPA 1221
NFPA 1500
NFPA 1561
NFPA 1620
NFPA 1710
NFPA 1720
NFPA 5000

Affected NFPA
Doc.

NFPA TC
Action

NIST Recommendation

Recommendation 24. NIST
recommends the establishment and
implementation of codes and
protocols for ensuring effective and
uninterrupted operation of the
command and control system for
large-scale building emergencies.

Recommendation 23 (Continued)
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HRB-SAC is in agreement with the
recommendation. The TC’s
identified by NIST, as well as the
TC to NFPA 1720, (BLD-BSF) and
(BLD-BSY) should provide further
input. (July 05 ballot)
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24 (a) Request for Further
Action. The TC’s identified by
NIST, as well as the TC to NFPA
1720, (BLD-BSF) and (BLD-BSY)
should provide further input on this
recommendation. (July 05 ballot)
****************************

****************************

23 (c) Building site and inventory
documentation. See description of
action item under NIST
recommendation 13. (Jan 06 ballot)

HRB-SAC Action Items

R. Bukowski- Since this ballot
deals solely with the NIST

Abstain

24 (a) Comment on Response and
Request for Further Action

R. Bukowski- Since the ballot on
action items deal with the position
of the advisory committee o the
NIST recommendations I would like
to be shown as abstaining on all
such items. (Jan. 06 ballot)
***************************

Abstain

J. Quiter – See comments under
NIST recommendation 13 for the
action item on building site and
inventory documentation. (Jan 06
ballot – item 13)

Agree

23 (c) Comment on Action Item
on Building site and inventory
documentation

R. Bukowski- Since the ballot on
action items deal with the position
of the advisory committee o the
NIST recommendations I would like
to be shown as abstaining on all
such items. (Jan. 06 ballot)
****************************

Abstain

06 ballot – item 10)

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members

NFPA 1
NFPA 72
NFPA 101
NFPA 730
NFPA 731
NFPA 1221
NFPA 1500

Affected NFPA
Doc.

NFPA TC
Action

NIST Recommendation

Recommendation 24 (Continued)
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***************************

24 (c) Common radio
communication equipment and
frequencies. See description of
action item under NIST
recommendation 22. (Jan 06 ballot)

This proposal is partially in
response to recommendation #24 of
NIST’s World Trade Center disaster
study and subjects 13a and 13i of
the HRB-SAC Charter. (Jan 06
ballot)
*****************************

24 (b) National Incident
Management Systems (NIMS).
Affected NFPA TC’s should
consider the use of the NIMS in
coordination and conjunction with
written department/jurisdictional
standard operating procedures
(SOPs) for emergency operations.
Operations should include annual
training review of department SOPs.
Also consider the use of NIMS for
unified command and requests for
mutual aid.

HRB-SAC Action Items

R. Bukowski- Since the ballot on

Abstain

J. Quiter – Comments are the same
as those for the action item on use
of elevators for egress. See NIST
item 16. (Jan 06 ballot – item 8)

Agree

24 (c) Comment on Action Item
on Common Radio
Communication Equipment and
Frequencies

R. Bukowski- Since the ballot on
action items deal with the position
of the advisory committee o the
NIST recommendations I would like
to be shown as abstaining on all
such items. (Jan. 06 ballot)
***************************

Abstain

J. Quiter – Comments are the same
as those for the action item on use
of elevators for egress. See NIST
item 16. (Jan 06 ballot – item 7)

Agree

24 (b) Comment on Action Item
on National Incident Management
System

Recommendations I will abstain. I
plan to vote on other issues as they
come before the committee. (July 05
ballot)
****************************

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members
NFPA 1561
NFPA 1620
NFPA 1710
NFPA 1720
NFPA 5000

Affected NFPA
Doc.

NFPA TC
Action

NIST Recommendation

Recommendation 24 (Continued)
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***************************

24 (e) Interoperability of
communication equipment. See
description of action item under
NIST recommendation 22. (Jan 06
ballot)

24 (d) Operational effectiveness
of radio communication systems.
See description of action item under
NIST recommendation 22. (Jan 06
ballot)
*****************************

HRB-SAC Action Items

Abstain

J. Quiter – See comments under
NIST recommendation 22 for the
action item on interoperability of
communication equipment. (Jan.
06 ballot – item 10)

Agree

24 (e) Comment on Action Item
on Interoperability of
Communication Equipment

R. Bukowski- Since the ballot on
action items deal with the position
of the advisory committee o the
NIST recommendations I would like
to be shown as abstaining on all
such items. (Jan. 06 ballot)
****************************

Abstain

J. Quiter – See comments under
NIST recommendation 22 for the
action item on operational
effectiveness of radio
communication systems. (Jan. 06
ballot – item 9)

Agree

24 (d) Comment on Action Item
on Operational Effectiveness of
Radio Communication Systems

action items deal with the position
of the advisory committee o the
NIST recommendations I would like
to be shown as abstaining on all
such items. (Jan. 06 ballot)
***************************

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members

Affected NFPA
Doc.

NFPA TC
Action

NIST Recommendation

Recommendation 24 (Continued)
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This proposal is partially in
response to recommendation #24 of
NIST’s World Trade Center disaster
study and subject 13g of the HRBSAC Charter. (Jan 06 ballot)
***************************

24 (f) Remote incident command
posts. Affected NFPA TC’s should
consider the establishment of an
incident command post location in
an area/location determined to be
outside of a potential collapse zone
(200 ft – 1000 ft) from affected
building. Command post would
serve as a means for coordinating
personnel/resource accountability of
all personnel assigned to incident.

HRB-SAC Action Items

Action item on Closed Circuit
Television (NIST recommendation
13), action item on common radio
communication equipment and
frequencies (NIST recommendation
22), action item on operational
effectiveness of radio
communication systems (NIST
recommendation 22), action item on

J. Quiter- Improved fire ground
communication/awareness

J. Magnusson- “Potential collapse
zone" is not defined. Collapse due
to what? No data on historical
building collapses has been
provided to justify the need for this
requirement. Is this provision to
account for code events or military
attacks? Is this a predetermined spot
in some neighboring building or is
this the designation of a parking
spot for a mobile command center?
Do fire department commanders
lose anything from their ability to
do their job being 1,000' away from
a "normal" fire incident? (Jan. 06
ballot – item 11)

Disagree

24 (f) Comment on Action Item
on Remote Incident Command
Posts

R. Bukowski- Since the ballot on
action items deal with the position
of the advisory committee o the
NIST recommendations I would like
to be shown as abstaining on all
such items. (Jan. 06 ballot)
**************************

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members

Affected NFPA
Doc.

NFPA TC
Action

NIST Recommendation

Recommendation 24 (Continued)
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HRB-SAC Action Items

The event? The presence of new or
revised buildings in the
neighborhood?

Who owns the space?
Who is responsible for maintaining
it?
Where is the right location? Will it
depend on the wind?

The intent of this action item on
remote incident command posts
unclear. If we mean that responding
fire personnel should set up a
temporary command post remote
from a building, it would be part of
action item on emergency
procedures (NIST recommendation
16). If we mean a permanent post,
the suggestion is rife with issues,
such as:

interoperability of communication
equipment (NIST recommendation
22), action item on remote incident
command posts (NIST
recommendation 24 and action item
on redundant fire alarm and fire
control information (NIST
recommendation 12) all relate to
equipment provided for increased
efficiency of the fire service. While
I have voted in favor of action items
on common radio communication
equipment and frequencies and
action item on interoperability of
communication equipment, , it
would make sense to group them
together in a single suggestion to the
NFPA 1500 and 1700 series
committees, to have them look at
various alternatives and feed back
those items they consider useful and
feasible. NFPA 72 may also be
involved to determine technical
feasibility. However, these are all a
package, and should not be
considered separately.

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members

Affected NFPA
Doc.

NFPA TC
Action

NIST Recommendation

HRB-SAC Response

Recommendation 25.
Nongovernmental and quasigovernmental entities that own or
lease buildings and are not subject
to building and fire safety code
requirements of any governmental
jurisdiction are nevertheless
concerned about the safety of the
building occupants and the
responding emergency personnel.
NIST recommends that such entities
be encouraged to provide a level of
safety that equals or exceeds the
level of safety that would be
provided by strict compliance with
the code requirements of an
appropriate governmental
jurisdiction. To gain broad public

HRB-SAC is in general agreement
with this recommendation but
believes that it is too narrowly
focused. The recommendation
should be expanded to include
governmental agencies. The terms
“non-governmental and quasigovernmental” should be deleted.
Additionally it should address those
situations where no Authority
Having Jurisdiction exists, where
the local governing building
regulations do not need to be
adhered to by the party constructing
the building, and where selfcertification in the private sector
occurs. The TC on Fundamentals
(BLD-FUN) should provide further

Group 7. Improved Procedures and Practices

Recommendation 24 (Continued)
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25 (a) Request for Further
Action. The TC on Fundamentals
(BLD-FUN) should provide further
input on this recommendation in
light of HRB-SAC’s response.
(July 05 ballot)
***************************

HRB-SAC Action Items

S. Regenhard- Disagree unless all
government buildings are included.

J. Murphy- Disagree unless all
government buildings are included.
(July 05 ballot)

Disagree

G. Craighead- Should include the
statement: “All buildings be subject
to local building and fire codes.”
(July 05 ballot)

Agree

25 (a) Comment on Response and
Request for Further Action

R. Bukowski- Since the ballot on
action items deal with the position
of the advisory committee o the
NIST recommendations I would like
to be shown as abstaining on all
such items. (Jan. 06 ballot)
****************************

Abstain

If this makes any sense, it should be
part of a list of questions presented
to emergency responders about what
would help them do their jobs
better, and where they would place
their priorities, rather than as a
stand-alone recommendation. If a
priority, we could begin to work out
the technical issues. (Jan. 06 ballot
– item 11)

How is the communication done?
Radio? Hard-wired beneath the
streets?

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members

NFPA 1
NFPA 101
NFPA 5000

Affected NFPA
Doc.

NFPA TC
Action

HRB-SAC is in agreement with this
recommendation. Certain
requirements for existing buildings
such as those pertaining to sprinkler
protection and fire resistance should
meet the level of safety required for
new construction. Regulations for
existing buildings should be
developed and adopted. HRB-SAC
is also in support of the
recommendation that high rise
buildings be retrofitted with
sprinkler systems. The TC on
Fundamentals (BLD-FUN) as well
as NFPA’s Occupancy Committees
should provide further input. (July
05 ballot)

Recommendation 26. NIST
recommends that state and local
jurisdictions adopt and aggressively
enforce available provisions in
building codes to ensure that egress
and sprinkler requirements are met
by existing buildings. Further,
occupancy requirements should be
modified where needed (such as
when there are assembly use spaces
within an office building) to meet
the requirements in model building
codes.

HRB-SAC Response

input. (July 05 ballot)

NIST Recommendation

confidence in the safety of such
buildings, NIST further
recommends that as designed and
as-built safety be certified by a
qualified third party, independent of
the building owner(s). The process
should not use self-approval for
code enforcement in areas including
interpretation of code provisions,
design approval, product
acceptance, certification of the final
construction, and post-occupancy
inspections over the life of the
buildings.
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It is highly doubtful that the design
of any engineered life safety system
will be able to provide equivalent
levels of life safety to occupants of a
high-rise building that would be
provided by complete automatic fire
sprinkler protection. The

26 (b) Engineered life safety
system alternative for existing
high rise business occupancies.
The TC on Business Occupancies
should consider deleting the
engineered life safety system
alternative in NFPA 101 (section
39.4.2.1(2)) for existing high rise
business occupancies.

************************

26 (a) Request for Further
Action. The TC on Fundamentals
(BLD-FUN) as well as NFPA’s
Occupancy Committees should
provide further input on this
recommendation in light of HRBSAC’s response. (July 05 ballot)

HRB-SAC Action Items

J. Magnusson- No historical data,
test results, any facts, or other
research has been presented to say
that an engineered life safety system
is unacceptable. The proposed
change may be a good one, but we
have a responsibility as a committee
to act based on rational thought
derived from facts. (Jan. 06 ballot –
item 2)

Disagree

26 (b) Comment on Action Item
on Engineered Life Safety System
Alternative for Existing high Rise
Business Occupancies

R. Bukowski- Since this ballot
deals solely with the NIST
Recommendations I will abstain. I
plan to vote on other issues as they
come before the committee. (July 05
ballot)
****************************

Abstain

26 (a) Comment on Response and
Request for Further Action

R. Bukowski- Since this ballot
deals solely with the NIST
Recommendations I will abstain. I
plan to vote on other issues as they
come before the committee. (July 05
ballot)
****************************

Abstain

(July 05 ballot)

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members

NFPA 1
NFPA 101
NFPA 914
NFPA 5000

Affected NFPA
Doc.

NFPA TC
Action

NIST Recommendation

Recommendation 28. NIST
recommends that the role of the
“Design Professional in Responsible
Charge” be clarified to ensure that:

Recommendation 27. NIST
recommends that building codes
incorporate a provision that requires
building owners to retain
documents, including supporting
calculations and test data, related to
building design, construction,
maintenance and modifications over
the entire life of the building.
Means should be developed for
offsite storage and maintenance of
the documents. In addition, NIST
recommends that relevant building
information be made available in
suitably designed hard copy or
electronic format for use by
emergency responders. Such
information should be easily
accessible by responders during
emergencies.

Recommendation 26. (Continued)
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HRB-SAC agrees in principle with
this recommendation but believes
that specific detail on the types of
documents to be retained is
necessary. Local issues with regard
to information required by first
responders also need to be
addressed. TC on Fundamentals
(BLD-FUN) to provide further
input. TC on Uniform Fire Code
(UFC-AAA), and the TC’s
responsible for NFPA 1710 and
NFPA 1500 should provide further
input on type of information to be
provided for first responders. (July
05 ballot)

HRB-SAC Response

66

28 (a) Request for Further Action.
NFPA Technical Committee on
Uniform Fire Code, NFPA TCC on
Safety to Life and NFPA TCC on

**************************

27 (a) Request for Further
Action. TC on Fundamentals
(BLD-FUN) to provide further
input. TC on Uniform Fire Code
(UFC-AAA), and the TC’s
responsible for NFPA 1710 and
NFPA 1500 should provide further
input on the type of information to
be provided for first responders.
(July 05 ballot)

This proposal is partially in
response to recommendation #26 of
NIST’s World Trade Center disaster
study. (Jan 06 ballot)
************************

effectiveness of fire sprinklers is
well documented and is the most
effective method of preventing life
loss and property damage due to
fire. The history of serious fires in
high-rise structures has one
common thread: the lack of
complete automatic fire sprinkler
protection.

HRB-SAC Action Items

G. Craighead- Important
recommendation and should be

28 (a) Comment

R. Bukowski- Since this ballot
deals solely with the NIST
Recommendations I will abstain. I
plan to vote on other issues as they
come before the committee. (July 05
ballot)
*****************************

Abstain

27 (a) Comment on Response and
Request for Further Action

R. Bukowski- Since the ballot on
action items deal with the position
of the advisory committee o the
NIST recommendations I would like
to be shown as abstaining on all
such items. (Jan. 06 ballot)
***************************

Abstain

J. Quiter – Comments are the same
as those for the action item on use
of elevators for egress. See NIST
item 16. (Jan 06 ballot – item 2)

Agree

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members

NFPA 1
NFPA 101
NFPA 5000

NFPA 1
NFPA 101
NFPA 1500
NFPA 1620
NFPA 1710
NFPA 5000

Affected NFPA
Doc.

NFPA TC
Action

NIST Recommendation

Recommendation 29. NIST
recommends that continuing
education curricula be developed
and programs be implemented for
(1) training fire protection engineers
and architects in structural
engineering principles and design,
and (2) training structural engineers,
architects, fire protection engineers,
and code enforcement officials in
modern fire protection principles
and technologies, including fireresistance design of structures, and
(3) training building regulatory and
fire service personnel to upgrade
their understanding and skills to
conduct the review, inspection, and
approval tasks for which they are
responsible.

HRB-SAC Response

The committee is in agreement with
this recommendation. NFPA’s
Education Section should provide
further input. The TC on
Fundamentals (BLD-FUN) should
also provide input with regard to
responsibilities of design team
members. The committee also
believes that liaisons with other
groups and professional associations
should be pursued in carrying out
this recommendation. (July 05
ballot)

Group 8. Education and Training

(1) all appropriate design
professionals (including, e.g., the
fire protection engineer) are part of
the design team providing the
standard of care when designing
buildings employing innovative or
unusual fire safety systems, and (2)
all appropriate design professionals
(including, e.g., the structural
engineer and the fire protection
engineer) are part of the design team
providing the standard of care when
designing the structure to resist
fires, in buildings that employ
innovative or unusual structural and
fire safety systems.
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*************************

29 (a) Request for Further
Action. The TC on Fundamentals
(BLD-FUN) should also provide
input with regard to responsibilities
of design team members. The
committee also believes that liaisons
with other groups and professional
associations should be pursued in
carrying out this recommendation.
(July 05 ballot)

Building Code should provide
further input on this
recommendation.

HRB-SAC Action Items

R. Bukowski- Since this ballot
deals solely with the NIST
Recommendations I will abstain. I
plan to vote on other issues as they
come before the committee. (July 05
ballot)
*****************************

Abstain

S. Regenhard- Agree – Continuing
education curricula will enable
those already in the field to increase
their knowledge about life safety.
(July 05 ballot)

J. Murphy- Agree – Continuing
education curricula will enable
those already in the field to increase
their knowledge about life safety.
(July 05 ballot)

Agree

29 (a) Comment on Response and
Request for Further Action

discussed. (July 05 ballot)

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members

NFPA 1
NFPA 101
NFPA 5000

Affected NFPA
Doc.

NFPA TC
Action

HRB-SAC Response

The committee is in agreement with
this recommendation, and believes
that more detailed training would be
beneficial. The committee believes
that NFPA should work with other
groups in addressing this
recommendation. (July 05 ballot)

NIST Recommendation

Recommendation 30. NIST
recommends that academic,
professional short-course, and webbased training materials in the use
of computational fire dynamics and
thermostructural analysis tools be
developed and delivered to
strengthen the base of available
technical capabilities and human
resources.
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HRB-SAC Action Items

R. Bukowski- Since this ballot
deals solely with the NIST
Recommendations I will abstain. I
plan to vote on other issues as they
come before the committee. (July 05
ballot)

Abstain

S. Regenhard- Agree – In academia
field other than a fire protection
engineering degree those
professionals that have an impact on
designing and constructing
buildings must have core courses in
the relative field of building and fire
codes than in inclusive of an NFPA
101 life safety curriculum. This is a
very important issue if we are to
turn around the “design element” to
be a best practices for life safety.
(July 05 ballot)

J. Murphy- Agree – In academia
field other than a fire protection
engineering degree those
professionals that have an impact on
designing and constructing
buildings must have core courses in
the relative field of building and fire
codes than in inclusive of an NFPA
101 life safety curriculum. This is a
very important issue if we are to
turn around the “design element” to
be a best practices for life safety.
(July 05 ballot)

Agree

30 (a) Comment on Response

Individual Comments by HRBSAC Members

Affected NFPA
Doc.

NFPA TC
Action
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Puchovsky, Milosh
From:

McGovern, Jill

Sent:

Wednesday, July 26, 2006 10:16 AM

To:

'sunder@nist.gov'

Cc:

Patrick Natale (pnatale@asce.org); Cote, Art; Puchovsky, Milosh; James Rossberg
(jrossberg@asce.org); Geoff Craighead (geoff.craighead@securitasinc.com); Jack J. Murphy
(jjmassociates@nj.rr.com); Jake Pauls (bldguse@aol.com); James R. Quiter
(jim.quiter@arup.com); John P. Miller (jpm9466@lafd.lacity.org); Jon D. Magnusson
(jmagnusson@mka.com); Milosh T. Puchovsky (mpuchovsky@NFPA.org); Richard W.
Bukowski (rbukowski@nist.gov); Sally Regenhard (sallyregenhard@aol.com); Steven M.
Nilles (snilles@gpchicago.com); Wes H. Shoemaker (wshoemaker@winnipeg.ca)

Subject:

HRBSAC position-NIST Recommendations WTC Federal Building and Fire Investigation

Importance: High
Attachments: 7-26-06 Shyam Sunder- HRB NIST (3).pdf
Attention: Shyam Sunder – National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), Federal Building and Fire
Investigation of the World Trade Center Disaster.
Please find attached a letter from James Quiter, Chair of the NFPA – High Rise Building Safety Advisory
Committee (HRBSAC) regarding the committee’s position on two NIST recommendations.
Jill McGovern
Technical Secretary
NFPA
1 Batterymarch Park
Quincy, MA 02169
Phone: 617-984-7404
Fax: 617-984-7110
Email: jmcgovern@nfpa.org
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National Fire Protection Association
1 Batterymarch Park, Quincy, MA 02169-7471
Phone: 617-770-3000 · Fax 617-984-7800 · www.nfpa.org

July 26, 2006

National Institute of Standards and Technology
100 Bureau Drive – Stop 8610
Gaithersburg, MD 20899-8042
Attention: Shyam Sunder

Dear Shyam:
The NFPA High Rise Building Safety Advisory Committee (HRBSAC) has been
reviewing and digesting the 30 recommendations that have been generated in the NIST Federal
Building and Fire Investigation of the World Trade Center Disaster. Among the responsibilities
of the HRBSAC is the need to advise various committees within the NFPA Codes and Standards
system of possible actions or subsequent follow up activities that relate to the 30
recommendations. In addition, the HRBSAC is also charged with identifying or acknowledging
other appropriate organizations who should have the lead on select topics within the NIST report.
At the March 22-23, 2006 HRBSAC meeting, the following minute item was passed by
the HRBSAC members present:
NIST Recommendation 1 on Progressive Collapse and NIST
Recommendation 2 on Wind Tunnel Testing. The committee understands
that the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) is addressing these
two recommendations by either revising its current standards or developing
new standards. The committee believes that the necessary expertise on the
subject matter of progressive collapse and wind tunnel testing lies with
ASCE and other structural engineering groups or technical groups, and
directed chair Quiter to communicate to NIST the committee’s endorsement
of ASCE’s initiatives in this regard.
I am formally transmitting the position of the HRBSAC with regard to those two
recommendations. Once ASCE has completed the necessary research and draft standards or
guides on the subject, it is anticipated that the appropriate NFPA Codes will make a reference to
the finished, expert documents on the subject.
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Shyam Sunder
NIST
July 26, 2006
Page 2

Research in these areas, regardless of the outcome, will likely have an impact on future
tall building designs. NFPA, HRBSAC and the rest of the design community will be awaiting
the outcome.
Sincerely,

James Quiter, P.E.
Chair, HRBSAC
C:

P. Natale - ASCE
A. Cote – NFPA
M. Puchovsky - NFPA
J. Rossberg - ASCE
HRBSAC Members
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Memo
To:

Attachment E-1

Milosh Puchovsky
NFPA, Principal Fire Protection Engineer

From:

Geoff Craighead
Securitas USA, VP, High-Rise and Real Estate Services

Date:

August 24, 2006

Re:

Recommendations for the type of emergency plan information HRB-SAC should be
developing for NFPA’s committee projects and public education programs

I have reviewed both the City of Los Angeles and the City of New York emergency action plans. Each
of these plans provides useful materials for a high-rise building to produce an emergency action plan.
My recommendations are that the HRB-SAC discuss:
1. Developing an emergency action plan template using the cities of Los Angeles and New York
emergency action plans as guidelines.
2. Developing a floor warden manual template using the cities of Los Angeles and New York
emergency action plans as guidelines.
3. Developing an occupant instruction manual template using the cities of Los Angeles and New
York emergency action plans as guidelines.
4. Developing a suggested format for conducting evacuation drills in high-rise buildings.
5. Developing a HRB-SAC website on which high-rise building safety materials and links to other
high-rise building safety-related websites could be posted.
6. The applicability of certification programs, such as those offered by the cities of New York, Los
Angeles, and San Francisco, for fire safety directors and life safety consultants working in highrise buildings.

1
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Attachment E-2

NFPA
High Rise Building Safety Advisory Committee
Emergency Action Plans
City

e-Copy

Hard Copy

Austin, TX

9

Cincinnati, OH

9

Denver, CO

9

9

Los Angeles, CA

9

9

New Orleans, LA

9

9

New York, NY

9

9
9

Portland, OR
San Jose, CA

9

Virginia Beach, VA

9

London, England

9

Wes Shoemaker
September 5, 2006
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FAQs about building evacuation
z

Is high-rise building evacuation different from other buildings?

z

What are the key elements of emergency preparedness?

z

Are building owners or operators required to hold regular emergency drills for occupants?

z

How are emergency instructions tailored to the actual emergency event and communicated to the
building occupants?

z

If stair travel is potentially dangerous, are there alternatives?

z

If exiting down stairs takes so long, am I better off going up to the roof and waiting to be rescued there?

z

Can I use the elevator?

z

What procedures should be applied for people in a wheelchair or with other disabilities that affect
mobility?

z

If I stay and then the situation becomes untenable and I am trapped, should I break a window? Should I
jump?

z

Should my building have any type of exterior escape device?

z

If the neighboring high-rise building is on fire, should my building be evacuated?

z

Will building egress systems work in a terrorist attack?

z

My building has written evacuation procedures. Are they adequate for any emergency that may occur in
my building?

z

Many of these procedures are based on typical events. What happens when the event is not typical?

Is high-rise building evacuation different from other buildings?
The multiple floors of a high-rise building create the cumulative effect of requiring great numbers of persons to
travel great vertical distances on stairs in order to evacuate the building. In the evacuation of the World Trade
Center high-rise office towers following the terrorist bombing in 1993, the tens of thousands of building occupants
successfully and safely traversed some five million person-flights of stairs. The physical demands made on
occupants often exceed the capabilities of many. In addition, the process of evacuating some of the largest highrise buildings in the world may take upwards of two hours.
The fire and life safety systems installed in high-rise buildings today, including automatic fire sprinkler protection,
are designed to control a fire and therefore lessen the need to evacuate all occupants. In a typical scenario, the
occupants of the fire floor and the floors immediately above and below it should immediately use the exit stairs to
descend to a floor level that is at least several floors below the fire floor, and await further instruction from safety
officials.
What are the key elements of emergency preparedness?
Early warning (typically through an alarm or voice communication system), adequate means of egress (exit
routes) and occupant familiarity with the plan through knowledge and practice.
Are building owners or operators required to hold regular emergency drills for occupants?
Although not mandated for all buildings, NFPA 101®, Life Safety Code®, requires that workplaces, healthcare
facilities, educational institutions and other occupancies provide evacuation/relocation plan information and
routinely schedule and hold drills when practicable.
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How are emergency instructions tailored to the actual emergency event and communicated to the
building occupants?
High-rise building fire alarm systems are required to have emergency voice communication capability. Trained
emergency personnel assess the emergency and can then broadcast a variety of specific messages to the
occupants. The occupants believed to be in the greatest potential danger are instructed to use the exit stairs to
begin their descent. Occupants of other floors might be instructed to stay where they are and await further
instruction. In these cases, only occupants on the fire floor and the floors immediately above and below typically
receive the message. Should the scale of the emergency increase, the announcements can be expanded to
include additional floors, or if need be, the entire building.
If stair travel is potentially dangerous, are there alternatives?
The construction, fire protection and life safety systems installed in high-rise buildings, including automatic
sprinkler protection, are designed to control a fire so as to lessen the need to evacuate all occupants to the street
level. The occupants of the fire floor and floors immediately above and below it should immediately use the exit
stairs to descend to a floor level that is at least a few floors below the fire floor. The occupants can then reenter
the occupied space on those safe floors to await further instructions.
If exiting down stairs takes so long, am I better off going up to the roof and waiting to be rescued there?
No. Many of us have seen dramatic video of helicopters picking up occupants from the roof of a burning building.
This is an extraordinarily dangerous procedure for the occupants, the pilots and firefighters who may be in the
building. First, a helicopter may not come to rescue you, thus ascending to the roof instead of descending to
grade may have wasted valuable time. This is not a standard procedure in the U.S., or in most foreign countries.
In severe fires, the large thermal currents, generated by the heat from the fire, can cause the helicopter to be
buffeted up or down, making it hard to control. The resulting down thrust from the helicopter rotor can force
smoke and super heated air on top of fire suppression personnel. Most building designs incorporate numerous
features that direct occupants to the street or grade level for evacuation purposes.
Can I use the elevator?
It is never appropriate to use the elevator during a fire or similar building emergency, even in a two-story building.
When a fire occurs, elevators are designed to be recalled to a designated floor, normally the lobby. In unusual
circumstances, an elevator malfunction may cause the elevator to travel to the fire floor itself, thus exposing
occupants to the fire. Elevator shafts may also allow some smoke to enter the shaft and migrate toward the roof
of the building. Any occupants of the elevator would be exposed to that smoke.
What procedures should be applied for people in a wheelchair or with other disabilities that affect
mobility?
Able-bodied as well as disabled occupants must be covered under any written procedures. If your floor has to be
evacuated, you should plan to horizontally relocate to a refuge area. In buildings with automatic fire sprinkler
protection, this may simply be to an adjacent compartment or office space. In other cases, your building may be
provided with areas of refuge. These spaces may be located as stand-alone, barriered compartments on the
floor, or they may consist of oversized landings in stairwells. Regardless of which feature you have, your plan
includes waiting in one of the designated spaces until fire department personnel can remove you. Often times,
these spaces are provided with a two-way communication device so you can give rescue personnel your
location. Your work environment may also supplement this procedure with a "buddy" system. In this case, you
need to anticipate situations where the "buddy" may not be available in an emergency. In every case, and
regardless of one's abilities, if you have any questions about your building's plan or how you fit into it, you should
ask your employer for detailed information and request a role for those with disabilities in crafting the plan.
If I stay and then the situation becomes untenable and I am trapped, should I break a window? Should I
jump?
If you are trapped in a high-rise building, try to locate yourself in an area where you can close the door and seal
the cracks to keep smoke out. Use a telephone to call the fire department and report your exact location in the
building. Try to be patient. Emergency rescue of high-rise building occupants can take a long time. You can
signal your position to rescue personnel from a window using a light-colored cloth, but it is not advisable to break
a window. If you can open the window slightly, it is generally safe to do so to allow fresh air in, but be prepared to
close it if smoke comes in. A broken window cannot be adjusted to block smoke from pouring in. Finally, falling
glass from a broken window can sever fire hoses and severely injure rescue and suppression personnel below. It
is very dangerous to use a window for escape from anything higher than the second floor.
Should my building have any type of exterior escape device?
Items such as escape chutes and controlled descent devices are permitted to provide escape routes in special
structures such as some towers and special manufacturing environments. They are not permitted, nor
recommended by U.S.-based codes for commercial and public buildings. Such devices do not come close to the
level of protection provided by the other code-mandated features.
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If the neighboring high-rise building is on fire, should my building be evacuated?
Not during a typical fire. You should remain vigilant and determine if there is some onset or change in conditions
that could result in your building being threatened by the adjacent fire. In such cases, emergency personnel
should have adequate time to order such evacuations.
Will building egress systems work in a terrorist attack?
Society has not demanded of its public officials that they enact laws that would require the expenditure of almost
unlimited amounts of money to protect against all foreseeable and unforeseeable hazards. In reality, there may
simply be no physical way to provide such protection, even with unlimited funds. Prior to the September 11, 2001
attack, a suicide pilot at the controls of a Boeing 767 aircraft would not have appeared on anyone's list of credible
or foreseeable design hazards. In 1945, the pilot of a B-25 two-engine bomber became disoriented in heavy fog
and crashed into the Empire State Building on a Saturday morning when the building was sparsely populated.
Flaming gasoline from the 1400-gallon tanks ignited and 14 persons died and 26 were injured.
When the World Trade Center towers were built in 1970, they were designed to withstand the impact of a Boeing
707 aircraft — the largest aircraft being flown at that time. The Boeing 767 aircrafts used in the September 11
attack were considerably larger and carried nearly 20,000 gallons of jet fuel that would have carried the planes
across the country to the West Coast without refueling. Current building evacuation or relocation procedures
consider the need to move occupants from harms way with a fire that grows at a very predictable way at a rate
that is typical to the anticipated fire hazard in the building.
My building has written evacuation procedures. Are they adequate for any emergency that may occur in
my building?
It is highly likely that the procedures are adequate for all emergencies. In our society, we plan on events that are
likely to happen in a building or structure. In large part, evacuation procedures are geared towards an accidental
fire occurring in a building. As long as your procedures make clear to you the actions you are to take, and when
to take them, that is in essence what you are looking for. Although not mandated for all buildings, encourage
your employer to stage a mock drill once a year. If you are on the upper floor of a high-rise building, this may be
a good opportunity to practice and experience your plan.
Many of these procedures are based on typical events. What happens when the event is not typical?
As with any situation in our daily lives, you are ultimately in control of your fate to a great degree. Thus, you are
largely responsible for your own personal safety based upon the circumstances. Detailed procedures, verbal
instructions and even past experience may not be adequate to help you deal with extraordinary events. RED, the
universal color for danger can be used to help you in such circumstances.
React: Take any indication of smoke, fire or other potentially threatening situation seriously. Activation of
building fire alarms, smell of smoke, visual indication of flames, warning from other occupants, arrival of the
fire department are some of the attributes that may signal an imminently dangerous situation.
Evaluate: You must judge the level of threat. This includes confirming evidence or presence of smoke or
fire; judging the conditions in your immediate area; self-judgment of your physical ability to relocate or
evacuate; evaluation of the needs and abilities of others who may need assistance; consider additional
information being received.
Decide: There are only two, but difficult choices:
1.

Follow your plan and immediately leave the building.
OR

2.

Follow your plan and stay where you are, or descend to the designated level below the fire floor
and be prepared to take protective/defensive action. In this case, anticipated action may include
alerting the fire department of your location, seal doors, windows and vents that lead into your
space. Do not break out the windows. Be prepared to wait for a considerable time period (at least
one hour) if you contemplate rescue by the fire department.

This process is iterative. It is not only done at the first hint of a dangerous situation. It is a process that the
individual must manage and it needs to be repeated until the danger has passed or, if total building
evacuation is in order, when that action is completed.

URL: http://www.nfpa.org/itemDetail.asp?categoryID=811&itemID=20771&URL=Research%20&%
20Reports/Fact%20sheets/Safety%20in%20other%20occupancies/High-rise%20buildings/FAQs%20about%
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Strategies for creating evacuation messages
z

Background

z

What we do now

z

The future of evacuation messaging

z

React, Evaluate, Decide (RED)

z

Evaluating information

Background
The view on what NFPA says about building evacuation measures during emergency events is going to be
scrutinized no matter what we say or how we say it. While it is important to continue to stress the messages and
concepts based on what we know about building evacuation during a fire or similar emergency, the public may
be reluctant to adhere to that message. In some cases, family members who have dealt with a loss of life are
going to be resentful of hearing the traditional message of "stay where you are".
In terms of the delivery of this approach, we have to gently stress that ‘we know what we know about the normal
or typical fire in a building, but we don't know all about the atypical event that we must now educate the public
for.' There is a classic thought that in some cases, good decisions can still have bad outcomes. We have to
determine how to convey an idea that is at best a paradox and if we are not careful, it will send a mixed,
confusing and garbled message to the public.
Since the first fire investigation of a high-rise building fire (Triangle Shirtwaist, 1911), NFPA has utilized the
lessons learned including the need to have multiple, readily available exit stairs from buildings, get the occupants
moving who are, or may be in imminent danger, educate the public about the importance of drills, and plan to
tighten up the design elements associated with taller buildings. As tall building construction was typified in New
York, Chicago and San Francisco, the necessary means to adequately protect the occupants was an enormous
challenge.
Widespread use of "fire proof" construction including substantial compartmentation on each floor provided a
serious redundancy to the other features of the building -- exits, well-marked corridors, and control of interior
finish materials. Collectively, these elements worked together to provide a safe and secure environment in most
high-rise buildings. The life loss record in these buildings in the U.S. is in reality good overall, but it is far from
perfect.
While the Uniform Building Code began to mandate automatic sprinkler protection in some high-rise buildings in
the 1970s, the watershed fire that placed all code-writing bodies on notice was the 1980 MGM Hotel fire in Las
Vegas. This fire clearly showed the vulnerability that high-rise buildings had in spite of having careful control of
construction material including almost one hundred percent use of fire resistive construction. The vast majority of
the MGM fire fatalities occurred many floors away from the ground floor where the fire originated. A number of
factors contributed to this loss of life including a delay in activation of the building fire alarm. Additionally, some
people stayed on the upper floors even after hearing the alarm.
In December 1998, four civilian fatalities occurred at the West 60th Street Towers in Manhattan. The four
occupants who died were found in one of the buildings stairwells. All four were attempting to exit the building as
a result of a fire that originated on the twelfth floor. The occupants all came from levels well above the floor of
origin.
In both the case of the MGM fire and the West 60th Towers, diametrically opposed outcomes were likely for most
(all of the Manhattan fire victims) if different decisions had been made. In MGM, perhaps more occupants would
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have survived had they heeded the sound from the delayed alarm and evacuated the building. In New York, all
four occupants were better off had they stayed in their dwelling units. These two fires introduce the complex
process that is normally associated with crafting a public education message about emergency procedures in a
high-rise building environment.
What we do now
Nearly every city with high-rise buildings has embraced the staged evacuation or staged relocation concept when
it comes to high-rise buildings. In other parlance, this is a version of the defend in place strategy. In this model,
occupants on the fire floor (or floor where an alarm has originated) are notified of the problem. Generally,
occupants on the adjacent floors, immediately above and immediately below, are also notified. These groups are
then generally directed to move down the stairs to a refuge floor, or in some cases, they may be instructed to
leave the building. The concept of staged evacuation is drawn out of a number of elements. Among these are the
extremely conservative design features that are associated with high-rise buildings. This includes extensive use
of fire resistive and non-combustible construction, automatic sprinkler systems (including retro-fit of many highrise buildings in the U.S. following MGM Grand), building wide fire alarm systems, most of which incorporate a
voice message component, and for the most part, great predictability on expected fire growth rates and fire
behavior.
While exit stairs in tall buildings are indeed designed to accommodate total building evacuation, there are
practical matters associated with always having to empty the total building population. Some of these items
include:
Time to evacuate: Total building evacuation in certain structures may easily take one hour or more. During
this time, occupants in a well-designed, but still crowded exit stair may be injured, or may simply feel that so
much time was completely unnecessary for a small, manageable and quickly contained fire -- the ‘typical' fire
that occurs in the tall building environment.
Time to re-enter the building: Tall buildings are not designed to have the total building population show up
at exactly the same time. Elevators are designed based upon the total number of floors and total number of
expected occupants. They are not designed to deliver all occupants to all floors at the same time. Populating
the building at the same time, assuming most occupants would utilize the elevators, may be a two-hour
process depending on the size of the building.
Historical experience: The collective experience in high-rise and tall buildings in the U.S. has shown that
the defend in place concept works. The fire departments in the large metropolitan cities in the U.S. embrace
this idea, as does NFPA.
Another by-product of this approach is also the need to minimize or reduce business interruption or productivity.
Although not a primary consideration in the staged evacuation concept, it is nonetheless a fourth or fifth level
consideration in this idea.
The future of evacuation messaging
In 1997, an in-house NFPA Task Group (with two outside participants) worked on the issue of public response to
emergences in high-rise buildings. The message is a complex one and may be difficult to whittle it down to a
simplified expression or easy to recall process but we have to try.
1.

We need to couch the information that we know about right now and somehow reassure the general
public that this protocol works for the types of emergency events that buildings are currently designed
to handle.

2.

We need to emphasize that ultimately every individual is responsible for his or her own safety. Building
codes, fire codes, those who enforce such codes, and building owners all work in harmony to help
provide a safe environment, but these collective pieces have inherent boundaries that they are
designed for. This even extends to those with severe mobility impairments. This segment of society is
already dependent on the defend in place strategies that we utilize in all environments.
One of our Frequently Asked Questions relates to the decision to tell occupants of the World Trade
Center´s Tower 2 to stay in the building on September 11, 2001. The argument for doing this may be
that the only know fact early on was that there was a significant amount of debris reigning down for
Tower 1. Occupants who left either tower via the street level plaza were likely to have been severely
injured or killed by falling glass, aluminum, marble, steel, concrete or nearly any other construction
material. The decision that was made for Tower 2 created a dilemma that was not fully known until
some time after the first impact.
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We need to remind the public to be prepared to take action for any building emergency. While a fire is
the most likely emergency scenario they are likely to encounter, other perils that may require total or
partial building evacuation exist including tornadoes, bomb threats and even extended power outages.

Our traditional messages and statements by and large support these three actions. Self-preservation measures,
however, become incredibly complex when the extreme event takes place. Even in the short term, there is likely
to be a change in public attitude when a building emergency takes place. Total building evacuation may be the
norm until some sense of comfort is brought back into the picture.
React, Evaluate, Decide (RED)
The NFPA task group had resolved that the action of staying or going was an extremely dynamic action and
decision. It is never the same for two buildings, and even within the same building, it is unlikely that any two
events will give the exact same outcome. After several meetings, the task group settled on the acronym RED
that is a universal symbol for danger. In our context, RED is an easy to remember expression for React,
Evaluate, Decide. Although the task group agreed that this was a relatively clear expression of what a building
occupant should do in the event of an emergency, it was ultimately decided that trying to codify, explain or
otherwise convey this message was overly complicating the message for the public.
We now know that indeed building occupants have to be prepared for actual, rather theoretical complex
evacuation procedures. The RED model thus may be appropriate. While the public at large has generally come
to expect that all buildings are safe all the time, or that the building owner and fire department will manage
buildings with some dangerous situation, the public has to be feeling rather vulnerable at this particular point in
time. The principles of the RED model are:
React: Take any indication of smoke, fire or other potentially threatening situation seriously. Activation of
building fire alarms, smell of smoke, visual indication of flames, warning from other occupants, arrival of the
fire department are some of the attributes that may signal an imminently dangerous situation.
Evaluate: You must judge the level of threat. This includes confirming evidence or presence of smoke or
fire; judging the conditions in your immediate area; self-judgment of your physical ability to relocate or
evacuate; evaluation of the needs and abilities of others who may need assistance; consider additional
information being received.
Decide: There are only two, but difficult choices:
1.

Follow your plan and immediately leave the building.
OR

2.

Follow your plan and stay where you are, or descend to the designated level below the fire floor
and be prepared to take protective/defensive action. In this case, anticipated action may include
alerting the fire department of your location, seal doors, windows and vents that lead into your
space. Do not break out the windows. Be prepared to wait for a considerable time period (at least
one hour) if you contemplate rescue by the fire department.

This process is iterative. It is not only done at the first hint of a dangerous situation. It is a process that the
individual must manage and it needs to be repeated until the danger has passed or, if total building evacuation is
in order, when that action is completed.
In this process, information is key. Too much, too little, or inaccurate information can lead to hasty decisions or
decisions with poor outcomes. A large part of the reaction to the danger will center on what you know and when
you know it. Information is available via building voice communication systems, cell phones, radio, live TV and
word of mouth from other building occupants.
Evaluating information
Evaluation of the information must be done as quickly as possible. The essence of this feature is to determine if
you are in immediate danger, or if the evidence of peril suggest otherwise. A difficult part of this process involves
your own capabilities as well as the capabilities of others. Can you negotiate 50 flights of stairs? Have you been
assigned as a buddy to a mobility-impaired co-worker?
Given the response to the items that you evaluate, your initial decision is now ready to be made. Even given the
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ability to drill, review building procedures and study the building exits, you are still ultimately responsible for this
last part.
In this, or any similar response to building emergencies, some difficult questions arise as to the need to defend
the mobility-impaired occupants. At present, modern building codes either provide areas of refuge on each floor,
or in the case of buildings with automatic sprinkler protection, provide access to at least two compartments on
each floor. In typical fires, these protection features are more than adequate. These design elements provide a
safe environment while occupants await rescue.
Use of elevators by the disabled, or controlled stairwell decent devices are simply not practical in actual buildings
during emergency events. Elevator use is difficult to control. It is unlikely that able-bodied persons could be kept
off of elevators if they thought it would get them to the ground floor more quickly. There is simply no mechanism
that can restrict the elevator use to those who need it most.
The descent devices raise another moral dilemma in that stairs are simply not designed to accommodate such
devices and the necessary egress width for individuals who descend the stairs under their own power. This
dilemma engages a ‘fairness' debate on if one person can potentially slow the progress of what could be many
hundreds.
In gross terms, keeping on message with current educational and didactic treatment of building evacuation is
correct, although it must be done with the utmost of sensitivity. The idea of enhancing these messages with the
somewhat more complex RED approach may be appropriate at this time. Building evacuation and defend in
place concepts just became much more complex, and we need to begin to expand our discussion on such items.
URL: http://www.nfpa.org/itemDetail.asp?categoryID=810&itemID=20774&URL=Research%20&%
20Reports/Fact%20sheets/Safety%20in%20other%20occupancies/High-rise%20buildings/Strategies%20for%
20creating%20evacuation%20messages
NFPA (National Fire Protection Association)
1 Batterymarch Park, Quincy, MA 02169-7471 USA
Telephone: +1 617 770-3000 Fax: +1 617 770-0700
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Public Perceptions of Emergency Evacuation Procedures
Request for Proposals for Project Consultant
BACKGROUND and PROJECT OBJECTIVE: The National Fire Protection
Association’s High-Rise Building Safety Advisory Committee has recommended that the
public’s perception and attitudes toward building safety and their likely behavior during
emergency situations be re-evaluated. A number of life safety professionals believe that
perceptions about how occupants might respond to emergency situations in buildings has
changed, largely in light of the events of 9-11, and that current assumptions about
occupant behavior in this regard might no longer be valid. The results of the study are
intended to be used by NFPA technical committees and others in developing more
appropriate occupant notification and communication strategies, building evacuation and
occupant relocation strategies, emergency responder strategies, and education programs
and messages.
DESCRIPTION: The focus of this project is an investigation of the current attitudes
and perceptions of occupants of high-rise structures to the occurrence of emergency
scenarios, how they think they might become aware of such emergency situations, their
understanding of emergency procedures and how they might respond. This will be
achieved by collecting the views of these occupants on the procedures that they are
expected to follow. A similar study, carried out for occupants of high rise residences in
Ontario in the 1980’s, provides an example of the type of data of interest.
SCOPE of WORK: The Foundation seeks a project consultant to assist in the
implementation of this project. Activities will include:
1.
Development of a questionnaire designed to explore the attitudes of occupants
of high rise office and residential structures on their perceived safety, the types
of situations they consider to be of an emergency nature, their understanding of
any emergency procedures, and how they might respond to such emergencies
and inputs received by building management and emergency responders.
2.
Data gathering from high rise occupants using one or more of the following
survey tools: questionnaires, phone or in person surveys, focus groups and/or
other tools. The goal is to survey: occupants of both residences and offices;
occupants of buildings of two height ranges (20-40 stories and over 40 stories):
and occupants in Chicago, New York, and San Francisco. Some assistance in
identifying candidate buildings may be provided by the Project Panel.
3.
Preparation of a final report which will include a review of the data, patterns
and trends; summary of findings; and recommendations for further study.
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IMPLEMENTATION:
The research program will be conducted under the auspices of the Fire Protection
Research Foundation and will be guided by a Project Technical Panel. The Panel will
participate in the selection of the project consultant, advise on the conduct of the research
and the content of the questionnaire, and review draft and final reports.
REPORTING and DELIVERABLES:
The project consultant will provide reports to the Project Technical Panel as outlined
below. The survey instrument, coding manual (if any), collected data, etc., will also be
provided to the Research Foundation.
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY:
project report.

The Research Foundation will retain rights to the

PROJECT MILESTONES and Approximate SCHEDULE
Schedule
Deadline for Proposals
Selection of Contractor
First draft of questionnaire and survey plan:
First draft final report:
Final report:

July 20
July 27
August 25
December 29
January 31

HOW TO RESPOND
Letter proposals (not to exceed six pages) shall be submitted electronically to Kathleen
Almand, Executive Director of the Foundation, at kalmand@nfpa.org no later than 5:00
p.m. EDT July 20, 2006. Each proposal shall include a description of the following
which will be weighted equally in evaluation of proposals:
• Prior relevant experience (including electronic copies of authored similar studies,
if applicable)
• Personnel expertise
• Approach (including general description of proposed survey tools and plan)
• Fixed fee not to exceed $50,000
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IMPROVING THE TECHNICAL BASIS OF THE STANDARD FIRE RESISTANCE
TEST FOR PERFORMANCE-BASED FIRE DESIGN OF BUILDINGS
Request for Proposals for Project Consultant
BACKGROUND
The ASTM E 119 test procedure (or equivalent) is used to determine whether a construction
assembly or structural element meets the fire resistance rating requirements specified in
prescriptive building codes. Fire statistics indicate that these requirements appear to be adequate
in meeting the intended fire safety objectives of the prescriptive codes. In recent years it has
become more common to design buildings for fire safety on a performance basis. The standard
fire resistance test in its present form is not designed to provide discrete information that can be
used in support of performance-based structural fire design. The technology of the test standard
could be improved to make the measurements and results more useful for performance-based fire
design.
PROJECT OBJECTIVE
The Fire Protection Research Foundation has undertaken a project to develop the technical basis
for changes and additions to ASTM E 119 so that measurements and results can be used in
performance-based design, without compromising the traditional use of the test standard for
prescriptive building code compliance. This study will focus on the major aspects of the
standard for which more data would be of value to the engineering community; for example
thermal exposure conditions; furnace pressure conditions; structural loading conditions; test
assembly deflections, etc. The study will focus on an exploration of these issues for two types of
assemblies: 1) gypsum wall board covered load bearing steel stud walls and, 2) composite
unrestrained concrete slab/protected unrestrained steel beam floor assemblies.
SCOPE OF WORK
This is a request for proposals to undertake Phase I of a three phase study to develop this
information. Tasks include:
a)
Identification of the aspects of the fire resistance test for which additional test data or
measurements may be of value for performance based design.
b)
A comprehensive literature survey to identify previous pertinent research and explore
available test data.
c)
An analysis of this information to determine gaps in knowledge and opportunities for
enhancements to the standard. This will guide future Phases of the program which
will include an experimental program and recommendations for consideration by
ASTM E5.11. It will also serve as a future roadmap for studies to enhance the value
of the standard test results for the engineering community.
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d)

A detailed outline of a proposed experimental program, as well as an estimated cost
proposal for this program, will be prepared. (Additional Phases of the program will
be carried out under a separate contract potentially by others.)

IMPLEMENTATION:
The research program will be conducted under the auspices of the Fire Protection Research
Foundation and will be guided by a Project Technical Panel consisting of members of ASTM
E05.11 and other experts on the subject of fire resistance testing. The Panel will select the
contractor, review periodic reports of progress and research results, and review the final project
reports.
REPORTING and DELIVERABLES:
The project consultant will provide periodic reporting and communication on all project tasks to
the Project Technical Panel and will prepare the following deliverables: annotated list of
desireable measurements of test conditions and assembly performance, a report of the literature
review and gap analysis, a proposed experimental plan and cost proposal for Phase II, and a final
report. The contractor will present his preliminary findings at the ASTM E-5 meeting in
December of 2006. The Research Foundation will retain rights to the project report.
PROJECT MILESTONES and Approximate SCHEDULE
Proposals Due
Selection of Contractor
Report Outline
Literature Review and Gap Analysis
Test Plan and Cost Proposal
Draft Final Report
Final Report

September 22
September 29
October 15
November 15
December 22
December 22
January 31

HOW TO RESPOND
Letter proposals (not to exceed six pages) shall be submitted electronically to Kathleen Almand,
Executive Director of the Foundation, at kalmand@nfpa.org no later than 5:00 p.m. EDT
September 22, 2006. Each proposal shall include a description of the following which will be
weighted equally in evaluation of proposals:
• Prior relevant experience and personnel expertise
• Scope and approach
• Fixed fee not to exceed $50,000, excluding travel costs.
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